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Abstract
The amount of digital data has increased exponentially over the last few decades. In
order to discover useful knowledge from such data, knowledge discovery and data mining
techniques have been developed. However, they produce a large body of knowledge
without semantic information. As a result, in most cases, interpreting the meanings of
the discovered knowledge is very difficult, which hinders the utilisation of the discovered
knowledge. Knowledge discovered from data mining provides users with a pathway
to achieve a desired goal. Without knowing they are doing so, users explore portions
of the discovered knowledge that is relevant to them. Before exploring the discovered
knowledge, an interpretation of the discovered knowledge and an indication of how the
knowledge is relevant to the desired goal will greatly benefit users. To improve the inter-
pretation of discovered knowledge, we propose a new effective framework of personalised
ontology. The framework has two structures: semantic structure and contextual structure.
Semantic structure includes the concepts and their semantic relations, while contextual
structure includes the context of the discovered knowledge. Two structures combine to
explain and interpret discovered knowledge.
One crucial step in the construction of the proposed framework is annotating the
discovered knowledge with concepts from a knowledge base ontology. This research
specifically studies the interpretation of two popular data mining techniques—pattern
mining and topic modelling. Both of these techniques produce sets of co-occurring terms.
However, the existing techniques do not effectively annotate co-occurring term sets. To
address this problem we propose a technique called Semantic Analysis of Associated
Term Set (SAATS) based on random set theory.
vii
In existing personalised ontologies all terms of a concept are considered equally
relevant, but they are not. We propose to weight terms as a means for estimating their
relative importance. In order to weight terms in a cluster, existing techniques use only
one statistic that is not effective. Therefore, we define a contextual structure that has a
number of relevant statistics, and we weight the terms based on the contextual structure.
We give the theoretical analysis of the proposed framework, followed by empirical
evaluation of the effectiveness based on three large-scale benchmark datasets namely,
RCV1, R8 and LCSH. The experimental results confirm the merits of the proposed frame-
work.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Over the last few decades, the amount of digital data has increased exponentially. The vast
amount of data brings both opportunities and challenges. The discovered knowledge from
such data can benefit many applications such as market basket analysis, business manage-
ment and so on. Knowledge discovery and data mining techniques have attracted great
attention because of their capacity to discover useful knowledge from a given dataset.
They discover implicit, previously unknown and potentially useful knowledge from the
dataset [Frawley et al., 1992]. The discovered knowledge is supposed to provide a non-
trivial and useful insight into the data.
Many data mining techniques have been developed for the purpose of discovering
knowledge from dataset [Andrzejewski and Buttler, 2011, Calegari and Pasi, 2013, Caro-
preso et al., 2001, Han et al., 2007, Harvey et al., 2013, Li and Zhong, 2006, Sebastiani,
2002, Shen et al., 2012, Sieg et al., 2007b, Tran et al., 2007, Wu, 2007, Wu et al., 2006].
However, they produce a large body of knowledge without semantic information. As
a result, in most cases, interpreting the meaning of the discovered knowledge is very
difficult, which hinders the utilisation of the discovered knowledge. For example, two
popular data mining techniques are pattern mining [Li and Zhong, 2006, Wu et al., 2006]
and topic modelling [Andrzejewski and Buttler, 2011, Harvey et al., 2013]. They can
1
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identify patterns and trends in a text corpus, and they can be used for inferring the subject
matter of the corpus [Chemudugunta et al., 2008a, Hulpus et al., 2013]. Table 1.1 shows
some examples of patterns and topic models. Given the fact that 80% of the produced data
in a company is text [Tan et al., 1999], these two techniques have immense application in
data analysis. However, because they lack semantic information, humans cannot interpret
and explore the discovered knowledge easily [Mei et al., 2007b, Zhong et al., 2012a].
Table 1.1: Example of Patterns, Topic Models and Concepts
Patterns Topic Models Concepts
〈research transplant organ human〉 〈coal effici industri back europ〉 〈heart transplant patient〉
〈organ patient anim〉 〈popul butterfli european extinct north〉 〈organ transplant〉
〈research transplant anim〉 〈global warm ga current british〉 〈global warming〉
More specifically, pattern mining produces a large number of patterns, and inter-
preting and using them effectively is difficult. Wu et al. [2006] and Li and Zhong [2006]
made a breakthrough in utilising patterns by deploying them to a term space. However,
deploying patterns to a term space ultimately leads to the bag-of-words model where
patterns lose their meanings, and are conglomerated into a group of terms instead. To
understand a pattern’s semantics, Mei et al. [2006b, 2007b] proposed to annotate a pattern
using its context information. The assumption is that the semantics of a pattern can be
inferred from its context (e.g. documents). That is, their work tries to find where the
pattern comes from. For instance, they use a set of context indicators (e.g. terms that co-
occur with the pattern in the context), a set of transactions (e.g. paragraphs that contain
the pattern), and a set of similar patterns extracted from a corpus to infer the pattern’s
semantics. While a document is expressed assuming prior knowledge, their annotation
assumes that a document is what it has. In other words, even though their technique
annotates a pattern with context information, it does not interpret the pattern.
Again, topic models lack a global view and most of the discovered topic models
do not produce easy-to-understand meanings [Chemudugunta et al., 2008a,b, Mei et al.,
2007a]. Without having a clear understanding of the meanings, especially when the users
are not familiar with the source corpus, exploring and analysing the discovered knowledge
is very difficult. Therefore, how to interpret the potential meanings of the discovered
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knowledge, as a means to support the exploration and analysis, is a new challenge in the
knowledge discovery research area [Mei et al., 2007b].
In most cases, out of the discovered knowledge, users want to explore a portion
of the knowledge that is relevant to their desired goal. Before exploring the discovered
knowledge, an interpretation of the discovered knowledge and an indication of how the
knowledge is relevant to the desired goal will greatly benefit the users [Mei et al., 2007b].
Usually, scientists use their background knowledge, experience and skills to interpret
the patterns and trends discovered from data analysis [Carpi and Egger, 2011]. Besides,
they use the context of the data to explain the patterns and trends. A knowledge base
ontology can be used to simulate human background knowledge. An ontology con-
sists of a set of concepts and their semantic relations (e.g. Is-a, Related-to, Part-of),
where a concept is a set of semantically related terms that together express a human-
understandable idea or object in a knowledge area. Table 1.1 shows some examples of
concepts. Psychologist Gregory Murphy states in his outstanding book [Murphy, 2004]
that the glue that holds our mental world together is concepts. When humans think of a
concept, a network of semantically related concepts are triggered in the brain [Sun et al.,
2015]. This kind of network is the foundation of human cognition. Therefore, in order to
interpret discovered knowledge, we must have a concept network like the one in a human
mind. This research uses a knowledge-base ontology as a source of human background
knowledge, and constructs a personalised ontology that includes a structure similar to a
network of semantically related concepts to interpret the discovered knowledge.
Web ontologists observed that users implicitly possess some conceptual models
when they are gathering information from the Web [Li and Zhong, 2006]. The conceptual
models guide them to decide whether a document is relevant to the users [Li and Zhong,
2006]. In others words, the conceptual model represents their knowledge about the
expected information. A model that can simulate the conceptual model can be used in
the interpretation of the expected information. Personalised ontologies are considered
powerful tools for simulating the conceptual models [Calegari and Pasi, 2013, Tao et al.,
2011] because of their expressiveness, effective knowledge representation formalism and
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associated inference mechanisms. Researchers proposed many personalised ontology
learning techniques for representing a user’s information needs, where they map a user’s
information needs to a knowledge base ontology [Calegari and Pasi, 2013, Eyharabide
and Amandi, 2012, Gauch et al., 2003a, Navigli et al., 2003, Shen et al., 2012, Sieg et al.,
2007b, Tao et al., 2011, 2007, 2008]. As a personalised ontology can interpret a user’s
knowledge about the expected information of a knowledge area, the personalised ontology
should contribute to the interpretation of knowledge discovered from a corpus.
The context of data plays a major role in understanding the intent of the discovered
knowledge (e.g. patterns and topic models). Strong contextual information can compen-
sate the weak evidence of intent. Context of data can be incorporated in many ways.
Among them, the simplest form is the statistical aspect, i.e. a set of relevant summary
statistics associated with discovered knowledge (e.g. documents, patterns, concepts, on-
tology, etc.). A contextual structure is a set of information levels, where each information
level represents the relevant summary statistics of an information source associated with
the discovered knowledge.
In this research, we propose a new effective framework of personalised ontology
for interpreting the discovered knowledge. The framework has two structures: semantic
structure and contextual structure. Semantic structure includes the concepts and their se-
mantic relations, while contextual structure includes the context of the discovered knowl-
edge. We combine the two structures to explain and interpret the discovered knowledge.
We construct the personalised ontology in three steps: (a) annotate the discovered knowl-
edge (e.g. patterns and topic models) with concepts from a knowledge base ontology,
(b) constitute the semantic structure using the concepts in annotation and their semantic
relations and (c) constitute the contextual structure from the relevant summary statistics
of information sources associated with the discovered knowledge. The framework of this
research idea is presented in Figure 1.1.
Use of concepts in interpretation can be justified by many works. For example, topic
models are sometimes annotated with concepts [Mei et al., 2006a, Wang and McCallum,
2006] for a better understanding of meanings. Gabrilovich and Markovitch [2007a, 2009]
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Figure 1.1: Research Idea
use concept vector representation to explicitly represent the meanings of a text fragment.
Similar techniques were used by other researchers for solving practical problems such
as synonymy and polysemy [Gabrilovich and Markovitch, 2005], bringing order to folk-
sonomies (user vocabulary) [Yi and Chan, 2009], learning personalised ontology [Shen
et al., 2012], and document summarisation [Hennig et al., 2008, Verma et al., 2007]. That
is, a set of concepts and their semantic relations that are representative of the discovered
knowledge can assist a user to have a rough idea about discovered knowledge. However,
how to select the representative concepts is a big challenge. Another challenge is selecting
the relevant statistical relations that are effective for defining the contextual structure.
1.2 Research Questions and Significance
There is not a technique described in current literature that can effectively learn a per-
sonalised ontology for the discovered knowledge (i.e. pattern and topic models) by
combining it with a knowledge base ontology. Given this research gap, this thesis needs
to answer many research questions to effectively interpret discovered knowledge. The
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main research questions of this thesis can be listed as following:
1. What is an effective framework of personalised ontology for interpreting discovered
knowledge?
2. How to map co-occurring term sets to the concepts in a knowledge base ontology?
3. How to select the relevant statistical relations that are effective for defining the
contextual structure?
This research specifically studies the interpretation of the two popular data mining
techniques—pattern mining and topic modelling. They output sets of co-occurring terms.
A pattern is a set of terms that frequently co-occur in a text, while topic modelling
discovers clusters of co-occurring terms in a corpus [Hulpus et al., 2013] and each cluster
is represented as an abstract topic called a topic model. The co-occurrence of terms
indicates their semantic proximity, and they are assumed to be associated [Zhong et al.,
2012a].
The leading idea of annotating co-occurring terms is to map them to the concepts in
a standard ontology. The set of concepts that are mapped with the co-occurring term sets
is selected as the set of annotations. The terms in a co-occurring term set are associated.
However, existing mapping techniques (e.g. Calegari and Pasi [2013], Shen et al. [2012],
Sieg et al. [2007b], Tran et al. [2007]) can map only an individual term to the concepts in
the ontology. That means, if we use existing techniques, instead of the set of associated
terms itself, the terms in the set are mapped to the concepts. Therefore, the associations
of terms are ignored in the annotation process, while the term association is one of the
most important features of the co-occurring terms. More importantly, each term of a co-
occurring terms set is mapped to a set of concepts, but working out how to use these
mapped concepts to annotate the co-occurring term set is another challenge. The union
(∪) of the sets of concepts results in too many concepts, while many of them are noisy
(i.e. not relevant to the user’s information needs), which means information overload. On
the other hand, the intersection (∩) will result in too few or no concepts, which means
information mismatch. Using the combination of union and intersection will present the
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system with too many combinations to consider, and no priorities for which combinations
should be considered. As a result, selecting concepts for annotating co-occurring term
sets is very challenging. To address this challenge, we propose a method called Semantic
Analysis of Associated Term Sets (SAATS) based on random set theory [Goutsias et al.,
2012, Kruse et al., 1991, 2012, Molchanov, 2006]. The proposed technique can map
the set of co-occurring terms itself, and therefore reflects the term association in the
annotation. To remove noisy concepts, it categorises candidate concepts into groups based
on their likelihood of noise.
In existing personalised ontologies, all terms of a concept are considered equally
important in terms of their relevance to the user’s information needs. We have experi-
mentally observed that in a given context certain terms can be more important than others
(see section 6.8). A concept that contains more important terms often has more to do with
the discovered knowledge, and therefore important terms should receive higher emphasis.
While there are standard techniques, such as tf×idf , BM25, for weighting terms, they use
only one statistic. Using only one statistic can be misleading for interpretation because
each statistical relation emphasis only one specific aspect of the context. For example,
two terms can have the same relative frequency at the document-level, but they may
contribute differently in ontology level. Another example is when a term overlaps co-
occurring term sets, this implies a relationship with the co-occurring term sets [Wu et al.,
2006]. However, using only this statistic can be misleading because it can be conjectured
that term overlapping implies that the term has different contextual nuances (e.g. it is
proxy for word sense disambiguation). The set of all the relevant statistical relations
gives a big picture of the context, which helps in better understanding the discovered
patterns. A context can have a number of related information sources such as documents,
patterns, concepts, an ontology, etc. The statistics of each information source is called
an information level. The question is which information levels are relevant for estimating
the relative importance of the terms. Is a particular level or all of them should be used?
This research investigates this question and defines the contextual structure using the set
of relevant information levels. The relative importance of each term is estimated using
the contextual structure. That is, the main goal of contextual structure is to preserve
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the essential statistical relationships that exist in the information sources and utilise the
statistical relationships for estimating the relative importance of terms in a concept.
1.3 Main Contributions
This research makes both theoretical and practical contributions. For the first time, it
provides a novel theoretical method (SAATS) based on random set theory to annotate
co-occurring term sets. An efficient implementation algorithm follows the method. Both
qualitative and quantitative evaluation show that the method can effectively annotate co-
occurring term sets.
This research proposes that strong contextual information can compensate the weak
evidence of the intent of discovered knowledge. It investigates the context of discovered
knowledge and defines an effective contextual structure. Besides, it has experimentally
observed that in a given context certain terms can be more important than others, and
a concept that contains more important terms often has more to do with the discovered
knowledge, and therefore important terms should receive higher emphasis. Thus, this
research proposes to estimate the relative importance of terms in a concept based on the
contextual structure.
To interpret discovered knowledge, such as patterns and topic models, it proposes
to learn a personalised ontology by combining discovered knowledge with a knowledge
base ontology. For effective interpretation of the discovered knowledge, a new framework
of personalised ontology is proposed that includes a contextual structure in addition to a
traditional semantic structure.
Based on the the proposed framework, two models are proposed to interpret knowl-
edge discovered by the two popular data mining techniques: pattern mining and topic
modelling. The first interprets discovered patterns, and it is called Pattern Analysis based
Personalised Ontology (PAPO). The second model interprets topic models, and it is called
Topic Model Analysis based Personalised Ontology (TAPO). Both of these models have
significantly improved in performance compared with baseline models. In addition to
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these, a case study was conducted for qualitative evaluation. The case study with human
assessors shows that the interpretation increases semantic understandability by 31.68%.
These results clearly justify the significance of the proposed framework. This means, this
framework is a novel contribution to the interpretation of discovered knowledge.
We are also able to improve the execution time of annotating co-occurring term
sets, using an efficient algorithm that we have developed. The algorithm is based on
the proposed annotation technique, but its time complexity is one degree less than the
original annotation technique. Finally, the learned personalised ontology is visualised
using a directed graph, where the concepts are vertices and the semantic relations are
edges.
The major contributions of this research can be summarised as follows:
1. proposes a new effective framework of personalised ontology for interpreting dis-
covered knowledge,
2. devises a novel technique for annotating co-occurring term sets,
3. defines an effective contextual structure and, based on it, proposes the relative
importance of terms in a concept for better representation of the discovered knowl-
edge.
1.4 Publications
Some works and results of this research have been published or accepted in international
conferences and journals. The list of the refereed papers is the following:
• Bashar, M. A., Li, Y., Shen, Y., and Gao, Y. (2016b). Conceptual annotation of text
patterns. Computational Intelligence. (Accepted)
• Bashar, M. A., Li, Y., and Gao, Y. (2016a). A framework for automatic personalised
ontology learning. In International Joint Conferences on Web Intelligence (WI) and
Intelligent Agent Technologies (IAT). IEEE
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• Bashar, M. A., Li, Y., Shen, Y., and Albathan, M. (2014). Interpreting discovered
patterns in terms of ontology concepts. In International Joint Conferences on Web
Intelligence (WI) and Intelligent Agent Technologies (IAT), volume 1, pages 432–
437. IEEE
1.5 Thesis Organisation
We give the theoretical analysis of the proposed framework, followed by empirical eval-
uation of the effectiveness based on three large-scale benchmark datasets namely, RCV1
(Reuters Corpus Volume 1 [Robertson and Soboroff, 2002, Rose et al., 2002, Wu et al.,
2006]), R8 (R8 of Reuters 21578 [Ingaramo et al., 2008]) and LCSH (Library of Congress
Subject Headings [Yi and Chan, 2009]). The two models, PAPO and TAPO, implemented
based on the proposed framework, achieve significant performance improvements com-
pared with the baseline models. Besides, a case study was conducted for qualitative
evaluation. The human assessor-based case study shows that the interpretation increases
semantic understandability by 31.68%.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows: Chapter 2 discusses related work;
basic definitions and construction of semantic structure is given in Chapter 3; Chapter
4 defines contextual structure and discusses its construction; the semantic structure is
defined and the proposed new framework of personalised ontology is discussed in Chapter
5; Chapter 6 provides the detailed evaluation and discussion of the framework, especially
the two models that implement the framework; limitations and future works are discussed
in Chapter 7; the thesis concludes in Chapter 8.
Chapter 2
Related Works
Local Information RepositoryOntology
Personalised Ontology
Concept and 
Semantic Relation
Document
Data Mining Output
Annotation
Figure 2.1: Literature Analysis Scope
This research proposes to use personalised ontology to interpret knowledge dis-
covered through data mining techniques from a corpus or local information repository.
Usually, scientists use their background knowledge, experience and skills to interpret
the patterns and trends discovered from data analysis [Carpi and Egger, 2011]. Besides,
they use the context of the data to explain the patterns and trends. Psychologist Gregory
Murphy states in his outstanding book [Murphy, 2004] that the glue that holds our mental
world together is concepts. When humans think of a concept, a network of semantically
related concepts are triggered in the brain [Sun et al., 2015]. This kind of network is the
foundation of human cognition. Therefore, in order to interpret discovered knowledge,
we must have a concept network like the one in a human mind. This research uses a
knowledge-base ontology as a source of human background knowledge, and constructs a
personalised ontology that includes a structure similar to a network of semantically related
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concepts to interpret the discovered knowledge.
This chapter presents a critical analysis of existing works related to personalised
ontology learning, and clearly identifies the research gaps. There is not a technique
described in current literature that can effectively learn a personalised ontology for the
discovered knowledge (i.e. pattern and topic models) by combining it with a knowl-
edge base ontology. Literature relevant to all major notions, methods and techniques of
personalised ontology and data mining techniques are addressed. The literature analysis
scope is graphically shown in Figure 2.1. The proposed framework uses a knowledge base
ontology (also called standard ontology or reference ontology) as a source of the concepts
and their semantic relations. Firstly, this chapter discusses types of data mining outputs
and their discovery techniques, including a detailed discussion on two popular data min-
ing techniques—pattern mining and topic modelling. It also discusses their limitations.
Secondly, it discusses the relevant definitions and the construction of the knowledge
base ontology. Thirdly, an organised study and critical analysis of existing personalised
ontology learning literature are presented along with the research gaps. Fourthly, it
discusses the idea of concept, which is one of the main constructing components of a
personalised ontology. It discusses the types of concepts used in current literature and
investigates which type of concept is suitable to use in the proposed framework. Fifthly,
it discusses annotation that is used as a technique for selecting concepts that can represent
the discovered knowledge of data mining techniques. Sixthly, it discusses semantic-
relation-discovery techniques. There are some terms discovered from the local infor-
mation repository that cannot be annotated with concepts, and therefore their semantic
relations are unknown. For these terms, semantic relationship discovery is important.
Finally, it discusses the representation of information needs that is used as a means
for evaluating the proposed interpretation in an information filtering system (a type of
information gathering system). It also discusses different types of information gathering
systems along with their relevance to the evaluation methodology.
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2.1 Data Mining
In general, data mining can be described as the process of analysing data from different
perspectives and summarising the corresponding analysis output into useful information.
The simplest unit of data is a feature. A feature can be an item in a transaction database or
a term (word) in a document collection. Commonly, the analysis outputs of data mining
can be of two types: (a) a set of key features and (b) key sets of associated features.
In a transaction database, the key features can be the items that are frequently sold
in a store. By learning this information, the shopkeeper can store more of these items to
reduce inventory backlog and increase profit. In a document, key features (also known as
key terms) can be the terms that appear frequently. Information about frequent terms can
be used in document retrieval. If a document frequently contains a user’s query terms,
then the document may be the one the user is looking for.
On the other hand, associations are mined to anticipate patterns and trends. In the
transaction database, the associated features can be the items that are frequently sold
together. A typical example is diaper and beer—when men buy diapers they tend to buy
beers too [Linoff and Berry, 2011]. By learning this information, a shop can display beers
closer to diapers to increase sales when the user is male. A shop that sells diapers but
does not keep beer may lose their buyer because next time the buyer will go to the shop
where they can buy both of them. A co-occurring term set is a set of terms that frequently
appear together is a text or corpus. It is also called associated features. Besides finding
patterns and trends, co-occurring term sets are useful for disambiguating meanings. For
example, in a document, the term ‘data’ can appear frequently, and the term ‘mining’
can also appear frequently. This does not necessarily mean the document is talking about
‘data mining’. It may be talking about the data of coal mining. However, if ‘data’ and
‘mining’ frequently appear together, then it may be talking about ‘data mining’.
This research focuses on the output of data mining that is conducted on documents
(i.e. text data) instead of relational databases. This kind of data mining is also referred
to as text data mining or text mining. It extracts useful information from unstructured
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or semi-structured text data. Therefore, from now on, the terminology feature will de-
liberately be restricted to terms. In the following subsections, we discuss key terms and
co-occurring term sets.
Table 2.1: Example of Key Terms, Patterns and Topic Models
Keywords Closed Patterns Topics Generated by LDA
〈heart〉 〈research transplant organ human〉 〈coal effici industri back europ〉
〈transplant〉 〈organ patient anim〉 〈popul butterfli european extinct north〉
〈warming〉 〈research transplant anim〉 〈global warm ga current british〉
2.1.1 Key Terms
A set of key terms is the most common type of data mining output. It is a subset of
relevant terms (i.e. words) selected from a corpus to be used in model construction. In
many data mining applications, such as classification and clustering, using a set of key
terms is effective because key terms have rich statistical properties, and their discovery is
time efficient. A key term has more weight than other non-key terms. A large amount of
research has been done on selecting the set of key terms from a corpus. For example,
Wang et al. [2012] use diversity of term distribution between specific categories and
entire corpus to construct an effective key term selection function. Key term selection
by simultaneous feature grouping over a given undirected graph is presented by Yang
et al. [2012]. Key term selection based on discriminating the information related to a term
is presented by Tariq and Karim [2011]. Liu et al. [2011] propose a key term selection
technique which is based on hierarchical term clustering. Another key term selection
approach based on graph classification is presented by Zhu et al. [2012]. Gu et al. [2011]
presents a multi-level key term selection method. Tang and Liu [2012] showed that the
relationships that exists in the linked data of social media can be used to help select
relevant key terms, and Wang et al. [2010] used networking information between users
and tags in social media to discover overlapping communities. Key term selection from
networked data is also presented by Gu and Han [2011]. Table 2.1 shows some key terms.
Though many data mining approaches provide the analysis output as key terms,
key terms suffer from semantic ambiguity (i.e. the polysemy and synonymy problems).
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Furthermore, the association information among terms is lost when a document is trans-
formed into a set of simple independent terms [Shen et al., 2006]. These two problems
affect the precision, even though key features enjoy good statistical properties and are
useful for Information Retrieval (IR) and Information Filtering (IF). A personalised on-
tology model (POM) based on key terms was proposed by Shen et al. [2012]. However,
the performance of the learned personalised ontology is not effective in experiment (see
section 6.7.1 for the experimental results).
2.1.2 Co-occurring Term Sets
Co-occurring term sets are high-quality knowledge discovered in text data. Two popular
kinds of co-occurring term sets are patterns (aka frequent patterns) and topic models.
Frequent patterns [Pasquier et al., 1999, Wu et al., 2006] and topic models [Blei et al.,
2003] are identified patterns and trends in a text or corpus and can summarise the sub-
ject matter of the corpus [Chemudugunta et al., 2008a, Hulpus et al., 2013]. Given the
fact that 80% of the produced data in a company is text [Tan et al., 1999], these two
techniques have extensive application in data analysis. The second and third column
in Table 2.1 show some examples of patterns and topic models respectively. However,
because patterns and topic models are essentially sets of frequently co-occurring terms
that lack semantic information, humans cannot understand them easily Mei et al. [2006b],
especially when the users are not familiar with the knowledge domain and the number of
patterns or topic models are huge. This research seeks to provide interpretation for these
two popular co-occurring term sets (i.e. data mining outputs)—patterns and topic models.
The interpretation has two goals: (a) it gives the meanings of discovered knowledge in
terms of concepts in a domain ontology and (b) provides a new method for generating
and extracting features from an ontology for better describing relevant information. The
following two subsections discuss patterns and topic models.
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2.1.2.1 Patterns
The first popular [Han et al., 2007] data mining output for which this research provides
interpretation is patterns. A pattern (or frequent pattern) is a set of terms that frequently
co-occur in a text. Frequent patterns can implicitly identify potentially useful patterns and
trends in a given dataset. The co-occurrence of terms indicates their semantic proximity,
and they are assumed to be interdependent [Zhong et al., 2012b]. Pattern mining has
extensively been studied for many years in the data mining community, and many efficient
algorithms have been proposed [Bijaksana et al., 2013]. An example of the pattern mining
approach is the Pattern Taxonomy Model (PTM) [Li et al., 2010b, Wu et al., 2006, 2004,
Zhong et al., 2012b]. In order to improve the efficiency and quality of extracted patterns
by reducing the amount of information, several techniques have been proposed in the
current literature. For example, maximum frequent pattern mining [Bayardo Jr, 1998],
closed frequent pattern mining [Pasquier et al., 1999], top k closed pattern mining [Han
et al., 2002], etc. Table 2.1 shows some examples of closed patterns.
However, pattern mining produces a large number of patterns, and interpreting and
using them effectively is difficult. Wu et al. [2006] and Li and Zhong [2006] proposed to
utilise patterns by deploying them to a term space. Unfortunately, deploying patterns to
a term space ultimately leads to the problem of bag-of-word, wherein all the individual
patterns have lost their meanings. To understand a pattern’s semantics, Mei et al. [2006b]
proposed to annotate a pattern using its context information. However, their annotation
considers a document as only the information it has, while a document is expressed
assuming prior knowledge of a domain. As a result, it cannot effectively interpret a
pattern. For instance, they annotate a pattern using a set of context indicators (e.g. terms
that co-occur with the pattern in the context), a set of transactions (e.g. paragraphs that
contain the pattern) and a set of similar patterns extracted from a corpus. This annotation
helps to understand where a pattern comes from, but it does not effectively interpret
the pattern. This gap in literature prompts us to provide an interpretation of patterns
discovered in a text or corpus. In this subsection, we give a detailed description of pattern
mining.
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Let us assume that there is a collection of documents that are relevant to a specific
topic of interest. Using text mining, a user discovers knowledge from the document
collection to analyse the topic. For example, a researcher who is conducting research
on organ transplant in the UK may have a collection of documents that are relevant to
the topic Organ transplant in the UK. The user wants to analyse the topic by using the
patterns (or topic models) discovered from the document collection (this needs to achieve
the first interpretation goal: meanings of patterns in terms of ontology concepts) and
want to collect documents from the Web that are relevant to these patterns (this needs to
achieve the second interpretation goal: a method for generating and extracting features
from ontology for better describing relevant information).
A document d consists of a set PG of paragraphs, a paragraph consists of a bag of
terms, and each paragraph pg ∈ PG is considered as a transaction.
If a set of terms p = t1, t2, ..., tn appear together in each of a minimum number of
paragraphs in a document, the set of terms is called a frequent pattern. The number of
paragraphs where p appears in is called its support. To improve the efficiency and quality
of discovered frequent patterns by reducing the amount of information, we use the closed
pattern Pasquier et al. [1999]. A frequent pattern cp is called a closed pattern if there are
no super-pattern p1 of cp such that support(cp) = support(p1).
Liu et al. [2006] identified that each pattern might not be interesting individually,
but a group together can represent an important piece of knowledge. Therefore, closed
patterns are further grouped (or summarised) into clusters using pattern profiles proposed
by Yan et al. [2005], where each cluster is called a master pattern m. Like in the original
work in Yan et al. [2005], Kullback-Leibler (KL) is used to cluster the closed patterns
to master patterns using a pattern similarity threshold β, where β is an experimental
coefficient.
To give an explanation of pattern in layman’s terms, let us consider PTM. PTM
assumes that a document consists of a set of paragraphs, a paragraph consists of a bag of
terms, and each paragraph can be considered as a transaction. At the beginning, pattern
mining is applied to the text or corpus to discover frequent patterns (a.k.a frequent item
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sets) [Agrawal et al., 1994]. Then a pruning scheme (e.g. closed pattern) is applied to
remove redundant patterns. Consider the following toy example in Table 2.2, where a
document has been split into paragraphs. The frequency of a term set is the number
Table 2.2: A Document Split into Paragraphs
Paragraph Term Set
pg1 t1t2t3
pg2 t1t3
pg3 t2t3
pg4 t2t3t4
pg5 t1t2t3t4
of paragraphs where it appears. The frequency of a term set is also known as support.
The supports of all the term sets in the document are shown in the Table 2.3. A term set
is called a frequent pattern if its support is greater than or equal to a specified minimum
support (misup). If our specified minimum support is 2 (i.e. minsup = 2), we will get
the frequent patterns shown in Table 2.4. However, many of these frequent patterns are
redundant [Wu et al., 2004]. For example, pattern 〈t2〉 and pattern 〈t2, t3〉 have the same
support and 〈t2〉 ⊏ 〈t2, t3〉. That means, the information of the first pattern is already
contained in the second pattern. To address this problem, pruning is done using the
technique of closed patters. A closed pattern is a pattern that has the same support as
its sub patterns [Li et al., 2010b, Wu et al., 2006, 2004, Zhong et al., 2012b]. The set of
closed patterns in Table 2.4 is shown in Table 2.5. As the frequent patterns in Table 2.4
can be represented in a subset-superset hierarchy, and from the hierarchy the pruning can
be done, the model PTM is called Pattern Taxonomy Model. If the sequence of terms is
considered, we can find frequent sequential patterns and closed sequential patterns [Li
et al., 2010b, Wu et al., 2006, 2004, Zhong et al., 2012b]. In this research we are not
considering the sequences.
Pattern mining has a long history with phrase mining. A phrase is a sequence of
terms in a text separated by only white space and expresses a concept. However, these
techniques are language dependent and produce a large number of redundant phrases
[Scott and Matwin, 1999, Sebastiani, 2002]. Besides, phrases are semantically rich but are
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Table 2.3: Frequency of Term Sets in Paragraphs
Term Set Suppot
t1 3
t2 4
t3 4
t4 2
t1, t2 2
t1, t3 3
t1, t4 1
t2, t3 4
t2, t4 2
t3, t4 2
t1, t2, t3 2
t1, t2, t4 1
t1, t3, t4 1
t2, t3, t4 2
t1, t2, t3, t4 1
Table 2.4: Frequent Patterns (minsup=2)
Frequent Pattern Suppot
t1 3
t2 4
t3 4
t4 2
t1, t2 2
t1, t3 3
t2, t3 4
t2, t4 2
t3, t4 2
t1, t2, t3 2
t2, t3, t4 2
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Table 2.5: Closed Patterns
Closed Pattern Suppot
t1, t3 3
t2, t3 4
t1, t2, t3 2
t2, t3, t4 2
not rich statistically, and they do not perform well in experiments [Lewis, 1992, Moschitti
and Basili, 2004, Scott and Matwin, 1999, Sebastiani, 2002]. Therefore, a similar but
more sophisticated method called n-Gram is provided. An n-Gram is a sequence of n
terms in a text separated by only white space. Even though n-Grams are statistically and
semantically rich, they are not closed (see section 3.1.1.2), which results in too much
redundant information [Wu, 2007], and its performance is poorer than key terms [Caro-
preso et al., 2001, Sebastiani, 2002]. As a result, pattern mining is provided as a more
general approach of this technique. In extracting patterns, pattern mining has a dilemma
called length-frequency dilemma—long patterns are more specific to the documents but
their frequency is low, while high frequency patterns are mostly short [Algarni and Li,
2013]. This dilemma is also addressed to some extent by the proposed interpretation
in this research. For example, many discovered sort patterns (about 50%, see Section
6.8.1) that do not have useful semantics are removed by the interpretation. More detailed
description, the formal definitions and the concrete examples of frequent patterns and
closed patterns are given Section 3.1.1.1.
2.1.2.2 Topic Models
The second data mining output that this research provides interpretation is topic models.
Several methods have been proposed for topic modelling. For example, Latent Seman-
tic Analysis (LSA) [Deerwester et al., 1990], also known as Latent Semantic Indexing
(LSI). LSA is originally proposed to find semantically related words. It is based on the
assumption that words that appear in similar pieces of text are similar in meaning. First, a
matrix containing term frequency per piece of text (e.g. document) is constructed from a
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set of documents, then singular value decomposition (SVD) is used to reduce the number
of terms while preserving the similarity structure among text pieces. Finally, terms are
compared by cosine similarity of their corresponding vectors constructed from the matrix.
Usually, in the matrix, each row represents a unique term and each column represents a
document. Therefore, the corresponding row of a term constructs the vector for the term.
However, LSA does not have a solid probabilistic foundation. This problem was partly
solved by probabilistic LSA (pLSA) also known as probabilistic LSI (pLSI) [Hofmann,
1999]. The pLSA is based on a mixture of decomposition derived from a latent class
model, while LSA is based on SVD.
In pLSA, the observations are co-occurrences of terms in documents, i.e. (t, d). The
probability of each co-occurance is modeled as a mixture of conditionally independent
multinomial distribution [Hofmann, 1999]. It can be formally written as
ρ(t, d) =
∑
z
ρ(z)ρ(d|z)ρ(t|z)
= ρ(d)
∑
z
ρ(z|d)ρ(t|z)
(2.1)
where z is a latent topic. The pLSA is a generative model of the documents in the set
where it is estimated. However, it is not a generative model of new documents. To
solve this problem, Latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) has been designed by Blei et al.
[2003]. Table 2.1 shows some examples of topics discovered by LDA. LDA is similar to
pLSA but it adds a Dirichlet prior on the per-document topic distribution and per-topic
term distribution. That is, it optimises the document-topic and topic-term distributions by
adding the Dirichlet prior. A detailed discussion and formal definition of LDA are given in
section 3.1.1.4. The problem of LDA is that the multinomial distribution of topic models
does not describe text burstiness (the intermittent increases and decreases in frequency)
well. The observation is that once a term is pulled out of a bag, it tends to be pulled out
repeatedly [Croft et al., 2010].
Topic modelling (especially LDA) is one of the most popular approaches for in-
ferring the subject matter of a corpus (collection of documents) [Chemudugunta et al.,
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2008a, Hulpus et al., 2013]. It discovers the statistical structure that corresponds to
semantic themes present in the corpus [Andrzejewski and Buttler, 2011]. A whole range
of tasks are effectively using it. Some examples are information retrieval [Wei and Croft,
2006], word sense disambiguation [Brody and Lapata, 2009], sentiment analysis [Titov
and McDonald, 2008] and multi-document summarisation [Haghighi and Vanderwende,
2009]. Hulpus et al. [2013] argue that the use of topic models is promising for search
engines because of their ability to cluster groups of co-occurring words under the same
umbrella. Harvey et al. [2013] argue that the user information needs should represent
the topical interest of the user, and they propose to use topic models for building user-
profiles from background data. Also, Andrzejewski and Buttler [2011] use topic models
for capturing user interests in information gathering. However, topic models lack a global
view and most of the discovered topic models do not produce easy-to-understand semantic
meanings [Chemudugunta et al., 2008a,b, Mei et al., 2007a].
Without having a clear understanding of the meanings, especially when the users are
not familiar with the source corpus, exploring and analysing the discovered knowledge
is very difficult. Therefore, how to interpret the potential meanings of the discovered
knowledge, as a means to support the exploration and analysis, is a new challenge in the
knowledge discovery research area [Mei et al., 2007b]. This research gap leads us to the
Research Question 1—what is an effective framework of personalised ontology for
interpreting discovered knowledge—in Chapter 1.
In most cases, out of the extracted knowledge, users want to explore a portion of the
knowledge that is relevant to their desired goal. As a pre-stage of exploring the discovered
knowledge, an interpretation of the discovered knowledge and an indication of how the
knowledge is relevant to the desired goal will greatly benefit the users [Mei et al., 2007b].
Usually, scientists use their background knowledge, experience and skills for to
interpret the patterns and trends discovered from data analysis [Carpi and Egger, 2011].
Besides, they use the context of the data to explain the patterns and trends. A knowledge-
base ontology can be used for simulating human background knowledge. An ontology
consists of a set of concepts and their semantic relations (e.g. Is-a, Related-to, Part-of),
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where a concept is a set of semantically related terms that together express a human-
understandable class of ideas or objects in a knowledge area. Psychologist Gregory
Murphy states in his outstanding book [Murphy, 2004] that the glue that holds our mental
world together is concepts. When humans think of a concept, a network of semantically
related concepts are triggered [Sun et al., 2015]. This kind of network is the foundation
of human cognition. Therefore, in order to interpret discovered knowledge, we must have
a concept network like the one in a human mind. This research uses a knowledge-base
ontology as a source of human background knowledge, and constructs a personalised
ontology similar to a network of semantically related concepts to interpret the discovered
knowledge. In the next section, we discuss ontology.
2.2 Ontology
Ontology is useful in Web information gathering, and it is an important part of the Se-
mantic Web. It can assist in defining and interpreting the semantics of Web contents.
Information presented by ontologies is useful for intelligent software agents to analyse,
compare and gather the required information for Web users [Antoniou and Van Harmelet,
2004, Choi et al., 2000, Curran et al., 2003, Jun-Feng et al., 2005, Miller, 1995, Navigli
et al., 2003, Tao, 2009, Zhong, 2003, Zhong and Hayazaki, 2002].
Existing literature has many definitions of an ontology [Borst, 1997, Choi et al.,
2000, Davies et al., 2006, Fensel et al., 2001, Gruber, 1993, Li and Zhong, 2004b, 2006,
Middleton et al., 2003, 2004, Mizoguchi, 2001, Studer et al., 1998, Trajkova and Gauch,
2004, Zhong, 2003, Zhong and Hayazaki, 2002], but two prominent definitions were given
by Gruber [1993] and Borst [1997]. Gruber [1993] defined an ontology as an ‘explicit
specification of a conceptualisation’, and Borst [1997] defined an ontology as a ‘formal
specification of a shared conceptualisation’. Merging these two definitions, Studer et al.
[1998] defined ontology as ‘a formal, explicit specification of a shared conceptualisation’.
This definition has four parts: (a) explicit—the constraints in the use of concepts and the
types of concepts (or vocabulary) are explicitly defined, (b) formal—machine processable
semantics of the presented information, (c) shared—a group of people or systems agree
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upon the presented information, i.e. it represents a shared view of parties rather than
individual view and (d) conceptualisation—an abstract model of some phenomenon in
the real world, where the model consists of relevant concepts and the relationships that
exists in the phenomenon [Zhong and Hayazaki, 2002].
Usually, an ontology consists of a set of concepts (a.k.a. categories or classes),
semantic relations between concepts, and a set of logical rules and inferences [Antoniou
and Van Harmelet, 2004, Curran et al., 2003, Davies et al., 2006, Jun-Feng et al., 2005, Li
and Zhong, 2004b, Navigli et al., 2003, Tao, 2009]. A concept is labelled (i.e. described
and referred) by a set of terms selected from the vocabularies [Li and Zhong, 2004b]. The
semantic relations can be ‘Is-a’, ‘Part-of’, ‘Related-to’ and so on. The process of ontology
construction, also called ontology learning, has two steps: (a) analysis of concepts and
their semantic relations and (b) constructing the ontology using the concepts, semantic
relations, and logical rules and inferences. Ontology can be constructed manually [Chan,
1995, Fellbaum, 1998, Knight and Luk, 1994, Miller, 1995, Yu et al., 2005] by domain
experts or automatically [Gauch et al., 2003b, Pretschner and Gauch, 1999, Ravindran and
Gauch, 2004, Zhong, 2002] from a corpus. In manually constructed ontology, domain
experts define every concepts and the semantic relations between concepts manually.
Domain experts use their expertise, background knowledge and experiences in construct-
ing these ontologies. Manually constructed ontologies are effective in representing the
knowledge, but they are time consuming and costly to build. Automatic construction is
easier and cheap, but the constructed ontologies are low in quality and do not represent
the knowledge effectively. This research uses a manually constructed ontology as the
knowledge base ontology for simulating human background knowledge.
Human defined concepts are more interpretable, broader in coverage and defined
from a global view [Chemudugunta et al., 2008b, Mei et al., 2007a]. They are seman-
tically rich to represent ideas and objects because the words in a concept are carefully
selected by humans using their knowledge and judgement [Chemudugunta et al., 2008b].
The associations of words in a concept are manually (qualitatively) defined based on
their semantic similarity (i.e. with semantic restrictions) [Chemudugunta et al., 2008a].
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These types of concepts are useful for additional reasoning [Egozi et al., 2008]. For
example, a biomedical expert knows from their background knowledge that 5 alpha-
dihydrotestosterone is-a hormone [Spasic et al., 2005]. In an ontology, such background
knowledge is encoded in concepts and their semantic relations.
Web ontologists observed that users implicitly possess some conceptual-models when
they are gathering information from the Web [Li and Zhong, 2006]. The conceptual-
models guide them to decide whether a document is relevant to the users [Li and Zhong,
2006]. In others words, the conceptual model represents their knowledge about the
expected information. A model that can simulate the conceptual model can be used in
the interpretation of the expected information. Personalised ontologies are considered
powerful tools for simulating the conceptual models [Calegari and Pasi, 2013, Tao et al.,
2011] because of their expressiveness, effective knowledge representation formalism and
associated inference mechanisms. Researchers have proposed many personalised ontol-
ogy learning techniques to represent a user’s information needs, where they map a user’s
information needs to a knowledge base ontology [Calegari and Pasi, 2013, Eyharabide
and Amandi, 2012, Gauch et al., 2003a, Navigli et al., 2003, Shen et al., 2012, Sieg et al.,
2007b, Tao et al., 2011, 2007, 2008]. As a personalised ontology can interpret a user’s
knowledge about the expected information of a knowledge area, the personalised ontology
should contribute to the interpretation of knowledge discovered from a corpus. In the next
sub-section, we discuss personalised ontology.
2.2.1 Personalised Ontology
This research proposes to use a personalised ontology to interpret data mining output. The
output of two popular data mining techniques—‘pattern mining’ and ‘topic modelling’—
that will be investigated for interpretation in this research can find sets of frequently
co-occurring terms in a corpus. It is believed that a set of terms frequently co-occur
in a text because they come from some multi-word concepts that are semantically re-
lated [Eyharabide and Amandi, 2012]. For example, if two terms ‘navy’ and ‘ship’
frequently co-occur in a text, then the cause behind this frequent co-occurrence may the
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Figure 2.2: Proposed Technique for Constructing Semantic Structure
two terms come from a multi-word concept ‘navy ship’ or from two concepts ‘navy’ and
‘ship’ that are related by a semantic ‘used by’. Therefore, the corresponding concepts
of these frequently co-occurring terms (i.e. patterns and topic models) could be found
by mapping them to a knowledge base ontology [Eyharabide and Amandi, 2012]. This
idea is schematically shown in Figure 2.2. The relevance of association between terms
discovered by pattern mining and topic modelling is determined from the relative support
and provability distribution respectively. However, existing techniques map isolated terms
to ontologies, and therefore they ignore the associations among the terms [Eyharabide and
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Amandi, 2012]. This is a research gap in existing literature, leading to the Research
Question 2 (how to map co-occurring term sets to the concepts in a knowledge base
ontology?).
On the other hand, the personalised ontology learning techniques in current literature
can be broadly categorised into three groups: (a) techniques that use a knowledge base
ontology (aka reference ontology) to construct a personalised ontology, (b) techniques
that use data mining approaches to construct a personalised ontology and (c) techniques
that use both data mining approaches and a knowledge base ontology to construct the
personalised ontology.
Techniques in the first group use a standard ontology as the source of concepts and
their semantic relations. To learn the personalised ontology, a subset of concepts are
selected from the standard ontology by either allowing the user to choose according to
their topic of interest or mapping a set of meta tags available in the user’s local information
repository (a set of example documents). For example, Tao et al. [2011, 2007, 2008]
allowed the user to choose a subset of concepts from the standard ontology. However,
requiring the user to choose concepts makes the approach semi-automatic instead of being
fully automated. Other researchers, such as Eyharabide and Amandi [2012], Tao et al.
[2011, 2007, 2008], used meta data of documents in the user’s local information repository
for learning the personalised-ontology. Among them, Tao et al. [2011, 2007, 2008] used
a list of meta tags which they call content-based descriptors (i.e. a set of subject tags that
are added by the creator) in the documents for selecting the concepts from the standard
ontology. In a similar way, Eyharabide and Amandi [2012] propose to use meta tags of
news section names (e.g. sports, entertainment, politics), writing style names (e.g. genre,
category, etc.) and author names in the documents. Unfortunately, most documents do
not have adequate meta data (e.g. most documents have a small number of very general
meta tags) or meta data at all. This restriction limits the use of personalised ontology.
Techniques in the second group use data mining to automatically learn the person-
alised ontology. For example, Li and Zhong [2006] constructed a personalised ontology
from the taxonomic patterns discovered from a users’ local information repository (a set
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of documents relevant to the user’s information needs). The advantage of this model is
that (a) it is fully automated, (b) it does not require meta data and (c) it can preserve asso-
ciations of terms that co-occur in a document. However, concepts and semantic relations
in the ontology are solely based on data mining instead of any human judgements, which
leads to several drawbacks: (a) the constructed ontology is not easy for humans to under-
stand, (b) it provides no mechanism to constrain the discovered concepts (i.e. patterns)
in terms of global view (like human defined concepts), (c) the only available semantic
relation between concepts is limited to subsumption (i.e. subset-superset relation) only
and (d) the patterns discovered by the data mining sometimes contain noisy (not relevant
to the user) and uncertain information. As a result, the information represented by the
personalised ontology is not easy to communicate, which limits its practical applications.
Like the first group, the techniques in the third group use a standard ontology as
the source of concepts and their semantic relations. However, unlike the first group, the
subset of concepts are selected from the standard ontology by applying some data mining
approaches. Commonly, two data mining approaches are observed in this group. The first
approach assumes that a user’s specific interests are given by a bag-of-words extracted
from their background data (such as a local information repository) [Calegari and Pasi,
2013]. For example, Calegari and Pasi [2013] map the bag-of-words to the concepts in a
standard ontology (YAGO) using the string matching technique. The matched concepts
and their relations are extracted as the personalised ontology. However, as Li and Zhong
[2006] argue, bag-of-words approaches provide a poor interpretation of a user’s infor-
mation needs. It cannot preserve the associations of terms in the background data, and
therefore cannot represent the intention of the user effectively. Another recent attempt
to learn the personalised ontology from the bag-of-words in the user’s local information
repository is POM (Personalised Ontology Model) [Shen et al., 2012]. In this model,
a set of top terms in the user’s local information repository are mapped to a standard
ontology (LCSH). However, the performance of the learned personalised ontology is not
effective (see section 6.7.1 for the experimental results). In a similar way to POM, Navigli
et al. [2003] extract relevant terminologies from a corpus then map them individually to
the concepts in an ontology. The additional problem with this method is that it uses
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terminology terms only, but other standard terms can be useful. This approach is also
observed in IR (Information Retrieval). For example, Tran et al. [2007] proposed to
learn a user’s intention by mapping the keywords in a user-query to the concepts in an
ontology. However, even though these techniques can improve performance in some
cases, IR cannot utilise the user’s background data (e.g. local information repository)
that represents the user’s context and intension more precisely. For example, De Campos
et al. [2014] experimentally observed that using a user’s background data for information
gathering achieved better result than the process that did not use the background data.
The second approach uses a classifier to associate the user’s local information repos-
itory with the concepts in the standard ontology. For example, Gauch et al. [2003a], Sieg
et al. [2007b] propose to use a standard ontology as a personalised ontology, where every
concept in the standard ontology is weighted to reflect the perceived interest of a user in
the corresponding concept. To weight the concepts, first they use a classifier to associate
the user’s local information repository with the concepts in the standard ontology. Then,
the portion of the local information repository (calculated from the associated documents)
associated with a concept is used to weight the concept. For each concept, the classifier is
trained with a set of documents that describe the concept. However, because their models
require training the classifier for each concept with a set of training documents, their
model can use only a small number of concepts in the standard ontology. Generally, the
used concepts are very general ones from the top of the hierarchy. As a result, the learned
personalised ontology captures the user’s interests in a very general way, i.e. it does not
represent many specific interests of the user. These models cannot use the full set of
concepts in a large standard ontology like LCSH. Besides, many standard ontologies do
not have associated documents for their concepts to be used for training the classifier. The
problems with this approach can be summarised as: (a) the model can use only a small
number of concepts from the standard ontology (b) the concepts are weighted based on
tf-idf (i.e. term frequency-inverse document frequency) of the web documents visited
by the user, but tf-idf is a poor interpretation of the users’ information needs [Li and
Zhong, 2006] because tf-idf does not preserve semantic relationships between terms in
the document, (c) in practice, getting training documents for a classifier is not easy, and
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(d) many big ontologies (e.g. LCSH) do not have documents that describe each of their
concepts.
A set of current personalised ontology learning techniques are presented in Table 2.6.
Each row contains representative literature and each column represents a key feature of
the learning techniques. The corresponding description for each feature is summarised in
Table 2.7. The positive features are data mining, standard ontology and associated terms,
while the negative features are meta data, training data, user interaction and bag-of-words.
For each technique in Table 2.6, the entry of a positive feature is identified in green, and
the entry of a negative feature is identified in red. It is apparent from Table 2.6 that there
is a gap in the existing literature—no existing techniques have all three positive features
and free from all four negative features. As demonstrated by the table, we can conclude
that there is not a technique described in current literature that can learn a personalised
ontology for the discovered knowledge (i.e. pattern and topic models) by combining it
with a knowledge base ontology. To construct a personalised ontology that can represent
the discovered knowledge, first, we need a set of concepts that can conceptualise the
discovered knowledge. In the following section, we discuss concept.
Table 2.6: Personalised Ontology Learning Techniques
Data Mining Standard Ontology Term Association Meta Data Training Data User Interaction Bag-Of-Words
Tao et al. [2011]
Eyharabide and Amandi [2012]
Calegari and Pasi [2013]
Tran et al. [2007]
Gauch et al. [2003a]
Sieg et al. [2007b]
Shen et al. [2012]
Navigli et al. [2003]
Li and Zhong [2006]
2.3 Concept
In existing literature, two types of concepts are used: (a) human-defined concepts and
(b) automatically discovered concepts. The researchers who use human-defined concepts
are Cederberg and Widdows [2003], Chirita et al. [2005], Gauch et al. [2003a], Girju
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Table 2.7: Descriptions of the Features of the Learning Techniques
Data Mining An automated learning process that does not depend on meta data.
Standard ontology A pre-existing matrix of human-defined concepts with rich semantic relations (eg. Is-a,
Part-of, Related-to). Overall, it makes the learned personalised ontology comprehensible
to people.
Term Association The associations of frequently co-occurring terms are preserved.
Meta Data A system that depends on the availability of meta data, such as subject tags. This is
negative because most documents do not have adequate meta data.
Training Data This system depends on the availability of documents for training classifier for each
concept in the standard ontology. This feature is negative because many of the large
standard ontologies do not have such training documents. Also, the classifier can wrongly
associate data from a local information repository with the concepts. This technique can
use only high level concepts because of its associated complexity, and therefore many
specific information needs of the user cannot be captured by this technique.
User Interaction A technique that requires the user to choose a subset of concepts from the standard
ontology. This is a negative feature because it restricts the technique from being fully
automated.
Bag-of-words A bag-of-words is built for the user based on their background data. As the associations of
frequently co-occurring terms are lost in the bag-of-words technique and the technique is
not effective for capturing the user’s information needs, this feature is considered negative.
et al. [2006], Inkpen and Hirst [2006], King et al. [2007], Lim et al. [2004], Navigli et al.
[2003], Qiu et al. [2007], Ross and Zemel [2006], Shinzato and Torisawa [2004], Tao
et al. [2007, 2008], Velardi et al. [2001], Wang and Ge [2006], Wang and Lee [2007],
Yu et al. [2005], Zhong [2002]. On the other hand, the researchers who use automatically
discovered concepts are Dou et al. [2007], Li et al. [2008a], Li and Zhong [2003, 2004a,b,
2006], Li et al. [2008b,b], Ruiz-Casado et al. [2007], Wu et al. [2006, 2004], Zhou et al.
[2008, 2011].
Both the human-defined concepts and the automatically discovered concepts can be
either single term or multi-term. A single term concept allows only one term (i.e. word) to
be used to define it, while a multi-term concept allows more than one term. A multi-term
concept having more than one term, contains more information than any of its incorporate
terms. In contrast, a single term is too general to define many real life concepts. For
example, the concept ‘navy ship’ cannot be defined by a single term, and it contains more
information than any of its incorporate terms ‘navy’ and ‘ship’. Therefore, in this research
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we use only multi-term concepts, and henceforth the word ‘concepts’ refers to ‘multi-
term concepts’. In the following two subsections, we discuss automatically discovered
concepts and human-defined concepts.
Table 2.8: Examples of Automatically Discovered and Human Defined Concepts
Automatically Discovered Human Defined
〈research transplant organ human〉 〈heart transplant patient〉
〈organ patient anim〉 〈organ transplant〉
〈research transplant anim〉 〈global warming〉
2.3.1 Automatically Discovered Concepts
The automatically discovered concepts include frequent patterns, phrases, or topic models
discovered by data mining techniques. This notion identifies a concept as a set of terms
that frequently co-occur in a text. Because the terms in such concepts frequently co-occur
in the text, they are assumed to be associated and potentially useful. Table 2.8 shows
some examples of automatically discovered concepts.
Most of the time, an automatically discovered concept does not correspond to a
single human defined concept, instead it can be associated with a number of human
defined concepts. As a result, the semantic meanings of these concepts are not easy for
humans to understand. Besides, the semantic relations between these automatic concepts
either cannot be defined or they are only subsumption (i.e. a subset-superset relation).
Other rich semantic relationship types, such as ‘Is-a’, ‘Part-of’ and ‘Related-to’, cannot
be specified between these automatic concepts.
Careful analysis and experimental results show that some of the human-defined
concepts associated with the automatically discovered concepts can assist people to under-
stand the hidden meanings of the automatically discovered concepts. Because an automat-
ically discovered concept can contain a number of human defined-concepts, and no rich
semantic relationships between the automatically discovered concepts can be specified,
we do not consider automatically discovered concepts as concepts in this research.
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2.3.2 Human Defined Concepts
To define human-defined concept, humans use their knowledge and judgement to manu-
ally select the terms in a concept based on the terms’ semantic similarity [Chemudugunta
et al., 2008b] so that together the terms can represent a meaning. A human-defined
concept can represent semantically rich notions [Chemudugunta et al., 2008b], and it
is interpretable, broader in coverage [Chemudugunta et al., 2008b, Mei et al., 2007a] and
has a global view. Also, the human defined concepts can serve humans to organise and
share their knowledge [Gabrilovich and Markovitch, 2007a]. Human defined concepts
can be (a) controlled vocabularies defined in terminological ontologies, thesauruses, or
dictionaries and (b) subjects in domain ontologies or categories found in the catalogues of
library management systems. Table 2.8 shows some examples of human defined concepts.
This research aims to use concepts and their semantic relations to semantically enrich the
knowledge discovered by data mining techniques.
Because the concepts and their semantic relationships are manually defined by hu-
mans, the constructed personalised ontology is human readable. Using this kind of per-
sonalised ontology to interpret the discovered knowledge has many advantages. Three
most important of them are: (a) it assists in understanding the discovered knowledge
easily, (b) it allows the discovered knowledge to be exchanged and reutilised among
different agents or systems and (c) it allows the visualisation of the discovered knowledge
[Eyharabide and Amandi, 2012].
Human defined concepts are more interpretable, broader in coverage and defined
from a global view [Chemudugunta et al., 2008b, Mei et al., 2007a]. They are seman-
tically rich to represent ideas or objects because the words in a concept are carefully
selected by humans using their knowledge and judgement [Chemudugunta et al., 2008b].
The associations of words in a concept are manually (qualitatively) defined based on
their semantic similarity (i.e. with semantic restriction) [Chemudugunta et al., 2008a].
Therefore, this research uses only human-defined concepts and refers these simply as
concepts.
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The constraints represented by human-defined concepts lead to a better language
model than that obtained by topic models alone [Chemudugunta et al., 2008a]. Experi-
ments that include the study of users show that annotating topics with labels is useful for
interpreting the meaning [Mei et al., 2007a]. In order to select the representative concepts
for the discovered knowledge, we annotate the discovered knowledge with concepts.
Table 2.9 gives a brief comparison of pattern, topic model and concept. In the next section,
we discuss annotation techniques.
Table 2.9: A brief comparison of pattern, topic model and concept
Pattern Topic Model Concept
A set of terms that frequently co-occur
in a text.
A group of co-occurring terms under the
same umbrella.
A set of semantically related terms
that together express a human-
understandable abstract class of
ideas or objects
Popularly used to identify potentially
useful patterns and trends in a given
dataset.
Popularly used to infer the subject
matter of a corpus
Popularly used in ontologies to express
ideas or objects.
A pattern mining technique is PTM
(Pattern Taxonomy Model).
A topic modelling technique is LDA
(Latent Dirichlet allocation)
An effective technique is human-defined
concept.
Pattern mining produces a large number
of patterns, and interpreting and using
them effectively is difficult.
Topic models lack a global view and
most of the discovered topic models do
not produce easy-to-understand mean-
ings.
Manual construction of concept is
expensive.
2.4 Annotation
In practice, most documents do not have adequate meta data. A local information repos-
itory can provide three important things: (a) a set of documents, (b) a set of key terms
and (c) co-occurring term sets. There are several types of co-occurring term sets, as
investigated in section 2.1.2, but pattern and topic models are most popular. In the
following subsections, we discuss the relevant current works for annotating documents,
key terms, patterns and topic models.
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2.4.1 Document Annotation
Researchers (e.g. Chemudugunta et al. [2008a,b], Gabrilovich and Markovitch [2007a,b,
2009]) propose to model documents by mapping them to concepts. The proposed tech-
niques of these researchers potentially map a huge number of concepts, where many of
them are noisy. Noisy concepts can lead to misinterpret the subject matter of the docu-
ments, and their appearance can make the personalised ontology ineffective for practical
use.
For example, Gabrilovich and Markovitch [2007a, 2009] propose the ESA (Ex-
tended Semantic Analysis) technique to explicitly represent the meaning of a text frag-
ment in terms of Wikipedia (ontology) articles (concepts). In ESA, a text fragment is
represented as a vector of concepts, where a concept is mapped based on the similar-
ity between the text fragment and the concept-gloss (content of the Wikipedia article).
However, Egozi et al. [2011] pointed out that the quality of concepts generated by ESA
was lower than expected. Egozi et al. [2008] identified that while some of the mapped
concepts are relevant many of them are not. Several incidental mentions of a term (from
the text fragment) in the gloss is sufficient to trigger these noisy concepts. Also, many
ontologies, e.g. Library of Congress Subject Headings (LCSH), do not have glosses.
In a similar way to ESA, Chemudugunta et al. [2008a] and Chemudugunta et al.
[2008b] use probabilistic methods and Gabrilovich and Markovitch [2007b] use a text
categorisation technique for mapping documents to concepts. Besides producing a large
number of concepts, all these techniques consider mapped-concepts in the same category,
but some concepts can be more relevant than others. That is, they do not have any
mechanism to clearly categorise concepts based on their relevance. As a result, they
use the same mechanism on all the concepts for ranking and selecting top concepts.
Treating relatively more relevant concepts separately to others can be useful for effective
annotation.
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2.4.2 Key Term Annotation
The gloss problem of ESA was addressed to some extent in the model POM (Personalised
Ontology Model) [Shen et al., 2012]. To learn the personalised-ontology, it mines relevant
key terms from documents and maps them to the concepts (i.e. subject-headings) in a
standard ontology (i.e. LCSH). In this technique, a term is mapped to a concept if the
concept contains the term. It assumes that terms in documents are independent but they
are not—many terms in the document are associated with each other. As a result, the
concepts mapped in this process cannot effectively represent a user’s information needs
(the experimental performance of this model is shown in subsection 6.7).
2.4.3 Pattern Annotation
Pattern mining is a popular data mining technique that discovers frequently co-occurring
term sets from a corpus. However, understanding the meanings of patterns and exploring
them is not easy for humans because of the excessive volume of discovered patterns and
lack of explanatory information [Mei et al., 2007b, Zhong et al., 2012a]. Moreover, when
discovered patterns are used by a machine for performing some basic tasks that rely on
the subject matters of the patterns, the performance is not satisfactory. To improve the
machine’s performance, researchers such as [Wu et al., 2006, Zhong et al., 2012a] have
proposed several models, but the performances are not up to the mark. These models
use statistical information from the patterns only. Combining other statistical information
with that of patterns can improve the performance. By utilising context information, Yan
et al. [2005] and Afrati et al. [2004] proposed pattern summarisation techniques, and Xin
et al. [2005] proposed to mine a compressed pattern set. Though these techniques reduce
redundant patterns, they cannot assist in understanding the semantic meanings.
For understanding a pattern’s semantics, [Mei et al., 2006b, 2007b] proposed to
annotate a pattern using its context information. The assumption is that the semantics of a
pattern can be inferred from its context (e.g. documents). While a document is expressed
assuming prior knowledge, their annotation assumes that a document is what it has. In
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other words, even though their technique annotates a pattern using context information, it
does not interpret the pattern. For example, it is not concept-based annotation. Therefore,
it does not harness the benefits associated with concept-based annotation as we mentioned
earlier. Moreover, it does not define how to use the annotation by machine to improve the
performance. To the best of our knowledge, the problem of both annotation of patterns
with concepts and their effective use to improve the performance of machines have not
been well-studied in existing literature.
2.4.4 Topic Model Annotation
Another popular data mining technique is topic modelling that also discovers co-occurring
term sets. Topic modelling is defined as a multinomial distribution over terms in a corpus
[Blei et al., 2003]. However, a topic is a statistically (quantitative) focused set of words
without any semantic (qualitatively) focus [Chemudugunta et al., 2008a]. It assumes that
a document is what it has [Chemudugunta et al., 2008b] while a document is expressed
assuming prior knowledge. The probabilistic distribution of topics represents the view
of a specific corpus where it is estimated, without any consideration of a global view
[Chemudugunta et al., 2008b, Mei et al., 2007a]. Topics are usually intended to discover
themes and ideas that could be better understood by expressing them as concepts [Lau
et al., 2011].
Based on the characteristics of topic models and concepts, Chemudugunta et al.
[2008b] argue that there are natural relations between topic models and concepts [Chemudugunta
et al., 2008b]. In recent years, interest for interpreting topic models has increased in the
data mining research community. Annotating topic models with concepts is important
for effective modelling of the discovered knowledge, and it helps topic models to have
a better inference mechanism. In other words, annotating topic models with concepts is
a step in the right direction. We need to represent discovered knowledge in such a way
that humans can gain a better understanding of the topic models. Being able to infer more
accurate meanings from the topic models will enable users explore and utilise the topic
models even further. Annotating topic models with concepts provides this potential for
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deeper understanding and utilisation. However, the research question is how to annotate
topic models with concepts.
Sometimes, topics are manually labelled with concepts [Mei et al., 2006a, Wang and
McCallum, 2006], but the manual approach is expensive, time consuming and subjective.
For automatic annotation, Hulpus et al. [2013], Mei et al. [2007a] propose to label topic
models in terms of n-grams and phrases automatically extracted from a corpus. They
assume that extracted n-grams and phrases are semantically meaningful, therefore should
express the topic themes. However, in many experiments, it has been observed that
automatically extracted phrases and n-grams are not meaningful [Mei et al., 2007a]. Lau
et al. [2010] propose to find the best term of a topic and use it as the annotation. Single
terms are too general, and therefore cannot accurately capture the themes of a topic [Lau
et al., 2011, Mei et al., 2007a].
A similar technique of ESA is used by Lau et al. [2011] for annotating topic models.
However, the problem associated with ESA as pointed by Egozi et al. [2011] will be
more severe for very small term sets like topic models. Such noisy concepts will lead to
an interpretation that is completely unrelated to the intention of the topic models. The
work of Hulpus et al. [2013] proposed to select better annotations based on a centrality
measure, but it does not focus on how to map the topic models to the knowledge base
ontology. Without an effective mapping technique, the quality of the selected concepts
for annotation cannot be guaranteed.
In a recent work, Sun et al. [2015] proposed a technique to annotate a bag-of-words
with a small set of concepts. In this work each term in the bag-of-words is mapped to the
corresponding concept independently. After that, a small set of annotations is generated
based on their generalisation. For example, they explained that if a bag-of-words is like
‘dinner, lunch, food, baby, girl’, then their model will generate the summary annotation
’meal, baby’. A similar technique is proposed by Song et al. [2011] to summarise a short
text, like a Twit, with a set of concepts. Even though these techniques might be useful
in information summarisation, they have a serious drawback when used to annotate co-
occurring term sets like topic models and patterns. Co-occurring terms are supposed to
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be associated—any representation assuming that they are independent of each other will
lose potentially useful information. For instance, there is a concept of ‘baby food’ in the
co-occurring term set ‘dinner, lunch, food, baby, girl’. As the association discovered by
co-occurring terms sets indicates trend, the concept ‘baby food’ might be potentially very
useful. Apparently, the proposed model cannot identify such concepts. This very example
implies why annotating co-occurring term sets based on bag-of-words assumptions is
not effective. This research gap leads us to the Research Question 2—how to map co-
occurring term sets to the concepts in a knowledge base ontology—in Chapter 1.
2.5 Discovering Semantic Relations
Some terms available in a co-occurring term set may not have corresponding concepts in
a knowledge base ontology. In this research, as suggested by Sager [1990], these terms
are considered to be new concepts. For these new concepts, the challenging question is
how to discover the semantic relations. There are some statistical models for learning
semantic relations (e.g., [Faria et al., 2013, Lee et al., 2007, Taylor and Raskin, 2010, Tho
et al., 2006, Wu et al., 2011]). However, semantic relations that are extracted by these
models are not semantically rich. Most of the time they can only suggest subsumption
(i.e. subset-superset relationships). On the other hand, human-defined semantic relations
are rich and effective, but getting them is complex, slow and expensive [Tao et al., 2011].
In order to discover semantic relations, the estimation of similarity between concepts
is important. To estimate similarity, first we need to know what we understand by simi-
larity. Lin [1998] argue that if two things have commonality then they might be similar,
if they have more commonality, then they might be more similar. Contextual similarity
of terms is measured based on the hypothesis ‘similar terms tend to appear in similar
contexts’ [Nenadic´ et al., 2002]. There are many ways to determine contextual similarity
which depend on the way context is defined. Context can be defined in a number of ways.
For example, Maynard and Ananiadou [2000] consider close proximity of terms, while
Grefenstette [1994] uses grammatical rules (e.g., object or subject). Patterns are used as
contexts in the work done by Nenadic´ et al. [2002]. Resnik [2011] estimate the similarity
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between two terms t1 and t2 based on their appearance in concepts using equation 2.2.
sim′(t1, t2) = max
t1∈c1,t2∈c2
[sim(c1, c2)] (2.2)
where, c1 and c2 are any two concepts and sim(c1, c2) is estimated using equation 2.3.
Forsyth and Rada [1986] estimate the degree of similarity between terms using
cohesion statistics. Their assumption is that a term is more general if it occurs in more
documents and two terms have a similar meaning if they occur in the same number of
documents. That is, the document frequency of a term is used to determine its generality
and specificity. This means that if the term t1 has a higher document frequency than the
term t2 then t1 is the parent of t2. These assumptions were adapted by Sanderson and
Croft [1999] for their notion of subsumption. If the documents where t2 occurs are the
subset of documents where t1 occurs, then t1 subsumes t2.
Formica [2006] proposes a method for estimating the similarity of formal concepts
(FCA Concept) using a predefined domain ontology that contains similarity degrees for
any pair of concept attributes. To estimate the similarity between attributes of concepts
without relying on domain experts, Formica [2008] propose to use the information content
approach.
Some researchers use edge count in an ontology to estimate the similarity between
concepts, but edge count is not a reliable estimate. To avoid the unreliability of edge
count, Resnik [1995, 2011] and Lin [1998] proposed models that associated probabilities
with concepts in a taxonomy. These methods use the notion of information content to
measure semantic similarity between concepts in a taxonomy. If p(c) is the probability of
finding an instance of concept c in text corpora then the information content of a concept
c can be measured by (−log p(c)). The similarity of two concepts can be measured by
the amount of information they share. In taxonomy, the amount of information shared by
two concepts can be estimated by the information content of the concept that subsume
them. Resnik [2011] formally defines the similarity between two concepts c1 and c2 as in
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equation 2.3.
sim(c1, c2) = max
c∈S(c1,c2)
[−log p(c)] (2.3)
where, S is the set of concepts that subsume both c1 and c2. However, as the new concepts
cannot be matched with any concepts in the knowledge base ontology, this technique
cannot be applied for them.
Formica [2009] propose to estimate the similarity of concepts by combining the
information contents and feature vectors. Tho et al. [2006] propose a technique to estimate
the similarity between a fuzzy formal concept and its subconcept. Though all these
methods work towards for finding the similarity between terms, but their effectiveness
is inferior to those manually defined by domain experts.
One application area of personalised ontology is representing information needs
(i.e. a user’s interests or preferences for information). The detail description of a user’s
information needs are discussed in Section 2.6. Many researchers have used personalised
ontology to represent a user’s information needs in an information filtering system [Cale-
gari and Pasi, 2013, Eyharabide and Amandi, 2012, Gauch et al., 2003a, Navigli et al.,
2003, Shen et al., 2012, Sieg et al., 2007b, Tao et al., 2011, 2007, 2008]. They map a
user’s information needs to a knowledge base ontology for constructing the personalised
ontology. However, in traditional information filtering systems, a user is asked to provide
a set of example documents relevant to their information needs. The set of example
documents is called a local information repository. Information filtering systems are
trained with the documents in the local information repository to provide the user with
search results tailored to their specific information needs. For the purpose of training the
information filtering systems, researchers used many techniques such as PDM (Pattern
Deploying Model [Wu et al., 2006]), LdaWord (Latent Dirichlet Allocation based key-
Words [Blei et al., 2003, Gao et al., 2015, Hofmann, 1999]), POM (Personalised Ontology
Model [Shen et al., 2012]) and so on. If the personalised ontology can perform better than
the traditional system of information filtering, then the personalised ontology is supposed
to be effective [Tao et al., 2011]. Based on this argument, and several observations made
by Bloehdorn et al. [2006], Brewster et al. [2004], Li and Zhong [2006], Tao et al. [2011]
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(detailed discussion provided in Chapter 6), Tao et al. [2011] proposed a methodology
for objective evaluation of personalised ontology using an information filtering system.
We need to understand a user’s information needs in order to choose the best evaluation
methodology. In the following section, we discuss user information needs.
2.6 User Information Needs
I like programming languages. 
Let me search for Java.
I like Java coffee. 
Let me search for Java.
Figure 2.3: Searching for ‘Java’
Over the last few decades, the amount of information available on the Web has
increased exponentially. As a result, gathering useful information from the Web has
become challenging. To make matters worse, traditional search engines (i.e. the search
engines that are not context focussed) return the same search results to all users if their
query is the same [Calegari and Pasi, 2013]. Two users may not have the same interests
and preferences even though they use the same query. For example, two users who
are searching for programming-language and coffee, respectively, should not get the
same result even though they submit the same query java (this fact is graphically shown
in Figure 2.3). Different and context focused results should be returned for each user
[Calegari and Pasi, 2013]. The basic premise behind this kind of system is to make results
more relevant to each user. To facilitate this, Web information gathering systems have to
determine each user’s information needs so that they can provide the right information
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tailored to specific users [Li and Zhong, 2006, Tao et al., 2011]. A recent endeavour is
to learn the the information needs of users automatically from the their local information
repository. A general layout of this process is: (a) learn the user’s information needs
automatically from the local information repository, (b) provide the learned information
needs to an information filtering system (a system of information gathering) and (c) the
information filtering system gathers the information relevant to the user. The layout is
graphically shown in Figure 2.4.
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Figure 2.4: General Layout of Systems
2.6.1 Information Needs
In general, information needs can be defined as the information that is relevant to a person
for accomplishing their desired task [Hjørland, 1997]. In other words, given a user’s topic
of interest, the information relevant for the user in relation to the given topic represents
the information needs of the user. For an application, information needs can be defined
as a user’s desire to locate and obtain information that can satisfy the user’s conscious
or unconscious needs for information. Before a user describes their information needs to
a system, the description for information needs goes through several transitions. Taylor
[1962] has defined four phases for these transitions:
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1. Visceral description for information needs—the actual, but unexpressed, descrip-
tion of information needs. In this phase, the description is in the mind stage of the
user. It can include both conscious and sub-conscious information needs.
2. Conscious description of information needs—a person’s conscious description of
their information needs. In this phase, the user tries to make a logical description of
their information needs. This description is usually ambiguous, and the user may
talk to someone with expertise in the area. The aim is to sharpen the focus of the
description or get some answers that will reduce the ambiguity of the description.
3. Formalised description of information needs—the formal statement of the informa-
tion needs. In this phase, the user is supposed to form a rational, unambiguous and
properly qualified description of their information needs. However, the information
gathering system may or may not be able to use this sophisticated description.
4. Compromised description of information needs—the information needs as pre-
sented to the information gathering system. In this phase, the user recasts the
description formalised in the previous phase to fit it in the information gathering
system. That means, the formal sophisticated description is simplified and adapted
according to the perceived capacity of the system.
Each of the phases in the transition affects the final description of the information
needs. Sometimes, it is even difficult for a user to exactly express their information needs
because that information is a gap in their knowledge [Croft et al., 2010], e.g. the user may
need information to solve a problem but they may not know exactly what information
they need. As a result, a query submitted to the Web information gathering system can
be a poor representation of their information needs. Therefore, a mechanism for learning
the user’s information needs will benefit the Web information gathering system a lot.
Researchers [Gauch et al., 2003a, Li and Zhong, 2006, Tao et al., 2007, 2008] argue that a
user’s information needs can be learned from their background data, despite the fact that
the user’s information needs are approximate and implicit [Tao et al., 2013]. Croft et al.
[2010] argue that information needs of a user often depend on several things such as (a)
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the number of relevant documents required (b) the type of information required and (c)
the task for which the information is required.
In addition to the fact that in many cases the users cannot specify their information
needs accurately enough, in a smart environment, as discussed by Weiser [1991], the
interaction between a user and a computer will be quick and short [Weiser and Brown,
1996]. In other words, interaction will mostly be passive rather than actively engaging
the user. Given this vision, the process of learning a user’s information needs should be
minimally intrusive, it should learn the user’s information needs automatically instead
of requiring their interaction with the system or requiring them to explicitly state their
information needs [Mulvenna et al., 2000].
2.6.2 Learning Information Needs
In learning a user’s information needs automatically, usually the following three activities
are carried out: (a) collect the user’s background data related to their preferences and
interests for a given topic, (b) analyse the background data for the purpose of learning the
user’s information needs and (c) represent information needs in an effective and easy-to-
use format. A popular technique for analysing the user’s background data is data mining,
while bag-of-words, vectors and personalised ontologies are mainly used to represent the
learned information needs.
Many systems, such as a typical information gathering and recommendation system,
learns a user’s information needs from a local information repository (background data)
in the form of the term vector model [Cui et al., 2002, Middleton et al., 2004, Sebastiani,
2002, Tao et al., 2013, Trajkova and Gauch, 2004]. Li and Zhong [2006] argue that pattern
mining of local information repositories is a better approach than the term vector model
to acquire a user’s information needs, and they propose to use taxonomic patterns to
represent a user’s information needs. However, pattern mining produces a lot of patterns,
and effectively using them is difficult. A breakthrough in pattern utilisation was made by
Wu et al. [2006] and Li and Zhong [2006] by deploying patterns to term space. Their
model is called PDM. Other researchers (e.g. Andrzejewski and Buttler [2011], Harvey
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et al. [2013]) use topic models to capture user interests from local information reposito-
ries. Many researchers, such as Eyharabide and Amandi [2012], Tao et al. [2010, 2011,
2007, 2008], Sieg et al. [2007a,b], Trajkova and Gauch [2004], Gauch et al. [2003a], use
personalised ontology to learn the information needs of users. In most of the techniques,
the users’ information needs are learned from their local information repository. In the
next section, we discuss local information repository.
2.6.3 Local Information Repository
A user’s background data is a collection of data that reflects the user’s interests. It can be
a collection of documents relevant to the user’s topic of interest, a collection of previous
queries, clickthrough information, time spent on the web page, geographical information,
etc. A user’s information needs can automatically be learned from the user’s background
data [Shepherd et al., 1985].
The techniques for acquiring a user’s background data relevant to information needs
are of three types [Tao et al., 2013]: (a) interviewing, (b) semi-interviewing and (c) non-
interviewing. In the interviewing techniques, user background data are acquired manually
using techniques like questionnaires [Trajkova and Gauch, 2004], interviews and user
classified training data [Tao et al., 2007, 2008, 2013]. Interviewing techniques are suitable
for many applications. For example, a researcher who is conducting research on organ
transplant in the UK may have some documents in their collection that are relevant to the
topic ‘Organ transplant in the UK’. They can easily provide these documents to the system
so that it can use these documents to learn the user’s information needs. The TREC-
11 Filtering Track is a common interviewing technique to acquire a user’s background
data relevant to the user’s information needs [Robertson and Soboroff, 2002, Tao et al.,
2007, 2008, 2013]. In this technique, users’ background data are user classified training
data [Robertson and Soboroff, 2002, Tao et al., 2007, 2008, 2013]. That is, users read
a set of documents and classify each of the documents as either relevant or irrelevant to
their information needs for a given topic. Because these training documents are acquired
locally from the user’s document repository system, we define them as the user’s local
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information repository. Some other systems uses browsed web pages, email messages or
word processing documents of the user as the local information repository [Croft et al.,
2010].
The non-interviewing techniques usually acquire the user’s background data by ob-
serving the user’s activity and behaviour [Li and Zhong, 2006, Shen et al., 2005, Sugiyama
et al., 2004, Trajkova and Gauch, 2004], such as clickthrough information and previous
queries. As these techniques are passive, they only capture the user’s background in a
limited context. Therefore, they are not effective in many applications where the learned
information needs are required to be more precisely relevant to both the user and the given
topic.
The semi-interviewing techniques acquire the user’s background data by a hybrid
approach of interviewing and non-interviewing techniques. However, they require the
user’s interaction during learning process to acquire the users’ information needs. For
example, some approaches annotate documents in the learning process and require the
user’s feedback on the annotations. It is unlikely that Web users wish to perform the
tedious job of giving feedback on annotation. For example, in the previous example, the
researcher can easily provide a set of documents relevant to the topic ‘Organ transplant in
the UK’ because they already have the set, but they will find it tedious to read a bunch of
annotations and give feedback.
As we said, the user’s information needs are learned from their local information
repository. The learned information needs are fed to the information filtering (IF) system.
IF is a specific type of information gathering system. In the next section, we discuss
information gathering systems in general and information filtering systems in particular.
2.7 Web Information Gathering
This research uses Information Filtering (a technique of Web Information Gathering) as
a task to evaluate the effectiveness of personalised ontology in interpreting discovered
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knowledge. In other words, we use personalised ontology in the application of person-
alised search by employing it in Information Filtering (IF) system.
A system that can acquire useful and meaningful information for a user from the
Web according to the user’s information needs is called a web information gathering
system [Tao et al., 2011, 2013]. Currently, many web information gathering systems
use keyword-based techniques—they collect the documents that contain the given key-
words for acquiring information for the user. Keyword-based techniques became popular
because of their fast processing capability, [Han and Chang, 2002]. However, keyword-
based techniques can end up providing a lot of useless and meaningless information,
which is a fundamental problem of these techniques [Li and Zhong, 2003, 2004a,b, 2006,
Zhong, 2002]. To address this problem, more sophisticated techniques of learning infor-
mation needs from a user’s local information repository are being used in the web infor-
mation gathering system in order to provide more accurate personalised Web information
to the user [Gauch et al., 2003a, Han and Chang, 2002, Li and Zhong, 2006, Trajkova and
Gauch, 2004].
The idea of personalisation has been introduced in literature to address the prob-
lem of information overload. Because of the huge amount of information on the Web,
acquiring the best information for a individual user has been challenging. In general,
personalisation means adaptation of information, services or products based on individu-
als’ needs [Wagner et al., 2014]. It utilises the patterns, habits and preferences of a user.
In the web information gathering system, personalisation means acquiring information
from the Web for an individual user tailored to the user’s information needs. In this
way, personalisation can satisfy the user’s information needs, and it minimises their
information overload [De Campos et al., 2014]. The accurate learning of user information
needs is of central importance in personalisation [Calegari and Pasi, 2013]. On the other
hand, a system that can recommend useful and meaningful information for a user from the
Web according to the user’s information needs is called a recommender system [Resnick
et al., 1994]. Its success also largely depends on the ability to accurately learn the user’s
information needs [Tao et al., 2013]. Many applications, such as book, news, film and
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music recommender systems, have implemented the recommender system successfully.
An implementation of web information personalisation is the information filtering system.
The aim of information filtering is to provide users with information that is relevant to
them [Hanani et al., 2001]. In contrast, the aim of an information retrieval (IR) system is
to provide users with information that is relevant to their formulated query. As a result,
an IR system will return the same result for the same query irrespective of whoever has
formulated the query. In this regard, IR is not an application of learned information needs.
Therefore, in this research, the discussion of web information gathering will be limited to
IF systems. In the following sections, we discuss IF systems.
2.7.1 Information Filtering
A common approach of information filtering is mapping unknown documents, that are
brought into the system, to the user’s information needs. Usually, the mapping is ap-
proximate, i.e. with each document, it associates a score that indicates the document’s
level of relevance to the user’s information needs. Also, documents are ranked based
on the relevance score. Information filtering systems are commonly personalised to a
particular user or a group of users using their information needs that are learned from their
background data [Mostafa et al., 1997]. In other words, it uses the learned information
needs to filter out irrelevant documents and gather the relevant documents [Belkin and
Croft, 1992]. Many applications use information filtering techniques, including news
filtering [Wu et al., 2010], spam email filtering [Almeida and Yamakami, 2010, Thomas
et al., 2011] and product recommender systems [Adomavicius and Tuzhilin, 2011].
Out of the two main approaches to information filtering—content-based filtering and
collaborative filtering—this research will use content-based filtering. In content-based
filtering, the mapping is between the user’s information needs and the new documents
(or items such as images, products, etc.) [Bordogna et al., 2006, Yu et al., 2004]. In
collaborative filtering, the known information needs of a group of people are used to
map documents to the unknown information needs of other users [Su and Khoshgoftaar,
2009]. When mapping new documents to a user’s information needs, the approaches that
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are followed in current literature can broadly be categorised into two types: classification
based and ranking based.
2.7.1.1 Classification Based
In classification based mapping, a classifier categorises the new documents as either
relevant or irrelevant [Sebastiani, 2002]. It has two phases: (a) training—a classifier
is trained with user’s information needs and (b) classification—the classifier categorises
each new document as either relevant or irrelevant. There are several common classifiers:
a) Support Vector Machines (SVM): in SVM, training examples are represented as points
in space and the system tries to discover a set of hyperplanes in that space that can
separate examples into categories by a margin that has a maximum of possible widths
[Joachims, 1998]. The equation for the hyperplane is w.xn + b = 0, where w is
vector normal to the hyperplane, xn is the data point nearest to the hyper plane (also
called support vector) and b is a bias. Every side of hyperplanes is indicative for a
category. When a new document with an unknown category enter the system, SVM
maps the document in the same space and sees which side of the hyperplanes it falls.
Based on the document’s location on the hyperplanes, it predicts the category of the
document. SVM does not produce good results for data points that are inseparable by
hyperplanes.
b) Naive Bayes: is a probabilistic learning method based on Bayes’ theorem. It can
directly tag an example to the most likely category based on the term vector of the
training examples. It assumes that for a given category, the terms are independent
of each other, and this assumption significantly simplifies the learning. Naive Bayes
competes with more sophisticated models, even though the assumption is very poor
[Joachims, 1998, Rish, 2001]. In this system, the estimated conditional probability of
term t occurring in documents of category ζ is given by the equation ρ(t|ζ) = f(t)
N
where, N is the total number of terms and f(t) is the number of occurrences of the
term t in all the documents in category ζ .
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c) k-Nearest Neighbour: The classifier k-nearest neighbour is one of the simplest, non-
parametric machine learning algorithms. In this method an unknown example is
classified based on the frequent category of k-nearest neighbour among the training
examples, where k is a user defined constant [Cover and Hart, 1967]. To find k-nearest
neighbour a distance metric like overlap metric or Hamming distance is used. If the
class distribution is skewed then this method cannot produce accurate results. Some
techniques have been devised to overcome this problem.
d) Rocchio’s Method: in this method, first training examples are incorporated into the
vector space model, then it tries to find a query vector which maximises the similarity
with relevant examples but minimises similarity with non-relevant examples provided
by relevance feedback. With the help of cosine similarity, it has been shown that
the optimal query vector could be achieved by subtracting the centroid of the non-
relevant documents from the centroid of relevant documents [Manning et al., 2008].
For text categorisation, one optimal vector is determined for every category based on
corresponding relevant and non-relevant examples, and this optimal vector is called
the prototype vector of that category. However, because it is using one single centroid,
if the documents that end up in the same category can make separate clusters, then this
method does not perform well [Yang, 1999].
e) Decision Tree Classifier: it creates a model that is like a decision tree. Given the
value of some of the input variables it tries to predict the value of a target variable.
Every internal node of the tree tests an attribute, and based on the outcome of the test,
a branch of the node is followed, where every branch of a node represents possible
outcomes of the test. Consequently, the flow reaches a leaf node, and every leaf node
represents a category [Rokach, 2007].
Even though classification has many usages in practice, classification-based ap-
proaches are not popular in information filtering. This is because the classifiers categorise
many documents as relevant, but the users do not have enough time to go through all of
them, rather they want the documents ranked based on their relevance so that they can
rapidly pick the most relevant documents.
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2.7.1.2 Ranking Based
Ranking is the most popular approach in information filtering systems for matching doc-
uments with a user’s information needs [Gao, 2015]. In this approach, documents are
represented in the Vector Space Model. That is, each document is represented as an n-
dimensional feature vector, where n is the number of features in the vocabulary. The
numerical value or weight in each dimension represents the dominance of the feature
in the document. There are many techniques for weighting features and they all utilise
some form of frequencies of features and frequencies of documents (e.g. tf-idf) [Li and
Liu, 2003, Robertson et al., 2004]. The sequence of features in the documents are not
considered in this approach. Documents are ranked based on the matching of this vector
representation of features to the user’s information needs. As the evaluation methodology
proposed by Tao et al. [2011], this research uses ranking-based information filtering
system to evaluate personalised ontologies. More details on the evaluation methodology
are discussed in Chapter 6.
2.8 Chapter Summary
This chapter has discussed techniques of data mining that are used to discover patterns,
trends, important associations and novel information from a corpus. Out of them, it
identifies that pattern mining and topic modelling are the most popular and effective
techniques of knowledge discovery. To interpret the discovered knowledge of data mining
techniques, this research proposes to use personalised ontology to represent the discov-
ered knowledge. This chapter presents a critical analysis of existing works related to
personalised ontology learning, and clearly identifies that current literature does not have
a technique for constructing a personalised ontology for the discovered knowledge.
As we discussed in Chapter 1, this research proposes a new effective framework of
personalised ontology for the purpose of interpreting the discovered knowledge, where
the framework has two structures—semantic structure and contextual structure. Semantic
structure contains the concepts and their semantic relations that represent the discovered
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knowledge. The leading idea of selecting the concepts in the semantic structure is to
annotate the discovered knowledge with concepts in a knowledge base ontology. This
chapter discussed relevant definitions and the construction of the knowledge base ontol-
ogy. One of the main constructing components of an ontology is a concept. This chapter
discussed the types of concepts used in current literature and identifies that human-defined
concepts in a manually constructed knowledge base ontology are suitable for use in the
semantic structure. It discussed current annotation techniques and identifies that current
annotation techniques have several problems that need to be addressed for annotating
discovered knowledge. Some terms discovered from the local information repository
cannot be annotated with concepts, and therefore their semantic relations are unknown.
This chapter discussed semantic relations discovery techniques in current literature and
found that current techniques are not effective. This research uses the representation
capability of user information needs as a means for evaluating the proposed interpretation
in an information gathering system. This chapter discussed user information representa-
tion techniques in current literature. It has also discussed different types of information
gathering systems along with their appropriateness in evaluation methodology. In the next
chapter, we discuss our proposed technique for annotating discovered knowledge.
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Chapter 3
Semantic Structure
As we discussed in Chapter 1, this research proposes a new effective framework of
personalised ontology for interpreting knowledge discovered by text mining techniques,
especially two popular text mining techniques—pattern mining and topic modelling. The
framework has two structures—semantic structure and contextual structure. Semantic
structure contains the concepts and their semantic relations that represent the discov-
ered knowledge. The leading idea of selecting the concepts in the semantic structure
is to annotate the discovered knowledge with concepts in a knowledge base ontology.
Concepts are the main constructing components of semantic structure. In Chapter 2, we
discussed different types of concepts used in current literature and identified that human-
defined concepts in a manually constructed knowledge base ontology are suitable for the
semantic structure. Chapter 2 also discussed current annotation techniques and identified
several problems that need to be addressed for the purpose of annotating the discovered
knowledge. To address the problems, we propose an annotation technique called Semantic
Analysis of Associated Term Sets (SAATS) that is based on random set theory [Goutsias
et al., 2012, Kruse et al., 1991, 2012, Molchanov, 2006]. In this chapter, firstly, we discuss
basic definitions such as pattern mining, frequent pattern, closed pattern, master pattern,
topic modelling, Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA), concept, etc that are needed for un-
derstanding the proposed new framework of personalised ontology. Secondly, we discuss
our proposed annotation technique SAATS. Thirdly, for the SAATS based annotation,
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we propose an efficient algorithm. We also discuss the time complexity analysis of the
proposed algorithm. Fourthly, theoretically, we show that the proposed algorithm can
improve the accuracy of approximation for rough set in the practical applications, such as
text processing. Finally, we discuss the contribution of the proposed annotation technique
in pattern annotation and topic model annotation research.
3.1 Basic Definitions
The proposed new framework of personalised ontology for interpreting knowledge dis-
covered by text mining techniques and the corresponding experiments in research are
designed from a user’s perspective. In this section, we describe the basic definitions that
are important for understanding the proposed framework and its implementation models.
Let us assume that a user has a collection of documents that are relevant to a specific
topic of interest. Using pattern mining, the user discovers a set of text patterns from the
document collection for analysing the topic. For example, a researcher who is conducting
research on organ transplant in the UK may have some documents in their collection that
are relevant to the topic ‘Organ transplant in the UK’. A specification (i.e. description and
narrative) of the topic (taken from TREC-10/2001) is shown in Table 3.1. A document
relevant to ‘Organ transplant in the UK’ is shown in Figure 3.1. We call the user’s
document collection a local information repository. That is, a user’s local information
repository is a set of documents that the user collects as relevant to their specific topic of
interest. The user wants to analyse the topic by using the text mining output (e.g. patterns,
topic models, etc.) discovered from the local information repository (this needs to achieve
the first interpretation goal: meanings of patterns in terms of ontology concepts) and want
to collect more documents from the Web that are relevant to the text mining output (this
needs to achieve the second interpretation goal: a method for generating and extracting
features from ontology for better describing relevant information).
The standard datasets, RCV1 (Reuters Corpus Volume I) of TREC-10/2001 filtering
track [Robertson and Soboroff, 2002, Rose et al., 2002, Wu et al., 2006] and R8 [Ingaramo
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Table 3.1: A Specified TREC Topic (Topic No. 117)
<top>
<num> Number: R117 </num>
<title> Organ transplants in the UK </title>
<desc> Description: Research reports on organ transplantation in the United Kingdom </desc>
<narr> Narrative: Reports on actual organ transplant cases are relevant. Also relevant are research programs in the UK and
elsewhere that are developing drugs to enhance the transplant acceptance rate. </narr>
</top>
et al., 2008], that are used in this research have a number of topics. Each topic has a
number of documents and a manual specification of a user’s information needs written by
linguists (similar to the one in Table 3.1). For each topic in each dataset, domain experts
divided the documents into a training set and a testing set. They further divided each of
the training sets and testing sets into positive and negative sets. The positive set consists
of documents that are relevant to the topic specification, and the negative set consists of
documents that are not relevant to the topic specification (more details in Section 6.2).
In this research, each topic is used to simulate a user. The set D+ of positive
documents in the training set that are relevant to the topic is used as a local information
repository of a user. Only positive documents are used to incorporate the fact that people
usually do not collect negative documents. Text mining is applied to the set D+ for
discovering knowledge such as patterns and topic models. Baseline models are also
trained on the document set D+.
3.1.1 Text Mining
Text mining can produce patterns, topic models, phrases, n-Grams and top keywords as
its output. Out of these, as discussed in section 2.1, the co-occurring terms sets—patterns
and topic models—are very popular for knowledge discovered from a corpus (here local
information repository). In the following sections we formally define pattern mining and
topic modelling.
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Figure 3.1: A Document in TREC-topic No. 117
3.1.1.1 Pattern Mining
For pattern mining, we assume that each text document, d ∈ D+, is split into a set PG
of paragraphs (as is shown in Figure 3.1). Each paragraph pg ∈ PG is analogous to a
transaction (i.e. a row) in a transactional database [Agrawal et al., 1993], and each term
is analogous to an item.
3.1.1.2 Frequent and Closed Pattern
This research assumes that a document d consists of a set PG of paragraphs, a paragraph
pg ∈ PG consists of a bag of terms, and each paragraph pg can be considered as a
transaction. That is, each paragraph is analogous to a row in a transactional database
[Agrawal et al., 1993, Wu et al., 2006, Zhong et al., 2012a], and each term is analogous
to an item.
The closed pattern [Pasquier et al., 1999, Zhong et al., 2012a] was proposed for
improving the efficiency and quality of discovered frequent patterns [Agrawal et al., 1993]
by reducing the amount of information.
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Let, X be a set of terms {t1, t2, ..., tm} in document d. The covering set for X is the
set of all paragraphs pg ∈ PG such thatX ⊆ pg, i.e. coverset(X) = {pg|pg ∈ PG,X ⊆ pg}.
The absolute support for the set of terms X is the number of its occurrence in PG,
i.e. supa(X) = |coverset(X)|. The relative support is the fraction of the paragraphs
that contain the set of terms X , i.e. supr(X) = |coverset(X)||PG| . The term set X is called a
frequent pattern p if supr(or supa) > min sup, a minimum support.
For a set of paragraphs Y ⊆ PG, its termset can be defined as the following:
termset(Y ) = {t|∀pg ∈ Y ⇒ t ∈ pg}. Let p be a frequent pattern (i.e. a term set), its
closure is Cls(p) = termset(coverset(p)). A pattern is closed if and only if p = Cls(p)
[Zhong et al., 2012a]. If cp is a closed pattern, then supa(p1) < supa(cp) for all pattern
p1 ⊇ cp. In other words, a pattern cp is closed if there is no super-pattern p1 of cp such
that supa(cp) = supa(p1). A set of closed patterns are shown in Table 3.2. The closed
patterns are discovered from DocNo-71102 of TopicNo-R117 in RCV1 dataset. For more
details about frequent and closed pattern, interested readers are referred to Agrawal et al.
[1993], Pasquier et al. [1999], Zhong et al. [2012a].
Table 3.2: A set of closed patterns
research transplant organ human, pig organ patient suitabl organ,
organ patient suitabl organ, organ patient anim, research transplant
anim, transplant organ human, studi anim transplant, transplant anim
human, organ human protein, pig organ patient anim, diseas, patient,
research, anim, organ, transplant, human, ppl, number, heart human,
organ human, organ ppl, ppl transplant, ppl therapeut, scientist anim,
anim organ, anim human, transplant anim, transplant organ, transplant
human, transplant patient
3.1.1.3 Master Pattern (MP)
Liu et al. [2006] identified that each individual pattern may not be interesting, but a group
together can represent an important piece of knowledge. Therefore, closed patterns can
further be grouped (or summarised) into k clusters (or pattern profiles [Yan et al., 2005])
m′1, m
′
2, ..., m
′
k based on similarities, where k is normally much less than the number of
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closed patterns. Let a cluster or a pattern profile m′ include a subset of closed patterns
(cp1, cp2, ... , cpl), and PGm =
⋃
1≤j≤l coverset(cpj). A pattern profilem′ is then formally
represented as a pair 〈ρm, m〉, where ρm is a probability distribution vector of the terms in
this pattern profile m′; m is called a master pattern which is the union of closed patterns
cp1, cp2, ... and cpl. The probability distribution vector ρm of a term ti in PGm is given
by ρm(ti = {0, 1}) =
∑
pgj∈PGm
pgij
|PGm|
, where pgij is the value of ti in the jth paragraph. If
ti appear in the paragraph then its value is 1 otherwise 0. Like in the original work of
Yan et al. [2005], Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence between the probability distribution
vectors in the profiles is used to measure the similarity between closed patterns. Closed
patterns are merged to a single master pattern until ρm(ti) ≥ β, where β is an experimental
coefficient. A master pattern generated from the closed patterns in Table 3.2 is shown in
Table 3.3. Interested readers are referred to Yan et al. [2005] for details about how to
generate master patterns. From now on, the terminology ‘pattern’ will be used to refer to
any type of pattern (e.g. closed pattern, master patter) in this thesis.
Table 3.3: A master pattern
research suitabl anim pig number protein transplant organ
human patient ppl diseas studi scientist therapeut heart
A pattern consists of a set of terms, and therefore the readily available way to
understand the subject matters of the pattern is to understand each individual term in it.
However, single terms are too general to accurately capture the subject matters of a set of
terms [Lau et al., 2011, Mei et al., 2007a]. For example, consider the first closed pattern
‘research transplant organ human’ in Table 3.2 or the master pattern in Table 3.3. It is
not easy for humans to infer the subject matter of these patterns just by understanding
each individual term. For the better understanding of the subject matter, this research
proposes to annotate patterns with concepts. A detailed description of concept is given in
subsection 3.1.2.
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3.1.1.4 Topic Modelling
The study of topic modelling started from the need to compress large data into more useful
and manageable knowledge. Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) is a popular statistical
topic model and one of the most successful paradigms for unsupervised learning. It is
considered a state-of-the-art technique for extracting thematic information and hidden
structure from a large collection of text documents [Blei et al., 2003, Chemudugunta
et al., 2008a]. It probabilistically uncovers the hidden structure and thematic information
as a set of topics, where a topic is represented as a multinomial distribution over words
[Chemudugunta et al., 2008a, Gao et al., 2015]. It groups the words that tend to co-occur
together [Mei et al., 2007a]. Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) represents each document
as a mixture of limited and manageable number of topics, which means a low-dimensional
representation of documents [Gao et al., 2015]. Researchers think that it has the ability
to capture user interest [Andrzejewski and Buttler, 2011, Harvey et al., 2013] and cluster
groups of co-occurring terms [Hulpus et al., 2013], and they suggest that topic modelling
is promising for search engines Hulpus et al. [2013]. That is, LDA has the potential to be
used for learning user interest effectively. In this subsection, we briefly describe the LDA.
3.1.1.5 Latent Dirichlet Allocation
Let D+ = {d1, d2, ..., dM} be a collection of N relevant documents that constitutes the
local information repository. In LDA, each document is considered as a bag-of-words
[Blei et al., 2003, Chemudugunta et al., 2008a]. Let Dt = {t1, t2, ..., tV } be the set of
unique terms in the document collection D+, where V is the size of the vocabulary. Each
document is represented as a sparse vector of length V . In the vector, the ith component
represents the number of times term i occur in the document.
The idea behind LDA is that observed terms in each document are generated by a
document-specific mixture of corpus-wide hidden topics [Gao et al., 2015]. It is a low-
dimensional representation of documents. The number of hidden topics are assumed to be
fixed to T . A topic zj is represented as a multinomial probability distribution over the V
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terms as ρ(ti|zj), where 1 ≤ j ≤ T and
∑V
i ρ(ti|zj) = 1. A document d is represented as
a probabilistic mixture of topics as ρ(zj |d). Therefore, the probability distribution of ith
term in a document d can be model as a mixer over topics: ρ(ti|d) =
∑T
j=1 ρ(ti|zj)ρ(zj |d).
Here the only observable variable is ρ(ti|d). The other two variables ρ(ti|zj) and ρ(zj |d)
are hidden. In this paper, the widely used [Griffiths and Steyvers, 2004] statistical esti-
mation technique of Gibbs sampling is used for learning the hidden variables. For more
details on LDA, interested readers are referred to Blei et al. [2003], Chemudugunta et al.
[2008a], Gao et al. [2015].
Usually people use top terms for representing a topic [Lau et al., 2011, 2010, Mei
et al., 2007a]. Therefore, in this paper, we represent a topic with top n terms, ranked by
the multinomial distribution ρ(t|z). From now on, we refer to the top five terms when we
refer to a topic. A set of 10 topics (top 5 words only) from the documents in TREC-Topic
No.114 is shown in Table 3.4. The corresponding topic specification of the TREC-Topic
No.114 is given in Table 3.5.
Table 3.4: A set of topic models discovered by LDA
coal effici industri back europ; popul butterfli european extinct north;
global warm ga current british; cattl cow cut fossil herd; battl measur
scientist show snow; carbon dioxid plant gase group; countri world
china technolog iea; energi develop intern compani electr; atmospher
fuel increas nation percent; emiss greenhous curb eu account;
However, even though the topic modelling (LDA) has the potential to be used for
learning user interests, it lacks semantic focus [Chemudugunta et al., 2008a] and a global
view [Chemudugunta et al., 2008b, Mei et al., 2007a]. As it does not focus on the seman-
tics, it can capture the essence of a document only to a limited extent. While a document
is expressed assuming prior knowledge, topic modelling assumes that a document is what
it has [Chemudugunta et al., 2008b]. The semantic theme discovered by topic modelling
can better be represented and understood in terms of concepts [Lau et al., 2011]. In the
following subsection we discuss and define the concept.
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Table 3.5: Another TREC-Topic Description with Narrative (TREC-Topic No. 114)
<top>
<num> Number: R114
<title>Effects of global warming
<desc> Description: Evidence of effects of global warming or the greenhouse effect on climate and environment
<narr> Narrative: Only articles that describe actual changes due to global warming or the greenhouse effect are relevant. Current
evidence that points to future effects is relevant.
</top>
3.1.2 Concept
Ideally, a concept is defined by a set of attributes, and it represents an abstract class
of ideas or objects. Chemudugunta et al. [2008b] identify ‘concept’ as a set of terms
that together express a human-understandable meaning. Humans use their knowledge
and judgement to manually-select the terms in a concept based on semantic similarity
[Chemudugunta et al., 2008b] so that together they can represent a meaning. A concept
can represent semantically rich notions [Chemudugunta et al., 2008b], and it is inter-
pretable, broader in coverage [Chemudugunta et al., 2008b, Mei et al., 2007a] and has a
global view. Also, the concepts can serve humans to organise and share their knowledge
[Gabrilovich and Markovitch, 2007a]. That is, annotation of co-occurring term sets (i.e.
patterns and topic models) with concepts can assist the user to have insight into the co-
occurring term sets, and it allows easy and less ambiguous communication of information
between different systems.
The difference between a term and a concept can be discussed from two points of
view. Firstly, a term is too general to represent many specific notions, such as the notion
‘Navy Ship’, which cannot be represented by any single term. Secondly, a term is an
atomic symbol and independent from other symbols, while a concept can be semantically
related to other concepts. For example, the concept ‘Navy Ship’ can have a sub-concept
‘Australian Navy Ship’, a super-concept ‘Ship’, a related concept ‘Australian Navy’ and
so on. When humans think of a concept, it triggers a network of semantically related
concepts [Sun et al., 2015]. This kind of network is the foundation of human cognition.
The semantic relations can help the user and a machine to make further inferences about
concepts, such as generalising concepts or investigating how concepts are semantically
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related to each other. In this research, concepts are selected from a knowledge base
ontology, where a knowledge base ontology consists of a set of concepts and a set of
semantic relations (e.g. ‘Is-a’, ‘Related-to’ and ‘Part-of’) between the concepts. The
knowledge base ontology and the concept are formally defined as the following.
Definition 1 (Knowledge base Ontology) A knowledge base ontology (or simply an on-
tology) is a pair 〈E,R〉, where E is a finite set of concepts, and R is a set of triplet
〈c1, c2, r〉, where c1 and c2 are two concepts and r is their semantic relation.
Definition 2 (Concept) A concept c consists of a set of attributes and represents an idea
or object. Each concept is described with a human-understandable label s, where s =
{t1, t2, ..., tn} is a set of semantically related terms. Each term t ∈ s represents an
attribute of the concept c, and the label is referred as label(c) = s.
We use LCSH [Yi and Chan, 2009], a large knowledge base, as a knowledge base
ontology. The LCSH classification comprises a thesaurus of subject-headings covering
one of the most exhaustive topic lists in the world, and specifies the semantic relations
between the subject-headings in the taxonomy. Originally, it was designed as a controlled
vocabulary to represent the subjects and the forms of books and serials in the Library of
Congress (LC) 1.
Recently, the subject-headings in LCSH are popularly used to classify information
collection of items (e.g. books and serials) within a library. Even though the taxonomic
classification was meant to facilitates a user to access items in the catalogue that pertain
to similar subject matter, it increases the speed of information retrieval Chan [1990].
Comparing to other subject classification/categorisation systems, such as Dewey Decimal
Classification (DDC), and Reference Categorisation (RC), the LCSH classification has
superior features.
The LCSH classification has more subject classes (LCSH has 394,070, DDC has
over 1000 and RC has over 100,000 subjects), a more complex structure (LCSH has a
1http://www.loc.gov/index.html
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depth of 37, DDC has a depth of 3 and RC has a depth of over 10), and more detailed
semantic relations (LCSH has Is-a, Related-to, Part-of; DDC has Is-a; and RC has Is-
a) specified. These features make the LCSH a great description of knowledge and an
excellent ontology backbone.
The subject-headings (e.g. global warming, heart disease patient, etc.) in LCSH
are explicitly defined by domain experts, and therefore they are easily understandable
by humans. That is, subject-headings in LCSH correspond to the concepts identified by
Chemudugunta et al. [2008b]. Using LCSH as the knowledge base ontology, a concept
corresponds to a subject heading in the LCSH, and the label s corresponds to the subject-
heading’s label. From now on, we use the terminology ‘concept’ and ‘subject-heading’
interchangeably. When we say ‘attribute of a concept’ or ‘term of a concept’, we mean
‘term in the label of a concept’ i.e. by t ∈ c we mean t ∈ s. Now that the basic definitions
are defined, we will discuss our proposed technique that annotates co-occurring term sets
like patterns and topic models.
3.2 Proposed Annotation Technique
It is believed that a set of terms frequently co-occur in a text because they originate from
concepts that are semantically related in a knowledge base ontology [Eyharabide and
Amandi, 2012], where a concept is defined as a set of semantically related terms. For
example, if two terms ‘navy’ and ‘ship’ frequently co-occur in a text, then the cause
behind this frequent co-occurrence may be that the two terms come from a concept
‘navy ship’ or from two concepts ‘navy’ and ‘ship’ that are related by a semantic ‘used
by’. Therefore, the corresponding concepts of these frequently co-occurring terms (i.e.
patterns and topic models) could be found by mapping them to a knowledge base ontology
[Eyharabide and Amandi, 2012]. However, finding those concepts is not easy. In general,
there is a many-to-many relation between the concepts and the co-occurring term sets (i.e.
patterns or topic models): a co-occurring term set may be related to many concepts, and
a concept may be related to many co-occurring term sets. Furthermore, the terms in a co-
occurring term set are associated. Therefore, selecting a set of concepts as the annotations
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for a set of co-occurring term sets is difficult [Spasic et al., 2005].
As we discussed in section 1.2 and 2.4, existing mapping techniques (e.g. Calegari
and Pasi [2013], Shen et al. [2012], Sieg et al. [2007b], Tran et al. [2007], etc.) cannot use
the associations of terms that exist in a co-occurring term set for concept selection because
they map each individual term t in the co-occurring term set to the concepts, rather than
mapping the co-occurring term set itself. More specifically, existing techniques provide
a function F : dt → 2E , i.e. F(t) = {c1, c2, ...}, where dt is the set of terms in a
document. On the other hand, we want a function F ′ : 2dt → 2E, i.e. we want to find
F ′(m = {t1, t2, ...}) =?. Using the existing techniques, we can get F(t1),F(t2), ..., i.e.
sets of concepts. The question is how to use these concept sets to represent the function
F ′({t1, t2, ...}). Using F(t1) ∪ F(t2) ∪ ... will result in too many concepts, while using
F(t1) ∩ F(t2) ∩ ... will result in too few concepts or an empty set of concepts. If we use
a combination like F(t1) ∪ F(t2) ∩ ..., it results in too many such combinations, and we
do not know which combinations should be used and when.
To address the mapping question, we propose a technique called Semantic Analysis
of Associated Term Sets (SAATS) based on random set theory [Goutsias et al., 2012,
Kruse et al., 1991, 2012, Molchanov, 2006]. The proposed technique can map the co-
occurring term set itself, and therefore reflects the association of terms in the co-occurring
term set. In other words, as the terms in a co-occurring term set frequently occur together
in the local information repository, they are statistically associated. The statistical associa-
tion of terms can indicate their semantic proximity. The proposed technique endeavours to
find the semantic associations of the terms out of their statistical associations. Moreover,
it can differentiate between noisy concepts and noise-free concepts by categorising the
candidate concepts into groups.
3.2.1 Semantic Analysis of Associated Term Sets
In this subsection, we discuss our proposed method to analyse the semantics of associated
term sets. The proposed method is based on random set theory. More specifically, we de-
sign a mathematical framework, based on random set theory, to map a co-occurring term
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set to a set of concepts. The advantage of the framework is that it considers association
(i.e. co-occurrence) of terms when mapping a co-occurring term set to the concepts. In
mathematics and artificial intelligence, random set is used as a rigorous mechanism for
modelling observed phenomena that are sets rather than precise points. It other words, it is
a general mathematical model for set-valued observations. As the semantic relationships
between co-occurring term sets and concepts are set valued observation, random set is
an effective tool for the semantic analysis. Besides, in decision analysis, random set
is effectively used to analyse imprecise data and to measure the uncertainty. Nguyen
[1978] identified that the mathematical theory of evidence (aka belief functions) can be
represented rigorously in terms of random sets.
Let us assume that the information contained in a document d is composed of a set
dc of concepts selected from an ontology. Let E be a finite set of all the concepts in the
ontology; that means, dc ⊆ E.
As defined earlier, each concept has a set of terms, consequently the set of all the
terms in the ontology is Ω = {t|t ∈ c & c ∈ E}. The set of terms in a document d is
dt = {t|t ∈ c & c ∈ dc}. As dc ⊆ E, we can say dt ⊆ Ω.
According to text mining (i.e. pattern mining and topic modelling), the set of terms
in a co-occurring term set m is extracted from the terms in the document d, i.e. m ⊆ dt.
As m ⊆ dt and dt ⊆ Ω, we can say m ⊆ Ω, i.e. m ∈ 2Ω.
Here, the ontology is assumed to have all of the concepts that are necessary to
compose the document. However, in practice, getting such an ontology is difficult. For
example, the ontology LCSH used in this research does not contain all the concepts
necessary to compose a document. Therefore, in practice, some terms in the document,
consequently in the co-occurring term sets, are not members of Ω. That is, in practice,
for some cases m ∈ 2Ω may not hold true. We assume that the terms that are not the
member of Ω are new concepts, created by the author of the document. This assumption
is supported by Sager et al. [Sager, 1990]. They argue that when a new term is introduced,
it creates a new concept that is associated with a specific area of knowledge. As the
given ontology cannot provide a semantic explanation about these new concepts, they
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are removed from the co-occurring term sets before applying the SAATS. This strategy
makes m ∈ 2Ω to hold true in all cases. However, these new concepts contain important
knowledge of the document (observed in the experiments); therefore, after the SAATS
has been applied, they are directly added to the annotation set. The detail of this issue is
given in chapter 4.
If the set E is the evidence space. In the random set, in order to deal with imprecise
data, the set-valued mapping Γ : E → 2Ω is proposed. If Γ is a set-valued mapping from
E onto Ω, and Ψ is a probability defined on the evidence space, then the pair (Ψ,Γ) is
called a random set [Kruse et al., 1991, 2012].
As the terms in a concept-label are the attributes that define the concept, a concept
should be related to a term t ∈ Ω if the term appears in the concept-label. According
to [Gabrilovich and Markovitch, 2007a, 2009], a concept can be mapped to a term if the
term appears in the concept-label. Spasic et al. [Spasic et al., 2005] argue that the main
link between text and an ontology is the terms, and therefore a concept can be mapped
to terms. Therefore, the set-valued mapping Γ maps an element c ∈ E to t ∈ Ω if they
appear in c, i.e. Γ(c) = {t ∈ Ω|t ∈ c}. However, we observe the co-occurring term set
m first. Therefore, we use the inverse of Γ(m), i.e. Γ−1(m) to map a co-occurring term
set m. Unlike existing techniques that map individual terms in the co-occurring term set
to the concepts, we are mapping the co-occurring term set as a whole. This allows the
influence associated terms being considered when mapping.
As existing techniques map each term in the co-occurring term set individually, they
cannot consider the influence of other terms that co-occur with this term. For instance,
if there is a co-occurring term set Java Machine Language Virtual, the technique will
map the term Java to both the concepts Java Coffee and Java Language with the same
importance, without considering the co-occurrence of Language with Java. However, co-
occurrence of terms can help in understanding the discovered knowledge. For example,
as Java frequently co-occur with Language, we can easily conclude that the discovered
knowledge is about Java Language instead of Java Coffee. To the best of our knowledge,
our work for the first time addresses the very specific problem of how to map a set of
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co-occurring terms to the concepts in an ontology.
Let (Ψ,Γ) be a random set, the sets
Γ−1
−
(m) = {c ∈ E|Γ(c) 6= ∅ and Γ(c) ⊆ m},
Γ−1
+
(m) = {c ∈ E|Γ(c) ∩m 6= ∅}, and
Γ−1
⊚
(m) = Γ−1
+
(m)− Γ−1
−
(m)
are called the inner coarsening, outer coarsening, and boundary region of m, respectively,
for all m ∈ 2Ω. In essence, the inner coarsening, outer coarsening, and boundary region
of m discuss the relationship between the co-occurring term set and the concepts, and
Γ−1
−
takes association of terms in account. For example, when mapping the co-occurring
term set Java Machine Language Virtual, Γ−1− will put the concept Java Coffee into
boundary region and the concept Java Language into inner coarsening. Probability of
inner coarsening, outer coarsening, and boundary region can be used to measure the
association of terms in the m. All these mean, the associations of terms discovered by
the co-occurring term set m are reflected when mapping.
The phenomena of inner coarsening, outer coarsening and boundary region is shown
graphically in Figure 3.2. The big rectangle represents E, concepts in E are represented
by squares inside the rectangle, the circle represents a co-occurring term set m. The black
squares are the members of the inner coarsening, the grey squares are the members of
the boundary region, and both the black squares and the grey squares are the members of
outer coarsening.
E
m
c
Figure 3.2: Inner coarsening, outer coarsening and boundary region.
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A dummy example: let E = {c1, c2, c3}, Ω = {t1, t2, t3, t4, t5}, Γ(c1) = {t1, t2, t3},
Γ(c2) = {t2, t3, t4}, Γ(c3) = {t3, t4, t5}, m1 = {t1, t2, t3, t4}. Therefore, Γ−1
−
(m1) =
{c1, c2}, Γ
−1+(m1) = {c1, c2, c3}, Γ
−1⊚(m1) = {c3}.
The mapping of the first closed pattern in table 3.2 is graphically shown in figure
3.3, and the mapping of the first topic model (LDA) in table 3.4 is graphically shown in
figure 3.4.
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Figure 3.3: Mapping a Pattern to Concepts
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Figure 3.4: Mapping a LDA-Topic to Concepts
In this research, the set valued mapping of random set is defined from E to 2Ω−{∅}.
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Then
ΨΓ−1− : 2
Ω → [0, 1]
ΨΓ−1− (m) = Ψ(Γ
−1−(m))
is a belief function on Ω,
ΨΓ−1+ : 2
Ω → [0, 1]
ΨΓ−1+ (m) = Ψ(Γ
−1+(m))
is the corresponding plausibility function, and
ΨΓ : 2
Ω → [0, 1]
ΨΓ(m) = Ψ({c ∈ E|Γ(c) = m})
is the corresponding mass function.
As there is a many-to-many relation between concepts and co-occurring term sets, a
set of co-occurring term sets together, rather than an individual co-occurring term set,
should be mapped to the concepts. This is logical because in practice, rather than a
single co-occurring term set, we use the whole set of co-occurring term sets to understand
the main theme of a document. Therefore, the inner coarsening, outer coarsening and
boundary region, for a set M of co-occurring term sets, can be written as
Ce =
⋃
m∈M Γ
−1−(m),
C∗ =
⋃
m∈M Γ
−1+(m), and
Cp = C∗ − Ce, respectively.
The corresponding belief function ΨCe , plausibility function ΨC∗ and mass function
ΨC can be estimated in a similar way as ΨΓ−1− , ΨΓ−1+ and ΨΓ, respectively.
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The Ce is called the set of exactly matched concepts because with every term in the
concept (i.e. t ∈ c) there is a corresponding matched term in a single co-occurring term
set. The Cp is called the set of partially matched concepts because with some of the terms
in the concept, rather than every term, there are corresponding matched terms in a single
co-occurring term set.
As exactly matched concepts are from inner coarsening, they can represent the
knowledge of co-occurring term sets precisely and are more important than partially
matched concepts. On the other hand, partially matched concepts are from the boundary
region; therefore, they may incorporate some noise. Thus, we use all of the exactly
matched concepts and top k′ of partially matched concepts as the annotation of the set
of co-occurring term sets, where k′ is an experimental coefficient. The annotation for the
set of closed patterns in Table 3.2 is shown in Table 3.6, and the annotation for the set of
topic models in Table 3.4 is shown in Table 3.7. In the following section, we discuss an
efficient algorithm for annotation based on the SAATS.
Table 3.6: Mapped concepts for the patterns in Table 3.2
organ transplant, organ research, patient organ, heart diseas, heart transplant, heart
transplant patient, heart research, heart patient, heart diseas research, heart diseas
patient, diseas, anim scientist, anim research, therapeut, research, heart, scientist,
number, human, protein, pig, anim, anim human, patient, anim diseas, organ
Table 3.7: Mapped Concepts for 10 LDA-topics shown in Table 3.4
global warm, carbon dioxid, coal industri, snow measur, industri europ, gase
plant, energi develop, electr compani, industri effici, cattl herd, gase, plant, north,
atmospher, curb, global, carbon, popul, europ, butterfli, back, cut, herd, industri,
emiss, fuel, nation, british, technolog, warm, coal, battl, electr, world, fossil,
scientist, cow, cattl, intern, greenhous, european, compani, snow, account, measur
3.2.2 Efficient Algorithm
We assume that the basic operator can check subset relation. If there are n candidate
co-occurring term sets for annotation, µ concepts in ontology and q terms in Ω, then the
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required time for mapping the set of co-occurring term sets to the concepts isO(µ×n×q).
To reduce the execution time, we design a function (see equation 3.1) that estimates the
relevance score for a concept c. This function can categorise concepts to exactly matched
and partially matched concepts, in the same way as SAATS does, while reducing the
execution time to O(µ× n).
rel(s) = |s∩mi|
|s|
where, mi ∈ argmaxm∈M(|s ∩m|)
(3.1)
Property 1 For all c ∈ Ce & Ce 6= ∅, we have c ∈ Ce iff rel(s) = 1, where s = label(c).
Proof Let, c ∈ Ce, and Ce 6= ∅. Based on the definition of Ce, we have, s ∈
⋃
m∈M Γ
−1−(m) =
⋃
m∈M{sx ∈ E | Γ(sx) 6= ∅ & Γ(sx) ⊆ mx}. So there exists a mx ∈
M such that s ∈ {sx ∈ E | Γ(sx) 6= ∅ & Γ(sx) ⊆ mx}. As Γ(sx) = {t ∈ Ω | t ∈ sx}, so
s ⊆ mx. Therefore, mx ∈ argmaxm∈M(|s ∩m|). So rel(s) =
|s∩mi|
|s|
= |s∩mx|
|s|
= |s|
|s|
= 1.
On the other hand, if rel(s) = 1⇒ |s ∩mi| = |s| ⇒ s ⊆ mi ⇒ Γ(s) ⊆ mi ⇒ c ∈ Ce.
Property 2 For all c ∈ Cp & Cp 6= ∅, we have c ∈ Cp iff 0 < rel(s) < 1, where
s = label(c).
Proof Let, c ∈ Cp. If rel(s) = 1, then using property 1, can be shown that, c ∈ Ce which
is not true. If rel(s) = 0⇒ s ∩mi = ∅. So c /∈ Cp ∪ Ce. Therefore, 0 < rel(s) < 1. On
the other hand, if c ∈ Ce, then rel(s) = 1 which is not true. If c ∈ C − (Cp ∪ Ce), then
rel(s) = 0 which is not true. Therefore, c ∈ Cp.
Equation 3.1 has two advantages. Firstly, it can measure a concept’s relevance
associated with the whole set M of co-occurring term sets rather than an individual co-
occurring term set. Secondly, it can improve the accuracy of approximation of rough sets
in practical applications (see Section 3.2.2.2). In equation 3.1, the (argmax
m∈M(|s ∩m|))
finds the maximum overlap of the concept with the set of co-occurring term sets (the
concept may maximally overlap with one or more co-occurring term sets). Then, ( |s∩mi|
|s|
)
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calculates the fraction of the concept that is covered by the maximum overlapping. How
much a concept is irrelevant to the co-occurring term set can be estimated using the
equation irrel(s) = 1− rel(s).
Using the relevance score estimation (i.e. equation 3.1), we design Algorithm 1 for
mapping a set of co-occurring term sets to a set of concepts. Firstly, we find all of the
subject-headings of LCSH, where the relevance score of s is greater than 0; we call this
set S ′, the candidate concept set. The set S ′ contains both exactly matched and partially
matched subject-headings. Secondly, from S ′, we select all of the subject-headings with a
relevance score equal to 1 (i.e. exactly matched concepts) and call this set Ce. Remaining
subject-headings in S ′ are the partially matched subject-headings (i.e. partially matched
concepts). Finally, our goal is to select not less than k top-relevant subject-headings,
where k = |M|×θ and θ is an experimental coefficient. If the number of subject-headings
selected is greater than or equal to k, then we are done. If the number of selected subject-
headings is less than k, then the remainder of the k subject-headings are selected from the
partially matched subject-headings. Where the value for remainder of k is k′ = k − |Ce|.
To remove noise, all of the partially matched subject-headings where rel(s) ≤ irrel(s)
are discarded. Then, based on their relevance value, the top k′ partially matched subject-
headings are selected. The time complexity of the algorithm is discussed in the following
subsection.
3.2.2.1 Time Complexity Analysis
For a given set of co-occurring term sets with cardinality n, the required time for calculat-
ing the relevance value of a subject heading s using equation-3.1 (rel(s)) is proportional
to n. If there are µ concepts in the ontology (LCSH) then the time complexity analysis of
the algorithm-1 is the following -
i) Line 1: O(1) ≤ O(µ×n); ii) Line 2-4: O(µ× n); iii) Line 5: O(1 ≤ O)(µ× n);
iv) Line 6-8: O(µ × n), it becomes O(µ) if rel(s) is stored in memory in line 2-4;
v) Line 9: O(1) ≤ O(µ × n); vi) Line 10: O(1) ≤ O(µ × n); vii) Line 11: O(|S ′|) ≤
O(µ) ≤ O(µ × n); viii) Line 12-14: O(µ × n), it becomes O(µ) if rel(s) is stored in
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Algorithm 1 Concept Mapping Algorithm
Input:
A set S of all of the subject-heading labels in LCSH; a set M of co-occurring term
sets; experimental coefficient θ.
Output:
A set C of concepts relevant to M.
1: Let C = Ce = Cp = S ′ = S ′′ = ∅;
2: For each s ∈ S{
3: IF(rel(s) > 0) then
4: S ′ = S ′ ∪ {s};}
5: Let k = |M| × θ;
6: For each s ∈ S ′{
7: IF (rel(s) == 1) then{
8: Ce = Ce ∪ {s};} }
9: IF (|Ce| > k) then { C = Ce;}
10: Else {
11: S ′ = S ′ − Ce; // partially matched concepts
12: For each s ∈ S ′{
13: IF(rel(s) > irrel(s)) then {
14: S ′′ = S ′′ ∪ {s};}}
15: Sort S ′′ in descending order using rel(s) value;
16: Let k′ = k − |Ce|;
17: Cp = topConcepts(k′, S ′′);
18: C = Ce ∪ Cp;}
19: Return;
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memory in line 2-4; ix) Line 15: O(|S ′′| log(|S ′′|)) ≤ O(µ × n) as |S ′′| ≤ θ × n ≤ µ;
x) Line 16: O(1) ≤ O(µ × n); xi) Line 17: O(|k′|) ≤ O(µ) ≤ O(µ × n); xii) Line 18:
O(|k|) ≤ O(µ) ≤ O(µ×n); xiii) Line 19: O(1) ≤ O(µ× n). The total time complexity
is ≤ 13×O(µ× n). Therefore, the time complexity of algorithm-1 is O(µ× n).
The time complexities of several relevant annotation techniques are shown in the
following Table 3.8. Because most of them are not designed for conceptual annotation of
co-occurring term sets, the complexity is estimated to be comparable with the annotation
of co-occurring term sets. Table 3.8 shows that the most efficient technique is Best Topic
Word Selection for Topic Labelling [Lau et al., 2010]. It has time complexity of O(n).
The next best efficient techniques are SAATS, POM, Automatic Labeling of Multinomial
Topic Models [Mei et al., 2007a], and On Conceptual Labeling of a Bag-of-Words [Sun
et al., 2015]. The techniques have time complexity of O(n × µ). The least efficient
techniques are ESA, and Automatic Labelling of Topic Models [Lau et al., 2011]. Their
time complexity is O(n2 × µ). That is, the efficiency of our proposed technique SAATS
is in the average category. However, our proposed technique is more effective than the
average category techniques such as POM (experimental results given in Section 6.7.1).
Table 3.8: Time Complexity of Annotation Techniques
Method Time Complexity
SAATS (Semantic Analysis of Associated Term Set) O(n× µ)
POM (Personalised Ontology Model) O(n× µ)
ESA (Explicit Semantic Analysis) O(n2 × µ)
On Conceptual Labeling of a Bag-of-Words [Sun et al., 2015] O(n× µ)
Automatic Labeling of Multinomial Topic Models [Mei et al., 2007a] O(n× µ)
Best Topic Word Selection for Topic Labelling [Lau et al., 2010] O(n)
Automatic Labelling of Topic Models [Lau et al., 2011] O(n2 × µ)
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3.2.2.2 Improving Approximation Accuracy
As we mentioned in Section 3.2.2, the designed function rel(c) can improve the accuracy
of approximation of rough sets in practical applications such as text analysis. In this
section, first we introduce the upper approximation and lower approximation of rough
set, then we describe how the relevance function rel(c) can improving the accuracy of
approximation.
Let (G,H, I) be an information system; where G is a non-empty finite set of objects,
H is a non-empty and finite set of attributes, and I : G ×H → V is a function, where V
is the set of values that the attribute h may take for any given object g. The function I is
written as I(g, h). It indicates that for the given attribute h, the function maps the object
g to a value in V . In the following information table (Table 3.9), a value I(g, h) ∈ V is
assigned to each pair (g ∈ G, h ∈ H).
For a given A ⊆ H , an equivalence relation is IND(A) = {(x, y) ∈ G2|∀h ∈
A, I(x, h) = I(y, h)}. Because the objects x and y are indiscernible (or indistinguishable)
for the given attribute subset A, the IND(A) is called A-indiscernibility relation [Pawlak,
1982, 2012]. The partition of G is a family of all equivalence classes of A-indiscernibility.
An equivalence class x of A-indiscernibility is denoted as [x]A. Consider the following
information table (adapted from Wikipedia2):
Table 3.9: A Dummy Information System
Object h1 h2 h3 h4 h5
g1 1 2 0 1 1
g2 1 2 0 1 1
g3 2 0 0 1 0
g4 0 0 1 2 1
g5 2 1 0 2 1
g6 0 0 1 2 2
g7 2 0 0 1 0
g8 0 1 2 2 1
g9 2 1 0 2 2
g10 2 0 0 1 0
If we consider the full attribute set as subsetA = {h1, h2, h3, h4, h5}, then we will get
the following seven equivalence classes: {{g1, g2}, {g3, g7, g10}, {g4}, {g5}, {g6}, {g8}, {g9}}.
2https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rough set
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That is, based on the available attributes, the two objects g1 and g2 within the first equiv-
alence class, {g1, g2}, are indistinguishable from each other. The same is true for the
second equivalence class {g3, g7, g10}. Whereas, each of the five remaining objects are
distinguishable from all other objects. Again, if we select a different attribute subset, we
will get different equivalence classes. When A = {a1} is provided, for instance, the fol-
lowing equivalence-classes will be generated: {{g1, g2}, {g3, g5, g7, g9, g10}, {g4, g6, g8}}.
Let O ⊆ G is a target set that needs to be represented using equivalence classes,
when the attribute subset A is given. Usually, O cannot be represented precisely using
equivalence classes because the set O may include and exclude objects that are indis-
cernible based on the given attribute subset A. This phenomena is shown graphically in
Figure 3.5. The big rectangle represents G, equivalence classes of G are represented by
squares in the rectangle, the circle represent the target object O. This figure shows that we
cannot represent the circle precisely using the squares because of the grey squares. The
black squares are definitely the members of the circle because they are inside the circle,
the white squares are definitely not the members of the circle because they are outside the
circle, but the grey squares are neither inside nor outside of the circle. For example, let
G
O
[x]A
Figure 3.5: Rough Set
O = {g1, g2, g3, g4} be the target set and A = {h2, h3, h4, h5} be the given attribute subset.
For the given attribute subsetA, objects {g3, g7, g10} are indistinguishable. As a result, we
cannot represent any set O that includes g3 but does not includes g7 and g10. This example
makes it clear that we cannot represent the set O precisely in this case. To solve this
problem, O can be approximated by using an upper (A) and a lower (A) approximation
respectively [Pawlak, 1982, 2012]. The upper and the lower approximations are given by
the following two equations:
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A(O) = {x| [x]A ∩ O 6= ∅}
A(O) = {x| [x]A ⊆ O}
(3.2)
The union of all equivalence classes that have non-empty intersection with the target
set constitutes the upper approximation. It represents the objects that are possibly the
members of the target set. On the other hand, the union of all equivalence classes that
are subsets of the target set constitutes the lower approximation. It represents the objects
that are definitely the members of the target set. The set difference between the upper
approximation and the lower approximation,A(O)−A(O), is called the boundary region.
It represents the objects that can neither be included nor can be excluded as the members
of the target set.
The pair 〈A(O), A(O)〉 for a given target set O is called a rough set. That means,
a rough set consists of two crisp sets, one that approximates the upper boundary and the
other which approximates the lower boundary of the target set O. For the given target
set O, the accuracy of the rough set can be estimated using the following Equation 3.3
[Pawlak, 1999, 2012]:
ζ(O) =
|A(O)|∣∣A(O)∣∣ =
|{x| [x]A ⊆ O}|
|{x| [x]A ∩O 6= ∅}|
(3.3)
That is, Equation 3.3 gives a measure of how closely the rough set 〈A(O), A(O)〉
is approximating the target set O. From the Equation 3.3, it is clear that we need to
either increase the nominator or decrease the denominator to improve the accuracy. The
nominator is the cardinality of the lower approximation set A(O), and the denominator is
the cardinality of the upper approximation A(O). For a given attribute subset A, the set
of equivalence classes is fixed, as a result, the size of the approximation sets cannot be
increased. That means, we cannot increase the value of the nominator. However, we can
decease the denominator value. The denominator value is the size of the approximation
sets that can be decreased if some of their members are not useful. In other words,
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we can decrease the denominator value if some of the equivalence classes in the lower
approximation set that are not useful.
In standard rough set, the partition of G is crisp, i.e. equivalence classes do not
overlap. In other words, the members of an equivalence class are mutually exclusive to
the members of other equivalence classes. If we consider the partition of G as rough
rather than crisp, i.e. the equivalence classes roughly partition the G, we can allow the
equivalence classes to overlap with each other, and the equivalence classes become rough.
In that case, the lower approximation and the upper approximation of rough set become
Γ−1
−
and Γ−1+ , respectively, of SAATS.
A(O) = Γ−1
+
(O)
A(O) = Γ−1
−
(O)
(3.4)
As presented in Algorithm 1, the members of Cp that are constructed from the union
of Γ−1+(c) can be removed using rel(c), and the experimental results show significant im-
provements. That means, members of A(O) = Γ−1+(O) can be removed using rel([x]A).
Therefore, rel([x]A) improves the accuracy of random set in practical applications.
3.3 Annotating Patterns
Due to the exponential growth of digital data, pattern mining has become a fundamental
means for analysing such data in many data mining applications [Mei et al., 2006b, 2007b,
Zhong et al., 2012a]. Patterns are sets of terms that frequently co-occur in a text and
are supposed to represent some useful subject matters. The idea of discovering patterns
can be traced back to the work of Agrawal et al. [Agrawal et al., 1993], which was
initiated to find association rules and frequent item sets in transactional databases. Many
applications, such as market analysis and business management, can benefit from the use
of the patterns discovered in a large amount of data [Zhong et al., 2012a]. Discovering
patterns has been a research issue in the data mining area for many years, and many
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Figure 3.6: Pattern Annotation Process
techniques with varying efficiency have been developed [Mei et al., 2006b, 2007b]. As
the terms of a pattern frequently co-occur in a text, they are assumed to be associated and
potentially more useful than normal keywords [Kriegel et al., 2007, Parthasarathy et al.,
1999, Zhong et al., 2012a]. Some researchers [Hotho et al., 2005] argue that patterns are
the concealed information in a text that are disclosed by data mining (or text mining).
However, because of the excessive volume of the discovered patterns and lack of
semantic information, it is not easy for humans to interpret and explore the patterns [Mei
et al., 2007b, Zhong et al., 2012a]. In most cases, out of the extracted patterns, users want
to explore a subset of the patterns that are relevant to their desired goal. Before exploring
the patterns, a rough idea about the hidden meanings of the extracted patterns and why
they’re relevant to the desired goal will benefit the users in the process of analysing them
[Mei et al., 2007b]. Therefore, how to assist users to understand the potential meanings
of the discovered patterns, as a means to support the exploration and analyse them, is a
new challenge in the pattern mining research area [Mei et al., 2007b].
For a better understanding of semantics in the topic modelling area, topic models,
which are essentially sets of terms, are sometimes manually annotated with concepts [Mei
et al., 2006a, Wang and McCallum, 2006]. A similar idea can be applied to patterns. Lau
et.al. [Lau et al., 2011] argue that the semantic theme represented by a set of terms can
be better represented and understood in terms of concepts. That is, semantic annotation
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with concepts can assist a user to have a rough idea about the hidden meanings of the
discovered patterns. Use of concepts for semantic annotation can further be justified from
other research too. For example, Explicit Semantic Analysis (ESA) [Gabrilovich and
Markovitch, 2007a, 2009] uses concept vector representation to explicitly represent the
meanings of a text fragment. Similar techniques were used by other researchers for solv-
ing practical problems such as synonymy and polysemy [Gabrilovich and Markovitch,
2005], bringing order to folksonomies (user vocabulary) [Yi and Chan, 2009], learning
personalised ontology [Shen et al., 2012], and document summarisation [Hennig et al.,
2008, Verma et al., 2007]. However, a manual approach to semantic annotation is ex-
pensive, time consuming and subjective. The proposed SAATS technique can solve this
problem by automatically annotating patterns with concepts.
Our proposed technique SAATS annotates patterns with concepts. Unlike the anno-
tation of [Mei et al., 2006b, 2007b] that tries to find out where the patterns come from,
we aim to give a concise and interpretable annotation of the patterns. Figure 3.3 shows
the concepts that are used to annotate a closed pattern. Clearly, the concepts give a better
understanding of the closed pattern. Again, Table 3.2 shows a set of closed patterns
discovered from a set of documents. They are a bit chaotic and difficult to understand. The
annotation for this set of closed patterns is shown in Table 3.6, and the pattern annotation
process is shown in Figure 3.6. Clearly, Table 3.6 gives us a better idea of the semantics of
closed patterns in Table 3.2. In these examples, we choose the set of closed patterns that
are relatively easy to understand, and easy to explain our idea. However, there are many
closed patterns that are not so easy to understand, especially when the patterns are from
an information domain that we are not familiar with. Our proposed conceptual annotation
can help to explore those patterns.
3.4 Annotating Topic Models
Topic modelling, aimed to identify the subject matter of a collection of documents, is
defined as a multinomial distribution over terms in the corpus [Blei et al., 2003, Hulpus
et al., 2013]. Topic modelling, more specifically LDA (Latent Dirichlet Allocation), has
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become a popular technique in text mining because of its broad range of applications,
such as information retrieval [Wei and Croft, 2006], word sense disambiguation [Brody
and Lapata, 2009], sentiment analysis [Titov and McDonald, 2008] and multi-document
summarisation [Haghighi and Vanderwende, 2009].
Many applications of topic modelling require the accurate annotation of topics [Mei
et al., 2007a] so that both users and machines can interpret them effectively. Though the
discovered topic word distributions are useful for machines, it is generally difficult for
users to understand a topic based on the distribution only, especially when the users are
not familiar with the source corpus. Besides, annotation is useful for both machines and
users to draw better inference and exploration. For example, topic annotation benefits
users who need to analyse and understand document collections, and it benefits search
engines that need to find the linkage between groups of words and their inherent topics
[Hulpus et al., 2013]. Furthermore, there is a recent trend on linking text documents to
external knowledge bases, which benefits visualisation, knowledge discovery, information
retrieval, and classification [Hulpus et al., 2013]. In recent years, topic annotation is
attracting increased attention [Hulpus et al., 2013].
Some works [Blei and Lafferty, 2006, Blei et al., 2003, Griffiths and Steyvers,
2004, Hofmann, 1999] use topic top words, based on distribution, as the annotations;
but it is not satisfactory [Mei et al., 2007a]. For example, a person who does not know
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about Global Warming will not easily understand the topics based on the top words
presented in Table 3.4. Besides, many ideas in topics can better be expressed with multi-
word concepts [Lau et al., 2011]. Others [Mei et al., 2006a, Mei and Zhai, 2005, 2006,
Wang and McCallum, 2006] use more meaningful annotations generated manually, but
manually generated annotations are expensive, time consuming and subjective. Also,
manual generation of annotations reduces the domain of applications. For instance, online
tasks that require instant generation of annotations for topic models will not work in
this strategy [Mei et al., 2007a]. Therefore, to achieve satisfactory interpretation of
topics in applications, automatic generation of meaningful annotations is required. How-
ever, existing automatic annotation generation techniques [Chemudugunta et al., 2008a,b,
Gabrilovich and Markovitch, 2007a,b, 2009, Hulpus et al., 2013, Lau et al., 2011, Mei
et al., 2007a] generate too many annotations where many of them are noisy. As a result,
their performance in applications is poor (experimentally shown in Evaluation chapter).
A good annotation is (a) easily understandable to the users, (b) not too specific like
a sentence or too general like a single term, (c) can capture the meaning of the topic
[Mei et al., 2007a], (d) more importantly, can perform well in applications. Human-
understandable concepts in an ontology, resembling phrases, are good candidates in this
case, apparently satisfying the first two criteria (a and b). Concepts and their semantic
relations in the ontology are explicitly defined by domain experts. The semantic relations
can provide additional reasoning about the topic. The proposed SAATS technique can
automatically annotate LDA generated topics with human-understandable concepts, and
represent them in a personalised ontology for better inference and exploration. The topic
model annotation process is shown in Figure 3.7.
3.5 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, we discussed basic definitions such as pattern mining, frequent pattern,
closed pattern, master pattern, topic modelling, Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA), con-
cept, etc. that are needed for understanding the proposed new framework of personalised
ontology. We also discussed our solution to the problem of annotating co-occurring term
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sets, where the terms in a co-occurring term set are statistically associated. Firstly, we
have discussed our proposed Semantic Association Analysis Technique (SAATS) for
mapping co-occurring term sets to the concepts in a knowledge base ontology. Sec-
ondly, based on the SAATS, we have designed an efficient algorithm for mapping the
co-occurring term sets, where the algorithm has one degree less time complexity than
the SAATS. Thirdly, we have shown theoretically that the proposed algorithm can im-
prove the accuracy of rough set theory in applications. Finally, we have discussed the
contribution of SAATS to two challenging problems—pattern annotation and topic model
annotation. In the next chapter, we will discuss the contextual structure of the proposed
framework of personalised ontology.
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Chapter 4
Contextual Structure
In the previous chapter, we discussed our solution to the problem of annotating discovered
knowledge such as patterns and topic models. Annotating discovered knowledge provides
us the concepts required for the construction of a semantic structure for the proposed
personalised ontology framework. The other part of the framework is contextual structure.
It contains the context of the discovered knowledge. As we said in Chapter 1, it consists of
the relevant statistical relations in the information sources associated with the discovered
knowledge and the knowledge base ontology. In this chapter, we discuss the construction
of the contextual structure, especially a contextual structure for the discovered patterns
and a contextual structure for the discovered topic models. Then, we discuss the esti-
mation of the relative importance of terms in concepts based on the contextual structure.
Finally, we discuss adding new concepts as we mentioned in Section 3.2.1.
4.1 Construction of Contextual Structure
The context of data plays an important role in understanding the intend of the discov-
ered knowledge (e.g. patterns and topic models). The weak evidence of intend can be
compensated by strong contextual information. Context of data can be incorporated in
many ways. Among them, we use the simplest form—the statistical aspect, i.e. a set
of relevant summary statistics associated with discovered knowledge (e.g. documents,
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patterns, concepts, ontology, etc.). A contextual structure is a set of information levels,
where each information level represents the relevant summary statistics of an information
source associated with the discovered knowledge.
In existing literature, personalised ontologies are constructed based on the assump-
tion that all terms in a concept are equally important in relation to the user’s information
needs. The definition 2 defines a concept based on this assumption. This definition is
useful for humans to help them understand a concept. However, the user may want a
machine to serve some purpose using the personalised ontology. For example, to facilitate
further analysis, the user, as described in chapter 3.1, may want to gather documents from
the World Wide Web using the personalised ontology. In this scenario, however, definition
2 suffers from the problem of less effectiveness as it assumes that all the terms in a concept
are equally important. In fact, it has been experimentally observed that in a given context
certain terms can be more important than others.
For example, depending on a given context, in a concept ‘Red Cap’ either the term
‘red’ or ‘cap’ can be more important in terms of their relevance to the subject matters
of the discovered knowledge. If a document says ‘a girl wears a red shirt, a red cap,
and red glasses’, then the term ‘red’ is probably more important than the other terms.
If another document says ‘a boy has a red cap, a green cap, and a blue cap’, then the
term ‘cap’ is probably more important than the other terms. That is, depending on a
context the relative importance of terms in a concept varies. This research observed that
emphasising important terms improves the performance of information gathering systems
(see section 6.8). A concept that contains more important terms often has more to do with
the discovered knowledge, and therefore important terms should receive higher emphasis.
While there are standard techniques, such as tf × idf , BM25, for weighting terms,
they use only one statistic. Using only one statistic can be misleading for interpretation
because each statistics emphasises one aspects of the overall context, and only one aspect
cannot represent the whole picture of the context. For example, two terms can have
the same relative frequency at the document-level, but they may contribute differently
in ontology level. Another example is when terms overlap across co-occurring term
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sets, which implies relatedness of co-occurring term sets [Wu et al., 2006]. However,
it can be conjectured that term overlapping implies that the term has different senses
(e.g. it is proxy for word sense disambiguation). A context can have many information
sources associated with it, such as (a) the set of documents in the local information
repository, (b) the discovered co-occurring term sets, (c) the set of mapped concepts,
(d) the knowledge base ontology, (e) the categorises of the mapped concepts, etc. Each
information source can have a number of statistics. The question is which statistics are
relevant to define the contextual structure and useful for estimating the relative importance
of the terms. Is a particular statistic or all of them should be used? This research
investigates this question. In this research, each relevant statistic of associated information
sources is called an information level, and all the information levels together constitute the
contextual structure. The relative importance of terms are estimated using the contextual
structure. That is, the main goal of contextual structure is to preserve the essential
statistical relationships that exist in the information sources and utilise the statistical
relationships to estimate the relative importance of terms in a concept. The contextual
structure is defined in Definition 3.
Definition 3 (Contextual Structure) A Contextual Structure is a set of information lev-
els, where each information level represents a statistic that is relevant to the context
of discovered knowledge (e.g. patterns and topic models) and useful to understand the
intention of discovered knowledge.
To emphasise the relative importance of terms in a concept, a weight needs be as-
signed to each term. The weight should be a quantitative digest (i.e. a concise quantitative
summary) of the contextual structure. This weighting will be useful for basic tasks such as
information filtering, classification, novelty detection, summarisation, and similarity and
relevance judgements. Using the term-weight the definition of a context-aware concept is
given in the following Definition 4.
Definition 4 (Context-Aware Concept) A context-aware concept is a pair 〈c,W 〉, where
c is a concept, and W = {w1, w2, ..., wn} is a set of weights that are estimated using the
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contextual structure and correspond to the terms {t1, t2, ..., tn} in c.
The contextual structure for each type of co-occurring term set is different from
others because of their nature, the underlying assumptions and the construction. For
example, topic modelling uses probability distribution of terms in a topic model, while
a closed pattern does not. The contextual structures of patterns and topic models are
graphically shown in figure 4.1 and 4.2 respectively. In this research, the contextual
structure for the pattern has five information levels, while that of the topic model has six
information levels. The contextual structures for patterns and topic models are discussed
in the following sections 4.2 and 4.3 respectively. The term weighting technique for each
contextual structure is discussed in subsection under corresponding section.
4.2 Contextual Structure for Patterns
speo
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Ontology
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Figure 4.1: Contextual Structure for Patterns, Each Box Represents an Information Level
There are five information sources related to the context of the discovered patterns.
The statistics of all the five information sources can be represented using the following
five information levels:
– Document Level Information: Term frequency is related to the distribution of a
term in the documents of a corpus, and therefore it is document-level information
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of a term. It indicates how important the term is in relation to the subject matter of
a document set [Ramos, 2003]. The term frequency is the number of times the term
t occurs in the document set D+, i.e. f(t) =
∑
d∈D+ f(t, d). However, in a large
corpus, a less important term can have a frequency similar to an important term
in a small corpus. An immediate idea is to scale down the term weights of terms
in a large corpus. Therefore, to take the corpus size into account, we normalise
f(t) by the total number of terms in the document set D+, this turns out to be
fr(t) =
f(t)∑
d∈D+ |terms(d)|
, where terms(d) returns all the terms in the document d.
– Pattern Level Information: To utilise overlapping between closed patterns, in a
recent work, Wu et al. [Wu et al., 2006] proposed to deploy the set CP of closed
patterns on term space T [Wu et al., 2006]. In essence, for each term t in the closed
pattern set, it counts the frequency of patterns that contain the term t. That is,
patterns are transformed into term weight pair: a weight wd(t) = |{cp|t∈cp,cp∈CP}||CP | is
assigned to every term in the term space. More patterns overlap in a large collection
of patterns than in a small collection, and therefore normalisation is used to take the
size of the collection into account. This weight is the pattern-level information of
a term, which represents the closeness of the term to the main theme of the pattern
set.
– Ontology Level Information: If a term appears in many concepts in an ontology,
the term is general. The ontological specificity of a term is inversely related to the
frequency of concepts that contain the term [Li et al., 2015]. The more specific
a term is, the more important the role it plays in representing the subject matter
of a pattern set. If the same ontology is used for annotating all the patterns in
a collection, ontology size (i.e. number of concepts in the ontology) does not
play any role in the estimation of ontological specificity, i.e. normalisation is not
needed. Ontological specificity is ontology-level information that is estimated using
the following equation:
spe′o(t) =
1
|{c|t∈label(c), c∈LCSH}|
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– Mapping Level Information: There is a many-to-many relation between concepts
and master-patterns. That is, a concept can be related to many master patterns.
The relevance of a concept to the set of master-patterns is estimated by adding
the fractions of the concept that are overlapped by the master patterns. Formally,
the support for the concept c is sup′(c) =
∑
Γ−1+ (c)
|label(c)∩m|
|label(c)|
. That is, sup′(c)
estimates the relevance of the concept c to the master pattern-set M . Because
sup′(c) is an aggregate value, we transform this value into units in terms of the
concept length, i.e. sup
′(c)
|label(c)|
.
Now, a given term can appear in many concepts. That means a term is related to
many concepts, and each concept is related to many master-patterns. The mapping
level information i(t) of a term t estimates the relevance of the term t to the set of
concepts C in terms of their (concepts) relevance to the master pattern set M . For
estimating i(t), we sum up the relevance of all concepts that contain the term t, then
take their average. That is, we calculate
∑
t∈label(c)
{
sup′(c)
|label(c)|
}
, then divide it by the
number of concepts that contain the term t.
However, as discussed in section 3.2.1, the exactly matched and partially matched
concepts are not of the same importance to the subject matters. There are three ways
a term can appear in the category of concepts: (1) a term can appear in both exactly
matched concepts and partially matched concepts, (2) a term can appear in only the
exactly matched concepts or (3) a term can appear in only the partially matched
concepts. Formally we can write the three cases as: case1 = (∃c1 ∈ Ce & ∃c2 ∈
Cp) ⇒ (t ∈ c1 ∩ c2); case2 = (∃c ∈ Ce ⇒ t ∈ c) & (∀c ∈ Cp ⇒ t /∈ c); case3 =
(∃c ∈ Cp ⇒ t ∈ c) & (∀c ∈ Ce ⇒ t /∈ c). Based on the category of concepts, i(t)
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is estimated as the following equation:
i(t) =


i1(t) if case2
i2(t) if case3
i1(t)+i2(t)
2
if case1
where i1(t) =
∑
Γ(t)∩Ce
{
sup′(c)
|c|
}
|Γ(t)∩Ce|
,
i2(t) =
∑
Γ(t)∩Cp
{
sup′(c)
|c|
}
|Γ(t)∩Cp|
.
– Concept Level Information: In the annotation, the number of exactly matched
concepts depends on the subject matters of a given pattern set and the ontology
used. However, if the same ontology is used for annotating all the patterns in a
collection, ontology size does not play important role in the relative importance of
a term, i.e. normalisation is not needed. To utilise the frequency of exactly matched
concepts that contain a given term t, f ′(t) is calculated using the following equation.
This value is concept-level information and indicates how closely the term is related
to the main theme of the exactly-matched concept set.
f ′(t) = |{c|t ∈ label(c), c ∈ Ce}|
4.2.1 Weighting Terms of a Concept
There may be several ways to estimate a term’s weight from the contextual structure.
In this section we discuss one such way. As the graphic (figure 4.1) shows clearly, the
contextual structure uses analysis information from 5 different levels. The parameter fr
represents document-level information, sampled once when preparing the corpus. The
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parameter wd represents pattern-level information, sampled once when preparing the pat-
tern set. The parameter speo represents ontology-level information, sampled once when
preparing the ontology. The parameter sup′ and i represent mapping-level information,
sampled once when the mapping process occurred. The parameter f ′ represents concept-
level information, sampled once for a set of mapped concepts. The weight w is estimated
based on the analysis information from all five information levels of the context.
Like many existing literatures (e.g. [Wang and Domeniconi, 2008]) that do the
linear combination, we combine linearly the five information levels to estimate the relative
importance of terms in concepts. We can divide the information of contextual structure
into two types–local information and external information. Local information is the infor-
mation that originates from a document set. It includes fr, wd, etc. External information
is the information that originates from an external standard ontology, it includes speo, f ′,
etc.
On the other hand, i(t) estimates the relevance of the term t to a set C of concepts
in terms of the concept’s relevance to a set M of master patterns. That is, i(t) estimates
a term’s relevance to both the local information (master pattern) and the external infor-
mation (concept). Estimated i is like the amount of glue that joins the local information
and the external information together, and its value is measured in units. That means,
for a term t, i(t) is like the strength between local information and external information.
Therefore, it can be used to scale the linear combination of any two information levels
where one includes the local information and the other includes external information,
which removes the bias of any of the information types. However, combining any two
information levels that are of the same type does not require scaling.
As discussed in section 3.2.1, dt ⊆ Ω. Therefore, first we linearly combine fr and
speo. Exactly matched concepts represent both local information and external information
more precisely than partially matched concepts do. Therefore, the weight of each term in
exactly matched concepts can be determined by linearly combining fr and speo. Because
the types of these two information levels are local information and external information
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respectively, their linear combination need to be scaled with i. On the other hand, knowl-
edge represented by partially matched concepts is not precise. These concepts may have
different views from the perspective of corpus and ontology respectively. In this case,
the view of the corpus should receive greater emphasis to preserve the local information.
Therefore, the weight of terms in partially matched concepts is determined by only fr.
Based on this motivation, the w1 value in equation 4.1 is estimated.
Again from section 3.2.1, m = {p1, p2, ..., pn} ⊆ dt (and dt ⊆ Ω). Therefore, we
linearly combine wd with w1. Because wd is local information only and w1 is both local
and external information, w1 needs to be scaled before combining with wd. However,
unlike speo, w1 is not simply the external information, it has a complex structure that
includes both external and local information. Therefore, i is tuned by concept frequency
count information f ′. The parameter w2 in equation 4.1 is the tuned information of i. The
w1 is scaled byw2 and linearly combined withwd to get the final weightw in equation 4.1.
Each term of the concepts is given a weight using equation 4.1. This weight represents
the relative importance of a term in a concept.
w(t) = w1(t)× w2(t) + α2 × wd(t), where
w2(t) = i(t) + α1 × f
′(t), and
w1(t) =


γ2 × [fr(t) + spe
′
o(t)]× i(t) ifcase1 or case2
γ1 × fr(t) if case3
(4.1)
Here, t is a term; c is a concept;, α1, α2, γ1, and γ2 are experimental coefficients.
Experimental results in Section 6.7.1 show that equation 4.1 is effective. However,
it might be possible to develop a better equation. The main point here is that the exper-
imental analysis in Section 6.8 shows that contextual structure is useful for estimating a
term’s relative importance to the subject matters of a pattern set.
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4.2.2 Adding New Concepts
There are a few terms in patterns that have no corresponding matched (exactly or partially)
subject-heading in LCSH. We assume that these are new concepts created by the author
of the text. As these concepts are newly created for the purpose of expressing the author’s
view in that document, they are useful and specific to the corpus. Therefore, these
unmatched terms in patterns are added as new concepts to the annotation. We weight
the terms of these new concepts using equation 4.2. Since the information represented by
both of the parameters fr and wd are local information only, no scaling is used.
w(t) = fr(t) + wd(t) (4.2)
4.3 Contextual Structure for Topic Models
speo
wz
wc
i
Ontology
Topic
Concept
Document
fr
Topic ∩ Concept
w
w

sup’
w

Figure 4.2: Contextual Structure for Topic Model, Each Box Represents an Information
Level
There are six information sources related to the context of the discovered topic
models. The statistics of all the six information sources can be represented using the
following six information levels:
Document Level Information: This is similar to the Document Level Information
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in the contextual structure of patterns. The term frequency is related to the distribution
of a term in the documents of a corpus, and therefore it is document-level information of
the term. It indicates how specific the term is to the documents [Mao et al., 2012] thereby
to the user preferences. Term frequency is the number of times a term, t, occurs in all
the positive documents D+, i.e. f(t) =
∑
d∈D+ f(t, d). After normalising f(t) by the
total number of terms in all the documents D+, we get a normalised term frequency, i.e.
fr(t) =
f(t)∑
d∈D+ |terms(d)|
, where terms(d) returns all the terms in the document d. The fr
implicitly utilises the structure of the documents.
Topic Level Information: In LDA, a document, d, in a user’s local information
repository is represented by a probabilistic mixture of topics as p(zj |d) [Blei et al., 2003,
Chemudugunta et al., 2008a]. This probabilistic mixture can represent a user’s interest
in the topic. The full semantic theme of a topic zj is represented by its corresponding
multinomial distribution over terms as p(ti|zj) [Mei et al., 2007a]. It can be assumed
that a concept containing the high probability terms (t) is more closely associated to the
topic theme [Lau et al., 2011, Mao et al., 2012, Mei et al., 2007a]. Therefore, for a
user, the amount of topical interest that an attribute contains can roughly be estimated
as wz(t) =
∑T
j=1 p(zj |d) × p(t|zj). This estimation is for a single document. In case
of multiple documents (i.e. D+), we take the average. The wz(t) implicitly utilises the
structure of the topics.
Inter-Topic Level Information: From the experimental results, Mao et al. [2012]
concluded that inter-topic relations are useful for improving the accuracy of topic inter-
pretation. To utilise the overlapping terms between topics, the set Z of topics is deployed
on term space T [Wu et al., 2006]. A deployment weight w∂(t) = |{z|t∈z,z∈Z}||Z| can be
calculated for each term in the term space. This weight is inter-topic level information,
and it implicitly utilises the parent-child structure of topics [Mao et al., 2012] (i.e. subset
superset relation of topics).
Inter-Concept Level Information: Inter-concept relationships are are also useful
for improving the accuracy of topic interpretation. To utilise the overlapping of terms
between concepts, the frequency of terms in the set Ce of exactly matched-concepts is
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calculated. A frequency weight wδ(t) = |{c | t ∈ c, c ∈ Ce}| is assigned to every term in
the term space. This weight is inter-concept level information and represents how closely
the term is related to the main theme of the exactly matched set. It implicitly utilises the
parent-child structure of exactly-matched concepts.
Ontology Level Information: If a term appears in many concepts in the standard
ontology, the term is general. The specificity of a term is inversely related to the frequency
of concepts in the standard ontology that contains this term [Li et al., 2015]. On the other
hand, the frequency of exactly matched concepts in the personalised ontology that contain
a given term indicates how closely the term is related to the main theme of the personalised
ontology. The ontological significance speo(t) = |{c|t∈c,c∈C
e}|
|{c|t∈c, c∈LCSH}|
of a term is estimated
using these two frequencies. The speo implicitly utilise the structure of the ontologies.
Mapping Level Information: The support for the concept c is sup′(c) =
∑
Γ−1+ (c)
|c∩z|
|c|
.
Concept support indicates how closely a concept and the topic set is related. Based on
this concept support, the overall relatedness of a term to both the topic set and the concept
set can be estimated using the following equation of i(t).
i(t) =


i1(t) if case2
i2(t) if case3
i1(t)+i2(t)
2
if case1
i1(t) =
∑
Γ(t)∩Ce
{
sup′(c)
|c|
}
|Γ(t)∩Ce|
i2(t) =
∑
Γ(t)∩Cp
{
sup′(c)
|c|
}
|Γ(t)∩Cp|
Definition 5 (Contextual Structure) A Contextual Structure is a tuple 〈DLI, TLI, ILI, OLI,MLI〉,
where DLI is Document Level Information, TLI is Topic Level Information, ILI is Inter-
topic Level Information, OLI is Ontology Level Information and MLI is Mapping Level
Information.
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4.3.1 Weighting Terms of a Concept
As the graphic (figure 4.2) shows clearly, the weighting method uses the analysis of all
six levels.
In topic modelling, a document is assumed to be a probabilistic mixture of a set of
topics. In our proposed SAAT, a document is assumed to be a sub-set of concepts selected
from a global ontology. Therefore, there should be an overlapping between constituting
terms of topics and concepts. Based on this overlapping, the strength of bonding between
the local-knowledge and global-knowledge, in regard to a term t, is estimated as i(t).
A document contains multiple topics and a topic contains multiple terms. The
probability p(t|z) represents the association of a term to a topic and p(z|d) represents
the association of a topic to a document. Therefore, the relatedness between a term and
a document connected through a topic is estimated using wz(t) = p(t|z) × p(z|d). That
is wz(t) implicitly utilise the structure of a set of topic models. Similarly, a document
contains multiple concepts and a concept contains multiple terms. The speo(t) represents
the association of a term to the ontologies and fr(t) represents the association of a term to
a set of documents. Therefore, the relatedness between a term and a document connected
through the ontologies is estimated using wc(t) = speo(t) × fr(t). It implicitly utilises
the structure of the ontologies.
As the SAATS clearly categorise concepts into groups, we can utilise that cate-
gorisation. For a term that appears in exactly matched concepts (case1 or case2), we
have more confidence that the term connects the document through both concepts and
topics. Therefore, in this case we improve the estimation using [w∂(t) × wδ(t)], i.e.
additionally we incorporate the main theme of topics and exactly matched concepts (i.e.
wc(t) = speo(t)× fr(t)× [w∂(t)× wδ(t)]).
Now, we have two estimations for associating a term to documents. One is through
a set of topics; another is through a set of concepts. To achieve the benefits of both
estimations, we linearly combine them to get the final weight w(t). Because wc(t) has
both local knowledge and global knowledge, we scale wc(t) with i(t) before the linear
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combination. However, we use this linear combination for case1 and case2. When a term
only appears in partially matched concepts and never appears in exactly matched concepts
(case3), we use wz(t) as the weight improved by the implicit child parent relationship
of topics (i.e. w∂). This is because the knowledge represented by partially matched
concepts is not precise. These concepts may have different views from the perspective of
corpus and global knowledge, respectively. In this case, the view of the corpus should be
emphasised to preserve the local-knowledge; therefore, the specificity of terms in partially
matched concepts is determined by only wz(t) and w∂ . Depending on these three cases,
the weight estimation equation is the following:
w(t) =


wz(t)× λ1 + γ1 × i(t)× wc(t) if case1
wz(t)× λ2 + γ2 × i(t)× wc(t) if case2
wz(t)× w∂(t)× σ1 if case3
wc(t) = speo(t)× fr(t)× [w∂(t)× wδ(t)] if case1 or case2.
(4.3)
Here, λ1, λ2, γ1, γ2, and σ1 are experimental coefficients.
Experimental results in Section 6.7.2 show that equation 4.3 is effective. However, it
might be possible to develop a better equation. The main point here is that the experimen-
tal analysis in Section 6.8.2 shows that combining different information levels is useful
for estimating the weight of attributes, and the categorisation of concepts is useful for this
process.
4.3.2 Adding New Concepts
There are a few terms in topic models that have no corresponding matched (exactly or
partially) subject-headings in LCSH. We assume that these are new-concepts created by
the author of the text. As these concepts are newly created for the purpose of expressing
the author’s view in that document, they are useful (experimentally shown in Section
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6.8.2) and specific to the corpus. This assumption is supported by Sager [1990] also, they
argue that when a new term is introduced, it creates a new concept that is associated with
a specific area of knowledge. Therefore, these unmatched terms in patterns are added as
new concepts to the interpreted concept set C.
We weight the terms of these new concepts using equation 4.4. Since the information
represented by both of the parameters wz and w∂ are corpus-knowledge only, no scaling
is used.
w(t) = σ2 × wz(t)× w∂(t) (4.4)
where, σ2 is an experimental coefficient.
4.4 Chapter Summary
The focus of this chapter was contextual structure and estimating the relative impor-
tance of terms in concepts based on the contextual structure. The contextual structure
is supposed to preserve the necessary statistics of information sources associated with the
context of discovered knowledge, and it is supposed to be useful for estimating the relative
importance of terms in concepts. In this chapter, we discussed construction of contextual
structure. The contextual structure of patterns is different from that of topic models. The
contextual structure of patterns has five information levels and that of topic models has
six information levels. All the information levels were discussed in detail. This chapter
also discussed techniques for weighting each term within each concept based on each
contextual structure, where the weight was an estimation of relative importance of terms.
We also discussed the weighting techniques of terms in new concepts. In the next chapter,
we will discuss our proposed new framework of personalised ontology for interpreting
the discovered knowledge.
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Chapter 5
A New Framework of Personalised Ontology
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Figure 5.1: Steps in Implementing the Personalised Ontology Framework
In order to interpret the knowledge discovered by data mining techniques, this re-
search proposes a new effective framework of personalised ontology. The framework has
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two structures: semantic structure and contextual structure. We discussed the construc-
tion of semantic structure, especially the annotation process, in Chapter 3 . In Chapter 4,
we defined and discussed the contextual structure in detail.
In this chapter, we give a detailed description of the proposed framework. Firstly,
we summarise the steps in implementing the framework from a user’s point of view.
Secondly, we give a detailed description of the proposed framework, where the semantic
structures and the framework are formally defined, too. Thirdly, we discuss two models
that are proposed to implement the framework. The first model interprets discovered
patterns and the second model interprets discovered topic models. Fourthly, we visualise
the semantic structure of the personalised ontology as a graph, where concepts are vertices
and semantic relations are edges. Finally, as discussed in section 3.2.1, there are some
terms in the co-occurring term sets that have no corresponding concepts in the knowledge
base ontology. Therefore, the semantics of these terms are not known. These terms are
called new concepts. Two alternative techniques for discovering the semantic relations of
the new concepts are discussed.
5.1 Steps in Implementing the Framework
The implementation of the proposed framework of personalised ontology can be sum-
marised as follows: (1) a set of co-occurring term sets (i.e. master patterns M or topic
models Z) are extracted from the local information repository D+ (see Section 3.1),
(2) the set of co-occurring term sets is annotated with a set of concepts using SAATS
(see section 3.2.1), (3) a set of Top Backbone Concepts (see section 5.2.1) are extracted
from the knowledge base ontology, (4) semantic relations of the concepts (in both the
annotation and the top backbone) are extracted from the knowledge base ontology, (5) the
semantic structure is constructed from the concepts (in both the annotation and the top
backbone) and their semantic relations, (6) relevant information levels are identified and
the contextual structure is constructed and (7) the personalised-ontology is constructed us-
ing the semantic structure and the contextual structure. Implementation of the framework
is graphically shown in Figure 5.1.
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5.2 Proposed Framework of Personalised Ontology
After SAATS is applied (mapping co-occurring term sets to concepts), the next obvious
question is how to represent discovered knowledge using these concepts. To answer this
question, we propose to use personalised ontology.
Usually, scientists use their background knowledge, experience and skills to interpret
the patterns and trends discovered from data analysis [Carpi and Egger, 2011]. They use
the context of the data to explain the patterns and trends. A knowledge-base ontology
can be used to simulate human background knowledge. An ontology consists of a set of
concepts and their semantic relations (e.g. Is-a, Related-to, Part-of), where a concept is
a set of semantically related terms that together express a human-understandable class
of ideas or objects in a knowledge area. Psychologist Gregory Murphy states in his
outstanding book [Murphy, 2004] that the glue that holds our mental world together is
concepts. When humans think of a concept, it triggers a network of semantically related
concepts [Sun et al., 2015]. This kind of network is the foundation of human cognition.
Therefore, in order to interpret discovered knowledge, we must have a concept network
like the one in a human mind.
Web ontologists have observed that users implicitly possess some conceptual-models
when they are gathering information from the Web [Li and Zhong, 2006]. The conceptual-
models guide them to decide whether a document is relevant to the users. In others
words, the conceptual-model represents their knowledge about the expected information.
A model that can simulate the conceptual-model can be used in the interpretation of
the expected information. Personalised ontologies are considered powerful tools for
simulating the conceptual-models [Li and Zhong, 2006, Tao et al., 2011] because of their
expressiveness, effective knowledge representation formalism and associated inference
mechanisms [Calegari and Pasi, 2013]. It appeared to be promising in research done
by Li and Zhong [2006], Tao et al. [2011]. Many Researchers proposed personalised
ontology learning techniques for representing a user’s information needs, where they
mapped a user’s information needs to a knowledge base ontology [Calegari and Pasi,
2013, Eyharabide and Amandi, 2012, Gauch et al., 2003a, Navigli et al., 2003, Shen
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et al., 2012, Sieg et al., 2007b, Tao et al., 2011, 2007, 2008]. As a personalised ontology
can interpret a user’s knowledge about the expected information of a knowledge area,
the personalised ontology should contribute to the interpretation of knowledge discovered
from a corpus. In this thesis, we propose a new framework of personalised ontology for
effective interpretation of the discovered knowledge. The framework has two structures:
a Semantic Structure (SS) and a Contextual Structure (CS). The semantic structure is
similar to the personalised ontology in current literature. It includes concepts and their
semantic relations. It is formally defined in Definition 6. On the other hand, contextual
structure defines the context of the discovered knowledge, where the knowledge of the
local information repository and the given knowledge base ontology is combined. The
contextual structure of the framework is formally defined in Definition 3. Using these
two structures, the personalised ontology is defined in Definition 7.
5.2.1 Semantic Structure
Motivated by the spreading activation theory of memory [Anderson, 1983], we find a set
of Top Backbone Concepts for the mapped concepts MC. From the knowledge base
ontology, we find the top backbone concepts using a standard graph search algorithm
in two steps. Firstly, for each mc ∈ MC, all of its connected paths are selected. For
each path, the algorithm propagates through it until (a) end of the path is reached or
(b) the algorithm meets a concept that has already been visited by another propagation.
Secondly, for each mc ∈ MC, all of its connected paths are selected. For each path, the
algorithm spread through it until all the concepts that have been visited by more than one
propagation are reached. The concepts discovered by the spreading process are called Top
Backbone Concepts (TC). An algorithm for extracting top-backbone concepts is given
Algorithm 2.
Definition 6 (Semantic Structure) A Semantic Structure is a triplet 〈MC, TC, R〉,
where MC is the set of concepts that is mapped for a set of patterns; TC is the set of
top backbone concepts; and R is a set of triplet 〈c1, c2, ϕ〉, where c1 and c2 are any two
concepts in MC ∪ TC such that c1 6= c2, and ϕ is a semantic relation between c1 and c2.
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Algorithm 2 Extracting Top-Backbone Concepts
Input:
A set S of all of the subject-heading labels in LCSH; a root of the LCSH, a set MC
of mapped concepts.
Output:
A set TC of top-backbone concepts for the mapped concepts MC.
1: Let L = TC = ∅;
2: For each mc ∈MC{
3: o = loc(mc);//finds location of mc in LCSH
4: L = L ∪ pathToRoot(o);} //finds all paths from location o to the root
5: For each l ∈ L{
6: l = propagate(l);} //propagates through the path l and increments the visit
count of each node of l until (a) end of the path is reached or (b) the algorithm meets
a concept that has already been visited by another propagation
7: For each l ∈ L{
8: TC = TC ∪ spread(l);}//spreads through l and returns each encountered node
until all the concepts that have been visited by more than one propagation are reached
9: Return;
Unlike the personalised ontology defined by Tao et al. [2011], this definition is more
concise, in terms of the number of concepts required for representing a user information
need (because it uses top backbone concepts rather than using all the ancestors of mapped
concepts), and it does not require meta-data or user interaction to learn the personalised
ontology.
5.2.2 Contextual Structure
As we said in Section 4.1, the context of data plays an important role in understanding
the intend of the discovered knowledge (e.g. patterns and topic models). The weak
evidence of intend can be compensated by strong contextual information. For example,
as we mentioned in Section 3.2.1, when mapping the co-occurring term set Java Machine
Language Virtual, our proposed annotation method SAATS will put the concept Java
Coffee into boundary region and the concept Java Language into inner coarsening, which
specifies that the co-occurring term set is more about Java Language instead of Java
Coffee. This can be done because SAATS finds that the terms Java and Language are
co-occurring terms. However, if the term Language is absent in the co-occurring term
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set, then SAATS cannot do this discrimination. While, the context of the co-occurring
term set can still suggest that the intend of the term Java is Java Language. For instance,
if the terms Virtual and Machine frequency appear in the document set, then it can be
inferred that the intend is Java Language. More specifically, if we low weight to Coffee
and high weights to Java, Virtual and Machine, the overall statistical inference made for
the co-occurring term set will be towards Java Language.
Context of data can be incorporated in many ways. Among them, we use the simplest
form—the statistical aspect. That is, we use a set of relevant summary statistics associated
with discovered knowledge (e.g. documents, patterns, concepts, ontology, etc.) as the
context. To systemetically analyse and represent the context, we propose a structure
called Contextual Structure. A contextual structure is a set of information levels, where
each information level represents the relevant summary statistics of an information source
associated with the discovered knowledge. A formal definition of Contextual Structure is
given in Definition 3.
5.2.3 Personalised Ontology
To better understand user information needs, the personalised ontology is defined in terms
of both the Semantic Structure and the Contextual Structure. It helps us to know both the
conceptual-model and the context that shapes the conceptualisation.
Definition 7 (Personalised Ontology) A Personalised Ontology is a pair 〈SS, CS〉, where
SS is a Semantic Structure and CS is a Contextual Structure.
This research specifically investigates the interpretation of two popular types of data
mining outputs: patterns and topic models. We call the patterns and topic models together
co-occurring term sets. As we discussed in Chapter 4, the pattern and the topic model are
different from each other by their nature, underlying assumptions and construction. They
have their own contextual structure, too. Therefore, for the purpose of implementing the
proposed new framework of personalised personalised ontology, this research proposes
two models based on the framework.
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The first model interprets the discovered patterns, and it is called Pattern Analysis
based Personalised Ontology (PAPO). The second model interprets the discovered topic
models, and it is called Topic Model Analysis based Personalised Ontology (TAPO). Both
the models are summarised in the following two subsections and their performances are
evaluated in chapter 6.
5.2.4 Pattern Analysis based Personalised Ontology
The model PAPO (Pattern Analysis based Personalised Ontology) can be summarised
as follows: (1) a set of closed patterns is discovered from the document set D+ (also
called local information repository), (2) a set M of master patterns is generated from the
discovered closed patterns, (3) the master pattern setM is annotated with a set of concepts
using SAATS (see Section 3.2.1), (4) a set of Top Backbone Concepts (see Section
5.2.1) are extracted from the knowledge base ontology, (5) semantic relations between the
concepts (i.e. annotations and top backbone concepts) are extracted from the knowledge
base ontology, (6) the semantic structure of the personalised ontology is constructed from
the concepts and their semantic relations, (7) the contextual structure is constructed from
the relevant information levels (see Section 4.2) and (8) a personalised ontology is formed
from the semantic structure and the contextual structure using Definition 7. The steps in
learning personalised ontology by PAPO is graphically shown in the following Figure 5.2.
Annotation
Concepts and 
Semantic 
Relations
Contextual 
Structure
Personalised Ontology
Information 
Levels
Semantic 
Structure
Closed Patterns Master Patterns
Local Information 
Repository (D+)
Figure 5.2: Steps in learning personalised ontology by PAPO
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5.2.5 Topic Model Analysis based Personalised Ontology
The model TAPO (Topic Model Analysis based Personalised Ontology) can be sum-
marised as follows: (1) a set Z of topic models are discovered from the document set D+
using the LDA technique, (2) the topic model set Z is annotated with a set of concepts
using SAATS (see Section 3.2.1), (3) a set of Top Backbone Concepts (see Section 5.2.1)
are extracted from the knowledge base ontology, (4) semantic relations of the concepts
(i.e. annotations and top backbone concepts) are extracted from the knowledge base
ontology, (5) the semantic structure of the personalised ontology is constructed from the
concepts and their semantic relations, (6) the contextual structure is constructed from
relevant information levels (see Section 4.3) and (7) a personalised ontology is formed
from the semantic structure and the contextual structure using Definition 7. The steps in
learning personalised ontology by TAPO is graphically shown in following Figure 5.3.
Topic Models Annotation
Local Information 
Repository (D+)
Concepts and 
Semantic 
Relations
Contextual 
Structure
Personalised Ontology
Information 
Levels
Semantic 
Structure
Figure 5.3: Steps in learning personalised ontology by TAPO
5.3 Visualising Personalised Ontology
In data visualisation, information is communicated by encoding it as visual objects such
as vertices, edges, etc. The presentation of the semantic structure in such a pictorial
or graphical format is called its visualisation. Visualisation is important to understand
and analyse the represented information. It helps the user to visually see the represented
information. They can easily investigate how concepts are semantically related to each
other. As a result, they can easily make inferences about the concepts or can generalise
the concepts in order to understand the presented information from a higher level view.
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For example, if a semantic structure has the concepts ‘dog’, ‘cat’ and ‘mammal’,
and it has semantic relations such as ‘dog Is-a mammal’ and ‘cat Is-a mammal’, from
the graphical presentation, a user can easily infer that dogs and cats have similarities
in terms of the attributes of a mammal. Now, if there is another concept ‘frog’ in the
semantic structure, the user may notice that ‘frogs’ are not mammal, but the three concepts
‘dog’, ‘cat’ and ‘frog’ have an ‘Is-a’ relation with vertebrate, i.e. the three concepts
are vertebrate. That means, the three concepts share the attributes of vertebrate. They
can also summarise that the represented information is related to vertebrate, instead of
thinking that the information is related to cat, dog and frog. Also, they can drill down to
an appropriate level. Doing so, they can see that the represented information is related
to frogs and mammals. Grasping such information in a large complex semantic structure
would be very difficult without visualisation. That is, visualisation can make complex
information more accessible, understandable and usable. The goal of visualisation is to
communicate represented information clearly and effectively to users.
In this research, like many standard systems, we visualise the semantic structure as
an acyclic directed graph, where concepts are encoded as vertices and semantic relations
between concepts as edges. In this thesis we consider three semantic relations: ‘Is-
a’, ‘Related-to’ and ‘Part-of’. For example, Figure 5.4 partially shows the graphical
visualisation of a semantic structure. It represents the knowledge discovered from a user’s
local information repository regarding ‘Organ transplants in the UK’ (TREC-Topic No.
117). It is constructed through the pattern analysis model, i.e. PAPO. From the figure, we
see that the structure has concepts like ‘transplantation of organs, tissues, etc.’, ‘surgery’,
‘organ (anatomy)’, ‘medicine’, ‘medical science’ and so on. All these concepts are closely
related to organ transplant, which is the central theme of the local information repository.
The figure also shows how these concepts are semantically related to each other. Clearly
it gives us a better understanding of the discovered knowledge compared with the patterns
in Table 3.2.
A user can interactively browse top-backbone concepts to have a better insight of the
knowledge in patterns (or topic models). The systematic exploration of the top-backbone
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concepts up to second level is shown in Figure A.3 of Appendix A.1. The user can click
a concept to expand it to the related concepts in next level. For instance, clicking the
concept heart will expand it to next level concepts cardiopulmonary system, chest and
cardiovascular system. Again, clicking cardiopulmonary system will expand to next level
concept organs (anatomy) and so on. This exploration shows that heart and transplants,
organ are semantically related through organs (anatomy). Also, all these concepts can be
generalised (i.e. categorised) to a third level top-backbone concept medicine, etc. That is,
the semantic structure allows users to see how concepts are semantically related to each
other, which allows them to generalise or make inference about the concepts.
Study with human assessors (see Section 6.2.1) shows that allowing a user to sys-
tematically explore the top backbone concepts can improve the semantic understanding of
the discovered patterns by 31.68%. The complete semantic structure of this interpretation
is shown in Figure A.4 of Appendix A.1. The full version of the structure is shown in
Figure A.1 in Appendix A.
Again, Figure 5.5 partially shows the graphical visualisation of another semantic
structure. It represents the knowledge discovered from a user’s local information repos-
itory regarding ‘Effects of global warming’ (TREC-Topic No. 114). It is constructed
through topic model analysis, i.e. TAPO.
From the figure, we see that the structure has concepts like ‘global warming’, ‘global
temperature changes’, ‘global environment change’, ‘climate changes’ and so on. All
these concepts are closely related to global warming that is the central theme of the local
information repository. The figure also shows how these concepts are semantically related
to each other. Clearly it gives us a better understanding of the discovered knowledge
compared with the topic models in Table 3.4. The full version of the structure is shown
in Figure A.2 in Appendix A. In all the visualisation, the red rectangles represent the
mapped concepts.
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Figure 5.4: A semantic structure constructed by PAPO (Partially Shown)
5.4 Discovering Semantic Relations of New Concept
As discussed in section 3.2.1, there are some terms in the co-occurring term sets that have
no corresponding concepts in the knowledge base ontology. Therefore, the semantics of
these terms are not known. These terms are called new concepts. Section 2.5 Section
2.5 demonstrated that there are no suitable techniques for discovering semantic relations
between new concepts and existing concepts. In this section, we propose two alternative
approaches to determine the semantic relations between new concepts and existing con-
cepts. The first approach is based on association rules and the second approach is based
on the language model.
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Figure 5.5: A semantic structure constructed by TAPO (Partially Shown)
5.4.1 Using Association Rule
The semantic relations between the new concepts and existing concepts are determined
using association rules [Hipp et al., 2000]. In a document d, let V = t1, t2, ..., tv bet the set
of unique terms and PG be the set of paragraphs. Each paragraph pg ⊆ V is considered
as a transaction in this research. The implication A ⇒ B is an association rule, where
A ⊆ V , B ⊆ V , and A∩B = ∅. The percentage of transactions that contain A ∪B is the
relative support supr for the association rule A⇒ B [Hipp et al., 2000]. The confidence
con for the rule is the percentage of transactions that contain A also contain B [Hipp
et al., 2000]. The relative support supr is the same as the probability P (A ∪ B), and
the confidence con is the same as the conditional probability P (B|A). Therefore, we can
write supr(A⇒ B) = P (A ∪ B), and con(A⇒ B) = P (B|A) = supr(A∪B)supr(A) .
A new concept is defined as a pair 〈t,ℜ′〉; where t is a term in patterns that has no
corresponding matched subject-heading in LCSH, ℜ′ is a set of pairs 〈c′, ϕ′〉, where c′
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is a concept such that ({t′|t′ ∈ c′} ⊆ V ) ⇒ t with a predefined minimum support and
confidence, and ϕ′ indicates that t and c′ might have a semantic relation (but says nothing
about its type, i.e. whether the semantic relation is ‘IS-A’, ‘Related-to’, ‘Used-for’ or any
other type is not indicated).
The association rule used in this research, to identify the possible existence of a
semantic relation, has the potential to be used for adding new knowledge to the standard
ontology semi-automatically [Maedche and Staab, 2000]. For example, the identified
semantic relations of the new concepts can be presented to users for the determination of
type and for validation. Once the determination of type and for validation are confirmed,
the new-concept can be added to the standard ontology as a regular concept.
5.4.2 Using Language Model
Let t be a term that is discovered by topic model or pattern mining but not available in
the ontology. If we want to add t as a new concept to the ontology, we need to know the
relation between the t and the other concepts in the ontology. To solve this problem, we
use the unigram language model, the simplest form of the language model. It associates
a probability of occurrence with every word in the vocabulary of a set of documents. A
document is treated as a sequence of terms, and the probability associated by the language
model is the prediction of the next term in the sequence [Croft et al., 2010]. In the unigram
language model, the previous terms have no impact on the prediction [Croft et al., 2010].
Let c={t1, t2, ...tn} be a concept in the ontology. The joint probability of observing
t with concept c can be written as [Croft et al., 2010]:
ρ(t|c) ≈
ρ(t, t1, t2, ..., tn)
ρ(t1, t2, ..., tn)
(5.1)
The probability ρ(t1, t2, ..., tn) is the normalising constant, and it can be calculated as:
ρ(t1, t2, ..., tn) =
∑
t∈V
ρ(t, t1, t2, ..., tn) (5.2)
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where V is the vocabulary of terms in the local information repository.
Therefore, our concern is estimating the joint probability ρ(t, t1, t2, ..., tn). In order
to do that, we assume that the documents in the local information repository D+ are
represented by language models. Therefore the joint probability can be calculated as
follows:
ρ(t, t1, t2, ..., tn) =
∑
d∈D+
ρ(d)ρ(t, t1, t2, ..., tn|d) (5.3)
If we assume that the terms in the language model are independent (Naı¨ve Bayes assump-
tion), then we can write:
ρ(t, t1, t2, ..., tn|d) = ρ(t|d)
n∏
i=1
ρ(ti|d) (5.4)
Now we substitute the expression in Equation 5.4 into the Equation 5.3, so we get:
ρ(t, t1, t2, ..., tn) =
∑
d∈D+
ρ(d)ρ(t|d)
n∏
i=1
ρ(ti|d) (5.5)
The prior probability ρ(d) is usually assumed to be uniform and can be ignored. There-
fore:
ρ(t, t1, t2, ..., tn) =
∑
d∈D+
ρ(t|d)
n∏
i=1
ρ(ti|d) (5.6)
This means, we are associating new terms to the concepts in the ontology based on the
local information repository. Now, for our personalised ontology, we need to considered
only the concepts that are mapped from the master patterns or topic models. If the
probability ρ(t, t1, t2, ..., tn) is greater than a threshold value, we assume that there is
a relationship between t and c.
The possible relationship between t and c has the potential to be used for adding new
knowledge to the standard ontology semi-automatically [Maedche and Staab, 2000]. The
identified semantic relationship can be presented to users for the determination of type
and for validation. Once the determination of type and for validation are confirmed, the t
can be added to the standard ontology as a regular concept.
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5.5 Chapter Summary
This chapter discussed the proposed framework of personalised ontology in detail, includ-
ing: (a) summary of the steps in implementing the framework, (b) detailed description of
the proposed framework, (c) formal definition of the semantic structure, (d) description of
the two models that are proposed to implement the framework for interpreting discovered
patterns and topic models respectively, (e) visualisation of the semantic structure of the
personalised ontology as a graph and (f) two alternative techniques to discover the seman-
tic relationships between the new concepts and existing concepts. In the next chapter, we
discuss the evaluation of the proposed framework, especially the two models PAPO and
TAPO that implement the proposed framework.
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Chapter 6
Evaluation
As mentioned in Chapter 1, in this research proposes a new effective framework of
personalised ontology to interpret the knowledge discovered by data mining techniques.
Two popular forms of discovered knowledge are pattern and topic model. Based on the
the proposed framework, two models have been proposed. The first model interprets dis-
covered patterns, and it is called Pattern Analysis based Personalised Ontology (PAPO).
The second model interprets topic models, and it is called Topic Model Analysis based
Personalised Ontology (TAPO). In this chapter, we evaluate the proposed framework,
especially the two models of the framework. Firstly, we discuss the hypotheses of this
research along with a summary of the evaluation methodology. Secondly, we discuss our
data collections for the evaluation. Thirdly, we discuss a qualitative case study. Fourthly,
we discuss the experimental design, baseline models, evaluation measures and experi-
mental settings. Finally, we present experimental results and analysis of the proposed
framework. The results and analysis are presented separately for the two models PAPO
and TAPO along with a comparison of the two models.
6.1 Hypothesis
This research has implemented two models based on the proposed new framework of
personalised ontology. Therefore, it has two hypotheses for verifying the two proposed
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models. The first hypothesis is for the model PAPO (see Section 5.2.4) and the second
hypothesis is for the proposed model TAPO (see Section 5.2.5). We list the hypotheses as
follow:
• The personalised ontology constructed by PAPO performs better than the patterns
or terms discovered directly in the local information repository.
• The personalised ontology constructed by TAPO performs better than the topic
models or terms discovered directly in the local information repository.
We can combine the above two hypotheses into a single hypothesis that the proposed
new framework of personalised ontology for interpreting discovered knowledge can per-
form better than the discovered knowledge itself. For qualitative evaluation, in a case
study, we asked 30 human assessors to evaluate 10 semantic structures of patterns that
are discovered from 10 representative TREC-topics in RCV1. However, it is inherently
difficult to quantitatively evaluate the effectiveness of an ontology (semantic structure
here) [Brewster et al., 2004, Tao et al., 2011].
Because of inherent difficulties of quantitatively evaluating the effectiveness of an
ontology, [Brewster et al., 2004] propose to decompose the ontology into its constituent
parts. In the simplest form, an ontology consists of a set of concepts and their relations.
Bloehdorn et al. [2006] proposed to use the concepts in an ontology for text classification
as a way to evaluate a discovered ontology. Brewster et al. [2004] argue that the constructs
of an ontology can be viewed as the abstractions of natural language texts. They propose
to revise the abstraction by finding the signatures of these constituents in natural language
texts. Similar to this philosophy, Tao et al. [2011] proposed an advanced methodology
for objective evaluation of a personalised ontology. We use the same methodology of
Tao et al. [2011] to evaluate the discovered personalised ontology, where we find the
signatures of the concepts (the constituent parts of semantic structure) and the contextual
structure in unknown documents to check the unknown documents’ relevance to the user’s
information needs. If the personalised ontology can perform better than the discovered
knowledge itself (i.e. pattern or topic models) in doing this task, we can claim that the
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personalised ontology can effectively represent the discovered knowledge.
Based on the contextual structure analysis, we have estimated a single weight for
each term in the concepts (see Chapter 4). The weight can be viewed as a quantitative
digest of the contextual structure. The main goal of this weighting is to utilise the essential
statistical relationships that exist in the contextual structure.
The contextual structure of the personalised ontology is inherently represented by
the assigned term weight. Therefore, to prove the hypothesis, we need to show that
the concepts in personalised ontology and the assigned term weight are effective for
the information gathering system. We evaluate both of the models, PAPO and TAPO,
separately.
6.2 Data Collection
Three standard datasets—RCV1 (Reuters Corpus Volume I) of TREC-10/2001 Filtering
Track [Lewis et al., 2004, Robertson and Soboroff, 2002, Rose et al., 2002, Wu et al.,
2006], R8 [Ingaramo et al., 2008] and a large ontology LCSH—have been used in the
research experiments. RCV1 consists of 806,791 news stories provided by Reuters, LTD
[Rose et al., 2002, Wu et al., 2006]. These stories were produced by journalists between 20
August 1996 and 19 August 1997. R8 consists of 56,128 stories produced by journalists.
English language news stories in both RCV1 and R8 contain contemporary information.
The contents of these documents represent a multitude of information including politics,
economics, culture, foreign affairs, etc. That is, they cover a large spectrum of topics and
information [Li et al., 2010b].
Both the ‘story title’ and the ‘story text’ are used as the content of a story, and
each story constitutes a document. Documents in both RCV1 and R8 are separated
into a training set and a testing set for each topic. Both the training and testing set
contains relevant (positive) and irrelevant (negative) documents. For RCV1, the training
set contains news stories up to and including September 30, 1996, which includes 5,127
stories, while the testing set contains 37,556 stories from the rest of the collection [Rose
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et al., 2002]. On the other hand, R8 which is a subset of the Reuters-21578 collection
[Ingaramo et al., 2008], has 40,136 documents in its training set and its testing set contains
15,992 documents.
RCV1 has 100 topics and R8 has 8 topics, respectively, and each topic contains a
different numbers of documents with relevance to judgements. The document in the first
50 topics of RCV1 and in all of the topics of R8 were manually categorised by domain
experts. Moreover, Buckley and Voorhees [2000] argue that 50 topics are stable and
sufficient for maintaining the accuracy of the evaluation measures. Therefore, the first 50
topics of RCV1 and all of the 8 topics of the R8 are used in this research.
The formats of the collected datasets are different. The dataset RCV is in XML
(Extensible Markup Language) format, R8 is in SGML (Standard Generalised Markup
Language) format, and the subject heading in LCSH are in plain text format. In this
research, preprocessing is applied to all the documents and the subject headings via
the removal of meta-data and stop-words as well as stemming. Porter’s suffix-stripping
algorithm [Porter, 1980] is used for the stemming. We use only positive documents in the
training set to discover patterns, topic models and training baseline models. However, for
the purpose of evaluation, both positive and negative documents are used in the testing
sets.
6.2.1 Case Study
To qualitatively evaluate the interpretation generated by the proposed framework, we
asked 30 human assessors (undergraduate and post graduate students at Queensland Uni-
versity of Technology) to score and rank the semantic understandability of discovered
knowledge in the form of closed pattern, mapped concept and semantic structure. They
scored each form in a scale of 1 to 5 (1 being completely incomprehensible and 5 being
completely understandable) and ranked the three forms from hardest to easiest order.
Total 10 TREC topics were selected from the RCV1 dataset for this evaluation.
Each of the 3 forms of knowledge discovered from each TREC topic were evaluated
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Table 6.1: Statistics of RCV1 dataset
Training Set Testing Set
Topic No |D| |D+| |D−| |D| |D+| |D−|
101 23 7 16 577 307 270
102 199 135 64 308 159 149
103 64 14 50 528 61 467
104 194 120 74 279 94 185
105 37 16 21 258 50 208
106 44 4 40 321 31 290
107 61 3 58 571 37 534
108 53 3 50 386 15 371
109 40 20 20 240 74 166
110 91 5 86 491 31 460
111 52 3 49 451 15 436
112 57 6 51 481 20 461
113 68 12 56 552 70 482
114 25 5 20 361 62 299
115 46 3 43 357 63 294
116 46 16 30 298 87 211
117 13 3 10 297 32 265
118 32 3 29 293 14 279
119 26 4 22 271 40 231
120 54 9 45 415 158 257
121 81 14 67 597 84 513
122 70 15 55 393 51 342
123 51 3 48 342 17 325
124 33 6 27 250 33 217
125 36 12 24 544 132 412
126 29 19 10 270 172 98
127 32 5 27 238 42 196
128 51 4 47 276 33 243
129 72 17 55 507 57 450
130 24 3 21 307 16 291
131 31 4 27 252 74 178
132 103 7 96 446 22 424
133 47 5 42 380 28 352
134 31 5 26 351 67 284
135 29 14 15 501 337 164
136 46 8 38 452 67 385
137 50 3 47 325 9 316
138 98 7 91 328 44 284
139 21 3 18 253 17 236
140 59 11 48 432 67 365
141 56 24 32 379 82 297
142 28 4 24 198 24 174
143 52 4 48 417 23 394
144 50 6 44 380 55 325
145 95 5 90 488 27 461
146 32 13 19 280 111 169
147 62 6 56 380 34 346
148 33 12 21 380 228 152
149 26 5 21 449 57 392
150 51 4 47 371 54 317
Sum 2704 639 2065 18901 3484 15417
Average 54.08 12.78 41.3 378.02 69.68 308.34
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by exactly 3 assessors independently and the average was taken. To select the ten TREC
topics, first all the fifty TREC topics of RCV1 were sorted according to the number of
patterns extracted from each topic, then the ten TREC topics in the middle of the sorted
list were selected. The discovered patterns, mapped concepts and semantic structures
were presented without sorting them in anyway. Semantic structure was presented with
mapped concepts (MC) and two levels of top backbone concepts (TC), similar to Figure
A.3 of Appendix A.1. That is, the concepts included in the semantic structure were all
c ∈ MC, all c′ ∈ TC such that c′ is semantically related to c and all the c′′ ∈ TC such
that c′′ is semantically related to c′.
The understandability scores are given in Table 6.4 and the understandability ranks
are given in Table 6.5. Table 6.4 shows that semantic understanding is improved by
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Table 6.2: Statistics of R8 dataset
Training Set Testing Set
Topic No |D| |D+| |D−| |D| |D+| |D−|
1 5017 1435 3582 1999 620 1379
2 5017 223 4794 1999 98 1901
3 5017 2673 2344 1999 1040 959
4 5017 38 4979 1999 7 1992
5 5017 140 4877 1999 57 1942
6 5017 176 4841 1999 69 1930
7 5017 107 4910 1999 35 1964
8 5017 225 4792 1999 73 1926
Sum 40136 5017 35119 15992 1999 13993
Average 5017 627.125 4389.875 1999 249.875 1749.125
Table 6.3: Average Size of Document Files
RCV1 R8
Training Testing Training Testing
Average File Size 6.15KB 6.87KB 4.05KB 4.02KB
12.87% if only mapped concepts are used, while it increases by 31.68% if semantic
structure is used to represent the discovered knowledge. Table 6.5 shows that among the
thirty assessors, 83.33% say that semantic structure is easiest, and 70% say that pattern is
the hardest of the three forms.
Table 6.4: Understandability Score (in a scale of 5)
Topic No. Discovered Patterns Mapped Concepts Semantic Structure
TREC101 3.000 3.667 4.000
TREC103 4.000 3.333 4.333
TREC106 3.333 3.333 4.667
TREC108 3.333 4.333 5.000
TREC114 3.000 3.000 4.667
TREC127 4.000 4.333 4.667
TREC138 2.667 3.667 4.000
TREC145 3.333 4.667 4.667
TREC147 3.667 3.667 4.000
TREC149 3.333 4.000 4.333
Average 3.367 3.800 4.433
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Table 6.5: Understandability Rank
Rank Discovered Patterns Mapped Concepts Semantic Structures
Hardest 70.00% 23.33% 6.67%
Medium 23.33% 66.67% 10.00%
Easiest 6.67% 10.00% 83.33%
6.3 Experimental Design
In the TREC Filtering Track [Robertson and Soboroff, 2002, Rose et al., 2002, Wu et al.,
2006], when testing a system, the user’s information needs are assumed to be stable and a
stream of unknown documents (from the testing dataset) is brought into the system. For
each new document, the system has to decide whether the document is relevant to the
user’s information needs [Robertson and Soboroff, 2002].
Many web ontologists observed that every user possesses implicit conceptual-models
that guide them to judge whether a document is relevant to their information needs [Li and
Zhong, 2006, Tao et al., 2011]. Based on this observation and the objective evaluation
methodology proposed in Tao et al. [2011], in this research, we use the personalised
ontology as a conceptual-model. That means, a machine uses the personalised ontology
to predict whether a new document brought into the system is relevant to the user’s
information needs. Brewster et al. [2004] argue that a good ontology can serve its purpose,
and Calegari and Pasi [2013] argue that the more effectively a personalised ontology
represents user information needs, the higher the probability of improving information
gathering performance. If the machine can predict the relevance, we believe it indicates
that the personalised ontology can effectively represent the user’s information needs. That
means, it can represent the discovered knowledge effectively. It is a data-driven evaluation
of ontology in a real application as suggested by Brewster et al. [2004]. In the context
of machine readability of the Web in the future, this king of evaluation is appropriate
[Brewster et al., 2004].
To prove the hypothesis, a series of experiments have been conducted on the standard
dataset RCV1 and R8, as in TREC [Robertson and Soboroff, 2002]. We use the mapped
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concepts and the assigned term weight as a query (Q) submitted to an information filtering
system. A similar approach is applied for the baseline models. If the results of information
filtering measures are improved significantly, compared with the baseline models, we can
claim that our proposed framework of personalised ontologies represents the discovered
knowledge effectively.
Testing Dataset
Concepts with
Term Weight
Personalised 
Ontology
Query
Information 
Filtering System
EvaluationMeasurement 
Metric Value
Figure 6.3: Evaluation Process
6.4 Baseline Models
In order to provide a comprehensive evaluation of our proposed models, in this thesis, we
have selected three relevant baseline models for PAPO and five relevant baseline models
for TAPO. The selected baseline models for PAPO are: Pattern Deploying Mode (PDM),
Personalised Ontology Model (POM), Master Pattern (MP). While for TAPO the selected
baseline models are: LdaWord, PDM, POM, MP and LdaConcept. Following are brief
descriptions of these models.
LdaWord [Blei et al., 2003, Gao et al., 2015, Hofmann, 1999]: is an effective
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technique for using LDA in an information filtering system. It uses the term frequency
to represent topic relevance and the association of terms with different topics to represent
user interests.
In LDA, a document, d, in a user’s local information repository is represented by a
probabilistic mixture of topics as p(zj|d) [Blei et al., 2003, Chemudugunta et al., 2008a].
This probabilistic mixture can represent a user’s interest in the topic. The full semantic
theme of a topic zj is represented by its corresponding multinomial distribution over terms
as p(ti|zj) [Mei et al., 2007a]. It can be assumed that a concept containing the high prob-
ability terms (t) as its attributes is more closely associated to the topic theme [Lau et al.,
2011, Mao et al., 2012, Mei et al., 2007a]. Therefore, for a user, the amount of topical
interest that an attribute contains can roughly be estimated as wz(t) =
∑T
j=1 p(zj |d) ×
p(t|zj). This estimation is for a single document. If there are multiple documents (i.e.
D+), their average is used.
LdaConcept [Chemudugunta et al., 2008a]: uses the statistical LDA technique for
labelling text documents with concepts. The assumption is that each term in a document
is generated from a document-specific mixture of a set of corpus-wise concepts, where
the concepts are a priori defined in a standard ontology. That is, it treats concepts as
topics with constraint. The constraints include setting the probability of a word being
generated from a concept to zero when the concept does not contain the word in a priori,
i.e. wi /∈ cj ⇒ p(wi|cj) = 0. Like LdaWord, we use the term frequency to represent
concept relevance and the association of terms with different concepts to represent user
interests.
POM [Shen et al., 2012]: is one of the most recent works that maps document
keywords to the standard ontology (LCSH). It addresses some problems associated with
the ESA (Explicit Semantic Analysis technique) [Gabrilovich and Markovitch, 2007a,
2009]. Firstly, this model extracts keywords from the local information repository, then it
maps the keywords to the concepts in the standard ontology. It assigns a reviewed weight
to each key term based on the mapping.
In this technique, a term is mapped to a concept if the concept contains the term.
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It estimates a relevance value for each concept using overlapping between the concept
and the term. The relevance value is used to select the most relevant concepts for the
mapping. Based on the mapped concepts, it assigns a weight to the keywords. The term-
weight pairs of the keywords are used as the query submitted to the information filtering
system.
Pattern Deploying Model (PDM) [Wu et al., 2006]: provides a way to effectively
use the text-patterns in the information filtering system. It assigns weights to the terms
in text-patterns based on their deployment. That is, patterns are transformed into term
weight pairs, where a weight wd(t) = |{cp|t∈cp,cp∈CP}||CP | is assigned to every term in the
term space. In essence, for each term t in the closed pattern set, it counts the frequency
of patterns that contain the term t. It is a state-of-the-art model because it is the best
pattern-based model for information filtering that uses positive training documents only.
In addition, Wu et al. [2006] showed that PDM largely improved filtering performance
compared with term-based Rocchio [Rocchio, 1971] and Pr [Grossman, 2004] methods.
In this research, as in the original paper, the closed patterns are deployed in term space
for this baseline model.
Master Pattern (MP) [Yan et al., 2005]: is a profile-based technique for summaris-
ing a collection of frequent closed patterns, using only K representatives. It is popularly
used in data mining communities for effective utilisation of patterns. The probability
distribution vector of terms, in the master pattern profile, is used as term weight in this
model.
Liu et al. [2006] identified that each individual pattern may not be interesting, but a
group together can represent an important piece of knowledge. Therefore, closed patterns
can further be grouped (or summarised) into k clusters (or called pattern profiles [Yan
et al., 2005]) m′1, m′2, ..., m′k based on similarities, where k is normally much less than
the number of closed patterns. Let a cluster or a pattern profile m′ include a subset of
closed patterns (cp1, cp2, ... , cpl), and PGm =
⋃
1≤j≤l coverset(cpj). A pattern profile
m′ is then formally represented as a pair 〈ρm, m〉, where ρm is a probability distribution
vector of the terms in this profile; m is called a master pattern which is the union of
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closed patterns cp1, cp2, ... and cpl. The probability distribution vector ρm of a term
ti in PGm is given by ρm(ti = {0, 1}) =
∑
pgj∈PGm
pgij
|PGm|
, where pgij is the value of ti in
the jth paragraph. If ti appears in the paragraph then its value is 1 otherwise 0. Like
in the original work of Yan et al. [2005], Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence between the
probability distribution vectors in the profiles is used to measure the similarity between
closed patterns. Closed patterns are merged into a single master pattern until ρm(ti) ≥ β,
where β is an experimental coefficient. The probability distribution vector of terms in the
master pattern profile is used as the term weight in this baseline model.
6.5 Evaluation Measures
The two proposed models PAPO and TAPO that are designed based on the proposed
framework CTSAPO are evaluated by different measures. Especially, five widely used
measures of information filtering are used that are based on relevance judgement. They
include the Mean Average Precision (MAP ), the average precision of the top 20 returned
documents (Top − 20), the Fscore measure (F1), the break-even point (BP ), and the
interpolated precision averages at 11 standard recall levels (11−point). In the judgement
of relevance, there is a collection of documents and every document is known to be either
relevant or irrelevant to the topic.
For a given topic, recall is the fraction of relevant documents that are retrieved, i.e.
R =
|Drel∩Dret|
|Drel|
; precision is the fraction of retrieved documents that are relevant, i.e. P
=
|Drel∩Dret|
|Dret}|
; where Drel is the set of relevant documents, Dret is the set of retrieved
documents.
Assume there are and for each topic, there are documents sorted according to their
relevance to the topic. The MAP is an average of AP s (average precision) over all
the topics, i.e. the mean for Average Precision is Mean Average Precision. MAP is
commonly used by TREC participants, and it gives the indication of the order-matters
precision. The equation for calculating the AP for a filtering system that returns u
documents sorted according to their relevance to a topic is: AP =
∑u
i=1(pi)×(vi)
|Drel|
, where
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Pi = P at ith position and vi is the relevance value (1 if relevant, 0 otherwise) of the
document in the ith position of the sorted list.
All the retrieved documents are taken into account in precision calculation, but it can
be evaluated at a given cutoff which considers only the topmost results returned by the
system. This measure is called top − u precision, in our evaluation, we use the top− 20
precision.
We want both the precision and the recall to be high rather than the precision being
high, but the recall low, or vice versa. To measure this property Fscore is used. It is defined
by the following formula: Fscore = (1 + σ2) P×Rσ2P+R .
The σ is a user defined value that reflects our concern about false negative (irrelevant)
versus false positive (relevant), which is conventionally assigned to 1 (in that case it is
called F1) . The Fscore is the harmonic mean of recall and precision. The harmonic mean
tends to be closer to the smaller of the two values. Therefore, Fscore will be high when
both recall and precision are high. The break-even point (BP ) is the value for which both
recall and precision are equal.
Besides, tT est is used to statistically analyse the difference between the results of
our proposed model and the best results of baseline models, for every measure of the
information filtering system.
6.6 Experimental Settings
6.6.1 Pattern Analysis based Personalised Ontology
To discover closed patterns, the minimum relative support is sensitive to a given data
set. For the RCV1 data set, using trial-and-error, the best value for this experimental
coefficient was found to be 0.2. The best values for other experimental coefficients were
also determined on a trial-and-error basis in RCV1. The best value for β was found to be
0.2 for generating master patterns; for the concept mapping algorithm, the best value for
θ was found to be 5.0; and for weighting the terms of a concept, the best value for α1,
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γ2, γ1 and α2 were found to be 0.5, 0.67, 15 and 1.1, respectively. To make sure that the
model PAPO is not optimised for a specific dataset, the same values of the experimental
coefficients used in RCV1 were used for the dataset R8. This implies that the model can
be generalised for different datasets.
6.6.2 Topic Model Analysis based Personalised Ontology
In this research, for all LDA-based topic models, the parameters are set as follows: the
number of iterations of Gibbs sampling is 1,000; the hyper-parameters of the LDA model
are α = 50/V and β = 0.01. These parameter values were used and justified by Steyvers
and Griffiths [2007].
Using trial-and-error, the best value for other experimental coefficients were deter-
mined. This research used T = 10 and n = 5 and θ = 4.5, for both the datasets RCV1 and
R8. For the RCV1 data set we used λ1 = 2.0, γ1 = 55, λ2 = 1.8, γ2 = 5.5, σ1 = 11,
σ2 = 11 ∆ = 4.5. For the R8 data set we used λ1 = 3.1, γ1 = 27, λ2 = 2.2, γ2 = 4,
σ1 = 30, σ2 = 10, ∆ = 4.8.
6.7 Results
6.7.1 Pattern Analysis based Personalised Ontology
The model PAPO is supposed to construct a personalised ontology that interprets the
discovered patterns. In the construction process it annotates the set of patterns by mapping
them to a set of concepts in a knowledge base ontology, and it defines a contextual struc-
ture to estimate the relative importance of terms in a concept. Based on the information
filtering performance, the results of the evaluation of the model’s effectiveness are shown
in Table 6.6 and Figure 6.4. The results are the average of all topics in each dataset.
The Table and Figure also show the results of the three baseline models (PDM, MP, and
POM). The change% in table 6.6 means the percentage change of our proposed PAPO
model over the best results of baseline models. The change% is calculated using the
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following equation:
change% =
PAPO result− baseline best result
baseline best result
× 100 (6.1)
An improvement greater than 5% is considered significant. Table 6.6 shows that
the information filtering performance of our proposed model PAPO is significantly better
than the best results of the baseline models. In RCV1, it improves the performance sig-
nificantly; up to 7.556% (4.356% min and 9.514% max) on average for all five measures.
In R8, it improves the performance up to 19.329% (11.429% min and 29.266% max)
on average for all five measures. The amount of improvement is significant for all the
individual measures too, except for the F1 measure in the RCV1 dataset (in this case
4.356% improved). The most important measure of information filtering is MAP . The
model improved the MAP performance up to 6.913% and 24.471% in RCV1 and R8
respectively. The 11 − point results (i.e. interpolated results at 11 standard recall levels)
in figure 6.4 show that the performance is consistently better in both datasets.
Table 6.6: Evaluation Results Comparing PAPO
RCV1 R8
Top− 20 BP MAP F1 Top− 20 BP MAP F1
PAPO 0.518 0.457 0.468 0.455 0.731 0.644 0.686 0.578
PDM 0.473 0.417 0.438 0.436 0.656 0.499 0.551 0.516
POM 0.458 0.400 0.411 0.419 0.469 0.539 0.508 0.472
MP 0.426 0.392 0.393 0.409 0.269 0.260 0.242 0.295
change% 9.514 9.442 6.913 4.356 11.429 29.266 24.471 12.149
A system is significantly different from another system if, for tT est, the p value is
less than 0.05 [Wortsman et al., 2000], provided that the alpha value is assigned to 0.05. In
table 6.7, the tT est results are given for the model PAPO compared with the best results
of baseline models. The tT est results are computed together for 58 topics (50 RCV1
topics + 8 R8 topics). Table 6.7 shows that, in all the measures, the p values are much
less than 0.05 for both one tailed and two tailed tT ests. It implies that the performance
improvement of the proposed PAPO model is very significant statistically.
Based on these results, we can claim that our proposed model PAPO constructs
personalised ontology that can represent the knowledge discovered by pattern mining
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Figure 6.4: 11-Point Results Comparing PAPO
Table 6.7: The p-values using alpha = 0.05
Top− 20 BP MAP F1
One Tail 0.0045 0.0018 0.0021 0.0015
Two Tail 0.0090 0.0037 0.0042 0.0030
effectively, and the proposed contextual structure is effective in estimating the relative
importance of terms in a concept. This means the obtained results support our hypothesis.
6.7.2 Topic Model Analysis based Personalised Ontology
The model TAPO is supposed to construct a personalised ontology that interprets the
discovered topic models. In the construction process it annotates the set of topic models
by mapping them to a set of concepts in a knowledge base ontology, and it defines
a contextual structure to estimate the relative importance of terms in a concept. The
evaluation results of the personalised ontology are shown in table 6.8 and figure 6.5.
The results are the average of all the TREC-topics in the dataset. The table and figure
also show the results of the 10 baseline models. The change% in table 6.8 means the
percentage change of our proposed TAPO model over the best results of the baseline
models. An improvement greater than 5% is considered significant. The change% is
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calculated using the following equation:
change% =
TAPO result− baseline best result
baseline best result
× 100
Table 6.8 shows that the information filtering performance of our proposed model
TAPO is significantly better than the best results of the baseline models. In RCV1, it
improves the performance significantly; up to 5.886% (4.055% min and 7.000% max) on
average for all five measures. In R8, it improves the performance up to 5.698% (1.587%
min and 8.834% max) on average for all five measures. The amount of improvement is
significant for all the individual measures too, except for the F1 measure in the RCV1
dataset (in this case 4.356% improved) and Top-20 and F1 measure in R8 (in these cases
1.857% and 4.075% improved, respectively). The most important measure of information
filtering is MAP . The model improved the MAP performance up to 6.296% and 8.296%
in RCV1 and R8 respectively. The 11 − point results (i.e. interpolated results at 11
standard recall levels) in figure 6.5 show that the performance is consistently better in
both datasets.
Table 6.8: Evaluation Results Comparing TAPO
RCV1 R8
Top-20 BP MAP F1 Top-20 BP MAP F1
TAPO 0.535 0.453 0.476 0.458 0.800 0.718 0.752 0.600
LdaWord 0.500 0.427 0.448 0.441 0.788 0.660 0.694 0.576
PDM 0.473 0.417 0.438 0.436 0.656 0.499 0.551 0.516
POM 0.458 0.400 0.411 0.419 0.469 0.539 0.508 0.472
MP 0.426 0.392 0.393 0.409 0.269 0.260 0.242 0.295
LdaConcept 0.335 0.329 0.326 0.352 0.175 0.249 0.250 0.295
change% 7.000 6.192 6.296 4.055 1.587 8.834 8.296 4.075
A system is significantly different from another system if the p value of tT est is less
than 0.05 Wortsman et al. [2000]. The tT est results for the model TAPO compared with
the best results of baseline models are given in table 6.9. Table 6.9 shows that, in all the
measures, the p values are less than 0.05 for both one tailed and two tailed tT est, except
for Top−20 measure in two tailed tT est. This implies that the performance improvement
of the proposed TAPO model is statistically significant.
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Figure 6.5: 11-Point Results Comparing TAPO
Table 6.9: tTest p-values
Top − 20 BP MAP F1
One Tailed 0.0483 0.0197 0.0057 0.0039
Two Tailed 0.0966 0.0394 0.0114 0.0078
Based on these results, we can claim that our proposed model TAPO constructs a
personalised ontology that can represent the knowledge discovered by topic modelling
effectively, and the proposed contextual structure is effective in estimating the relative
importance of terms in a concept. This means the obtained results support our hypothesis.
6.8 Analysis and Discussion
6.8.1 Pattern Analysis based Personalised Ontology
The apparent performance improvement of the proposed PAPO model, especially MAP,
is caused by three things: (a) removal of noisy terms (terms that are not relevant to
the subject matter of information needs), (b) use of master pattern and (c) use of five
information levels.
The noisy term removing process is explained in Figure 6.6. A pattern p is mapped
to five concepts, where two of them (ce1 and ce1) are exactly matched and the other three
(cp1, cp2 and cp3) are partially matched concepts. As exactly matched concepts can represent
the information of the pattern precisely, these are retained in the annotation process. The
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Figure 6.6: Process of noisy term removing
partially matched concepts may contain noise. For example, the subject matter of the
pattern p is dark blue. The concepts ce1 and ce2 is relevant to dark blue, while c
p
1 represents
light blue, cp2 represents dark green and c
p
3 represents olive green. In the annotation
process, the concepts cp2 and c
p
3 might be removed. If c
p
2 and c
p
3 are removed, then the
terms t1 and t6 that are the members of cp2 and c
p
3, respectively, are also removed. That
means, the terms that are associated with completely different subject matters of the
pattern are outliers and are removed by the annotation process. It was experimentally
observed that, for each TREC-topic, on average, the total number of concepts used as
annotations was around 50% less than the total number of discovered closed patterns. In
a similar way, the total number of terms in the annotation was around 50% less than the
total number of terms in discovered closed patterns. This reduction of information with
improved performance indicates that the noisy information included in the pattern mining
process is removed significantly by the proposed annotation technique.
To show the significance of using master pattern in the PAPO, we develop a base-
line model called NM (No Master pattern). In this baseline model, closed patterns are
annotated directly without generalising them to master patterns. The information filtering
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results of PAPO compared with the baseline model NM are shown Table 6.11 and Figure
6.7.
In both datasets, the comparison of the PAPO with NM clearly shows the importance
of using the master patterns. In RCV1, PAPO improves the performance up to 12.14%
(7.82% min and 14.86% max) on average, for all five measures. Again, in R8, it improved
the performance up to 11.73% (7.34% min and 16.27% max) on average for all five
measures. The MAP is improved up to 12.5% and 16.27% in RCV1 and R8 respectively.
The 11 − point results show that the performance is consistently better in both datasets.
These results show the importance of generalising closed patterns to master patterns
before annotation. The importance of using master patterns can further be explained by
the fact that use of master patterns can provide more enriched annotation. For example,
as shown in Table 6.10, the use of master pattern provides us several addition annotations
(i.e. concepts) that are very closely related to the corresponding TREC-topic specified in
Table 3.1.
The comparison of the PAPO with NM and MP implies that even though the prob-
ability distribution vector in a master pattern profile is not effective for information fil-
tering, the master pattern can be used to generate a long pattern, which can solve the
short-pattern problem [Zhong et al., 2012a] in text mining to some extent.
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Figure 6.7: 11-Point Result
To show the importance of using five information levels in contextual structure and
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Table 6.10: Patterns and Mapped Concepts (Separated by Comma)
Closed Patterns research transplant organ human, pig organ patient suitabl organ, organ patient suitabl organ, organ patient
anim, research transplant anim, transplant organ human, studi anim transplant, transplant anim human, organ
human protein, pig organ patient anim, diseas, patient, research, anim, organ, transplant, human, ppl, number,
heart human, organ human, organ ppl, ppl transplant, ppl therapeut, scientist anim, anim organ, anim human,
transplant anim, transplant organ, transplant human, transplant patient
Mapped Concepts diseas, anim scientist, therapeut, research, heart, scientist, anim research, number, patient organ, human,
organ transplant, protein, pig, anim, anim human, organ research, patient, diseas anim, heart diseas, organ,
transplant organ
Master Pattern research suitabl anim pig number protein transplant organ human patient ppl diseas studi scientist therapeut
heart
Mapped Concepts heart research, diseas, heart patient, heart transplant patient, anim scientist, therapeut, research, heart disease
research, heart, scientist, heart disease patient, animal research, number, patient organ, human, organ
transplant, number studi, protein, pig, anim diseas, anim, anim human, organ research, patient, protein
research, heart transplant, diseas anim, heart diseas, organ, transplant organ, transplant heart
Additional heart transplant, heart transplant patient, heart research, heart patient, heart diseas research, heart diseas
patient
Table 6.11: Evaluation Results
RCV1 R8
Top − 20 BP MAP F1 Top− 20 BP MAP F1
PAPO 0.518 0.457 0.468 0.455 0.731 0.644 0.686 0.578
NM 0.451 0.403 0.416 0.422 0.681 0.572 0.590 0.522
change% 14.856 13.400 12.500 7.820 7.342 12.587 16.271 10.728
to analyse the performance of the proposed pattern analysis based personalised ontology
(PAPO), we have designed ten scenarios that are summarised in Table 6.12, in two groups.
The first group (scen-1 to scen-5) is to analyse personalisation and the next group (scen-6
to scen-10) is to analyse the proposed model overall. The corresponding IF performances
of the ten scenarios are given in Figure 6.8 and 6.9 for dataset RCV1 and R8 respectively.
In Figure 6.8 and 6.9, the performances are shown in stacked columns to emphasise
the total across all the measures for each scenario. As the performances are stacked
from different measurement metrics having different units, the performance in the Y-
axis cannot be represented by a single unit of measure. The Y-axis only represents the
cumulative value of all the measures. In Figures 6.8 and 6.9, the performance of our
proposed personalised ontology, scen-5, is superior to the other nine scenarios in both the
datasets RCV1 and R8.
In the first group, in both the datasets, the second best scenario is scen-3 which is a
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personalisation that uses a sophisticated dimensionality reduction technique, more specif-
ically the PDM technique. In this group, scen-2 which is the simple personalisation that
uses the set of all terms (but no term weight) in the user’s local information repository is
the second poorest performing scenario in the RCV1 and the poorest performing scenario
in R8; and it performs even worse than the simple search, scen-1. These facts imply that
sophisticated techniques, especially for dimensionality reduction, are required to harness
the advantage of personalisation. The importance of such a technique is further identified
by scen-4. In this scenario, an ontology is learned from the raw local information repos-
itory without reducing dimensionality. Even though a sophisticated technique, similar to
LdaWord, is used for weighting terms in the concepts, the performance is the poorest in
RCV1 and the third poorest (but near the poorest) in R8 compared with the other nine
scenarios.
In the second group, scen-6, the performance of personalised ontology without term
weighting identifies two important facts. Firstly, its performance is significantly lower
than scen-5 (personalised ontology with terms weighted based on contextual structure).
This means that contextual structure is important for representing user information needs.
Secondly, its performance is significantly better than scen-10 (union of all the concept
sets that map with each term in the topic models). This means that the proposed SAATS
technique can effectively map topic models to the concepts in a standard ontology. This
effectiveness comes from the fact that SAATS can classify candidate concepts, and there-
fore can remove noisy concepts. Performances of both the scen-7, which uses document
level and pattern level information only, and scen-8, which uses ontology and concept
level information only, are high but none of them alone can reach the performance of
scen-5 that uses all five information levels. This implies the importance of using all five
information levels in the contextual structure of the personalised ontology framework.
The scen-9 personalised ontology without new concepts, the terms that could not be
mapped to the standard ontology, shows that adding the new concepts to the set of labels
is useful, but they do not change the performance significantly.
The observations can be summarised as follows:
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1. The scen-5 is significantly better than scen-1, scen-2, scen-3 and scen-4. This
implies that the proposed PAPO model is better than
(a) Simple keyword based search
(b) Simple filtering
(c) Pattern based search
(d) Existing annotation based search
2. The scen-5 is significantly better than scen-6.
(a) This clearly shows the importance of using the contextual structure.
3. The scen-5 is significantly better than scen-7 and scen-8.
(a) This means that all five information levels are needed for contextual structure.
(b) Using only some of the five information levels is not effective.
4. The scen-5 is marginally better than scen-9.
(a) This means that adding the new terms to the annotation does not have signifi-
cant influence but may sometimes be useful.
5. The scen-5 is significantly better than scen-10.
(a) This result shows that SAATS can effectively annotate the patterns.
In this research, we did not consider the sequence of terms in a concept or in a
pattern. In some cases, considering term sequence may be useful. Based on the findings
of Liu et al. [2006], we clustered closed patterns using a master pattern. However, other
techniques (e.g. Microclustering [Mei et al., 2006b, 2007b]) may also be useful. Be-
sides, human judgement for evaluating annotation quality is avoided because of inherent
complexity, but conducting such an evaluation can strengthen the claims of the proposed
model. We will investigate these factors in our future work.
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Table 6.12: Scenarios designed to analyse personalisation and PAPO
Scenario To Observe Performance of Query Composition
Analysis of Personalisation
scen-1 Simple search Set of all terms in a TREC-topic title (without term weight)
scen-2 Simple personalisation Set of all terms in the document set (without term weight)
scen-3 Personalisation using a standard
dimensionality reduction technique
Set of top terms (and their weight) in the document set. (Used
the baseline PDM as representative.)
scen-4 Personalised Ontology learned
from raw documents
Set of all terms (and their weight) in the mapped concepts.
(Used the baseline LDA-concept as representative.)
scen-5 Personalised Ontology learned
from discovered patterns
Set of all terms (and their weight) in the mapped concepts.
(Used our proposed model PAPO as representative.)
Analysis of Proposed Model
scen-6 Contextual structure Set of all terms in the mapped concepts, but terms are not
weighted
scen-7 Using only document level and pat-
tern level information as contextual
structure
Set of all terms (and their weight) in the mapped concepts,
but terms are weighted with document level and pattern level
information only
scen-8 Using only ontology level and con-
cept level information as contextual
structure
Set of all terms (and their weight) in the mapped concepts,
but terms are weighted with ontology level and concept level
information only
scen-9 New concepts Set of terms (and their weight) in the mapped concepts, but all
new concepts are removed
scen-10 Mapping technique SAATS Set of all terms in the mapped concepts, but terms are not
weighted, and the mapped concept set contains a union of all
the concept sets that map with each term in the patterns
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Figure 6.8: Scenarios in RCV1 dataset for Analysing PAPO
6.8.2 Topic Model Analysis based Personalised Ontology
Selecting a set of concepts that can effectively represent the information of a user’s local
information repository (i.e. a set of example documents) has always been challenging.
This is difficult because of the fact that a huge number of concepts match or overlap
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Figure 6.9: Scenarios in R8 dataset for Analysing PAPO
with the documents, while most of the concepts are noisy. In the existing literature,
two example models aiming to represent a set of documents using a set of concepts are
POM and LdaConcept (see section 6.4). Table 6.8 and Figure 6.4 show that Information
Filtering (IF) performances of both the POM model and the LdaConcept model are sig-
nificantly lower than that of the LdaWord model (which is a topic modelling baseline).
This means that the POM and LdaConcept models are trading the IF performance to
represent documents in terms of concepts. In contrast, the proposed model TAPO has
significant IF performance improvement, while it represents the subject matter of the
same document set in terms of concepts. The main causes behind the apparent success
of the proposed model TAPO are: (a) unlike POM, TAPO preserves associations of terms
in a topic and (b) unlike the LdaConcept model, TAPO categorises the selected concepts
into groups. These two phenomenons allow the model to remove a significant number
of noisy concepts. For instance, on average, the number of concepts that contain at least
one term from the positive training documents in a TREC-topic is 41,562. Therefore, the
LdaConcept model selects at least this amount of concepts, while for the TAPO model the
number of selected concepts is around 60 only, on average.
To analyse the performance of the proposed personalised ontology, we have de-
signed ten scenarios that are summarised in Table 6.13, in two groups. The first group
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(scen-1 to scen-5) is to analyse personalisation and the next group (scen-6 to scen-10)
is to analyse the proposed model overall. The corresponding IF performances of the
ten scenarios are given in Figures 6.10 and 6.11 for dataset RCV1 and R8 respectively.
In Figures 6.10 and 6.11, the performances are shown in stacked columns to emphasise
the total across all the measures for each scenario. In both Figures 6.10 and 6.11, the
performance of our proposed personalised ontology, scen-5, is superior to the other nine
scenarios in both the datasets RCV1 and R8.
In the first group, for both the datasets, the second best scenario is scen-3 which
is a personalisation that uses a sophisticated dimensionality reduction technique: the
LdaWord technique.
In this group, scen-2 which is the simple personalisation that uses the set of all
terms (but no term weight) in the user’s local information repository is the second poorest
performing scenario in RCV1 and the poorest in R8; and it performs even significantly
worse than a simple search, scen-1. These facts imply that sophisticated techniques,
especially for dimensionality reduction, are required to harness the advantage of per-
sonalisation. The importance of such a technique is further identified by scen-4. In
this scenario, an ontology is learned from the raw local information repository without
reducing dimensionality. Even though a sophisticated technique, similar to LdaWord, is
used for weighting terms in the concepts, the performance is the second poorest in RCV1
and the third poorest (but near to poorest) of all ten scenarios.
In the second group, for both datasets, scen-6, the performance of personalised
ontology without term weighting, identifies two important facts. Firstly, its performance
is significantly lower than scen-5 (personalised ontology with terms weighted based on
contextual structure). This means that contextual structure is important for representing
user information needs. Secondly, its performance is significantly better than scen-10
(union of all the concept sets that map with each term in the topic models). That means,
the proposed SAATS technique can effectively map topic models to the concepts in
a standard ontology. This effectiveness comes from the fact that SAATS can classify
candidate concepts, and therefore can remove noisy concepts. Performances of both the
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scen-7, which uses document level, topic level and inter-topic level information only, and
scen-8, which uses ontology level and inter-concept level information only, are high but
neither of them can reach the performance of scen-5 that uses all five information levels.
This implies the importance of using all five information levels in the contextual structure
of the personalised ontology framework. The scen-9, personalised ontology without new
concepts (the terms that could not be mapped to the standard ontology) shows that adding
the new concepts to the set of labels is useful, but does not improve the performance
significantly.
In these scenarios we see a similar pattern as the previous sub-section. The observa-
tions can be summarised as follows:
1. The scen-5 is significantly better than scen-1, scen-2, scen-3 and scen-4. This
implies that the proposed TAPO model is better than
(a) Simple keyword based search
(b) Simple filtering
(c) Topic model based search
(d) Existing annotation based search
2. The scen-5 is significantly better than scen-6.
(a) This clearly shows the importance of using the contextual structure.
3. The scen-5 is significantly better than scen-7 and scen-8.
(a) This means that all five information levels are needed for contextual structure.
(b) Using only some of the five information levels is not effective.
4. The scen-5 is marginally better than scen-9.
(a) This means that adding the new terms to the annotation does not have a
significant influence but may sometimes be useful.
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5. The scen-5 is significantly better than scen-10.
(a) This result shows that SAATS can effectively annotate the topic models.
Table 6.13: Scenarios designed to analyse personalisation and TAPO
Scenarios To Observe Performance of Query Composition
Analysis of Personalisation
scen-1 Simple search Set of all terms in a TREC-topic title (without term weight)
scen-2 Simple personalisation Set of all terms in the document set (without term weight)
scen-3 Personalisation using a standard
dimensionality reduction technique
Set of top terms (and their weight) in the document set. (Used
the baseline LdaWord as representative.)
scen-4 Personalised Ontology learned
from raw documents
Set of all terms (and their weight) in the mapped concepts.
(Used the baseline LDA-concept as representative.)
scen-5 Personalised Ontology learned
from topic models
Set of all terms (and their weight) in the mapped concepts.
(Used our proposed model TAPO as representative.)
Analysis of Proposed Model
scen-6 Contextual structure Set of all terms in the mapped concepts, but terms are not
weighted
scen-7 Using only document level, topic
level and inter-topic level informa-
tion as contextual structure
Set of all terms (and their weight) in the mapped concepts, but
terms are weighted with document level, topic level and inter-
topic level information only
scen-8 Using only ontology level and
inter-concept level information as
contextual structure
Set of all terms (and their weight) in the mapped concepts, but
terms are weighted with ontology level, and inter-concept level
information only
scen-9 New concepts Set of terms (and their weight) in the mapped concepts, but all
new concepts are removed
scen-10 Mapping technique SAATS Set of all terms in the mapped concepts, but terms are not
weighted, and the mapped concept set contains a union of all
the concept sets that map with each term in the master patters
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Figure 6.10: Scenarios in RCV1 dataset for Analysing TAPO
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Figure 6.11: Scenarios in R8 dataset for Analysing TAPO
6.8.3 Overall
For two TREC-topics (TREC-topic 114 and TREC-topic 117), the corresponding annota-
tions (i.e. mapped concepts) for pattern and topic models are shown in Table 6.14. The
table shows that there are many annotations of patterns and topic models that are the same
for a given TREC-topic. The reason for this annotation overlapping of patterns and topic
models is the central theme of the given TREC-topic. For a given TREC-topic, the central
theme is the same for both the patterns and the topic models. However, the focus of data
analysis and the produced outputs of the patten mining and the topic modelling are not
the same (see Table 6.15). Therefore, some of their annotations are different.
Personalised ontology is useful in many applications in addition to their purpose
of interpreting knowledge discovered by data mining techniques. Both pattern mining
and topic modelling have their own merits and demerits. For example, pattern mining
performs well where documents have many paragraphs, while topic models can perform
well even with documents that have only one paragraph per document. However, topic
models need many documents for good performance, but pattern mining can perform well
with even a single document if the document has enough paragraphs. The problem of
LDA is that the multinomial distribution of topic model does not describe text burstiness
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(the intermittent increases and decreases in frequency) well. The observation is that once
a term is pulled out of bag, it tends to be pulled out repeatedly [Croft et al., 2010].
In contrast, for information filtering, the overall performance of topic model analysis-
based personalised ontology (TAPO) was found to be better than pattern annotation-based
personalised ontology (PAPO). As a result, in some applications pattern analysis-based
personalised ontology (PAPO) may be more suitable, while in other applications the topic
analysis-based personalised ontology (TAPO) may be more suitable. For example, in our
experiments with RCV1 and R8 for web information gathering, TAPO performed better
than PAPO, even though PAPO achieved more performance improvement compared with
its baseline models than TAPO does compared with baseline models (see section 6.7).
Table 6.14: Mapped Concepts
From Patterns From Topic Models
TREC-topic 114 greenhous climat, snow plant, global warm,
carbon dioxid, snow measur, greenhous
gase, air plant, carbon date, carbon dioxid
snow, climat greenhous, diseas report, agenc
date, air show, date agenc, carbon, curb,
global, north, meet, diseas, present, popul,
warm, union meet, european, cattl diseas,
cattl herd, report diseas, mad cow diseas,
herd, nation, british, union, done, greenhous,
mad, sai, speci, belch, cattl, climat, gase,
report, plant, methan, estim, cut, butterfli,
chang, coal, battl, world, date, epidem,
scientist, cow, air, trap, snow, magazin,
measur, emiss
global warm, carbon dioxid, snow measur,
industri europ, electr compani, energi
developgase, industri effici, cattl herd, gase
plant, plant, north, atmospher, curb, global,
carbon, popul, europ, butterfli, back, cut,
herd, industri, emiss, fuel, nation, british,
technolog, warm, coal, battl, electr, world,
coal industri, fossil, scientist, cow, cattl,
intern, greenhous, european, compani, snow,
account, measur
TREC-topic 117 heart research, heart transplant patient,
heart patient, anim scientist, heart diseas
research, aid patient, heart diseas patient,
anim research, organ research, transplant
organ, anim diseas, protein research, patient
organ, organ transplant, heart transplant,
heart diseas, anim human, drug research,
affect, diseas, enzym, map blind, therapeut,
research, herp, heart, drug, map, scientist,
aid viru, number, compani, human, blind
patient, report, number studi, protein, pig,
blind, anim, kei, suffer, patient, proteas,
organ, new compani, new
organ transplant, organ transplant criteria,
organ anatomi transplant, drug research,
transplant organ tissu anim model, tem-
peratur anim human, engin studi teach,
human treatment anim, relationship human
anim, anim human relationship, human
embryo transplant, human anim relation-
ship, transplant organ tissu, gener organ
transplant, transplant antigen human, nne
viru research, anim human commun, domin
organ anim, hope, report, pig, enzym, claim,
anim, patient, enzym caus brown, flywheel,
kei, british, human, herp, scientist, human
commun anim, drug, anim human, human
anim commun, pension, engin, organ,
internet, anim commun human, human be
anim, compani, ferri, research
The performance comparison of the two models (PAPO and TAPO) for information
gathering is shown in Table 6.16. In RCV1, the difference in their overall performance
is not significant, even though TAPO performed better in some cases. However, in
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Table 6.15: Extracted Closed Patterns and Topic Models
Closed Patterns Topic Models (top five terms only)
TREC-topic 114 present, north, extinct, butterfli, popul, popul
scientif, done speci, global warm, global
warm speci, butterfli flee global warm, sai,
cow, cut, magazin, estim, cull, scientist,
cattl, mad cow, cattl methan, cattl belch,
cattl herd, quot sai, cut methan, cut emiss,
cut global warm, mad cow report, mad cow
diseas, cattl greenhous ga, cattl global warm,
current mad cow diseas, british cattl herd
epidem methan, british cattl herd epidem
emiss, british cattl herd cut methan, british
cattl herd cut emiss, battl, show, antarct,
measur, balanc, air snow, air trap, show
chang, plant carbon dioxid, carbon dioxid
carbon dioxid, carbon dioxid plant carbon
dioxid, climat, emiss, gase, greenhous, co,
eu, curb, co emiss, emiss agenc, nation
global, eu emiss, eu co, carbon dioxid,
european union emiss date, european union
stabilis date, european union emiss meet
target stabilis, world, countri, coal
popul butterfli european extinct north, global
warm ga current british, coal effici industri
back europ, cattl cow cut fossil herd,
battl measur scientist show snow, carbon
dioxid plant gase group, countri world china
technolog iea, energi develop intern compani
electr, atmospher fuel increas nation percent,
emiss greenhous curb eu account
TREC-topic 117 aid, proteas, herp, cmv, viru, blind, enzym,
caus, aid new, aid patient, research cmv,
report find, cmv caus, cmv affect, viru aid,
herp cmv, percent suffer, percent aid, enzym
viru aid, viru drug aid, caus aid new, enzym
viru drug aid, scientist map kei herp viru,
compani, group, new, stg, million, diseas,
patient, research, anim, organ, transplant,
human, ppl, number, heart human, organ
human, organ ppl, ppl transplant, ppl
therapeut, scientist anim, anim organ,
anim human, transplant anim, transplant
organ, transplant human, transplant patient,
organ patient anim, research transplant
anim, transplant organ human, studi anim
transplant, transplant anim human, organ
human protein, pig organ patient anim, organ
patient suitabl organ, research transplant
organ human, pig organ patient suitabl organ
group attack po trader announc, servic
flywheel rais save scheme, patient claim
engin spte studi, ppl organ transplant anim
human, million bmw expect hope human,
research scientist viru drug kei, report pig
british rise tesco, caus aid cmv enzym
herp, stg percent bare bid collaps, compani
pension ferri automot internet
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R8, TAPO performed significantly better than PAPO in most cases, except F1. The
apparent superior performance of TAPO compared with PAPO can be explained by using
the corresponding data mining outputs. As mentioned earlier, PAPO is based on the
annotation of discovered patterns, while TAPO is based on the annotation of discov-
ered topic models. To gather information, the performance comparison of two state-
of-the-art baseline models LDAWord and PDM that are based on discovered patterns
and topic modes, respectively, is shown in Table 6.17. The table shows that for both
datasets, LDAWord performs better than PDM, and for R8, the performance of LDAWord
is significantly better. A quick investigation with datasets reveals that each document in
RCV1 has enough paragraphs, but the R8 has very few paragraphs in each document.
As the pattern mining is hugely dependent on the number of paragraphs per document,
this performance is expected. This observation tells us that the proposed personalised
ontology learning depends on the quality and appropriateness of data mining outputs for
a particular application.
Table 6.16: Comparison of the two proposed models
RCV1 R8
T20 BP MAP F1 T20 BP MAP F1
PAPO 0.518 0.457 0.468 0.455 0.731 0.644 0.686 0.578
TAPO 0.535 0.453 0.476 0.458 0.800 0.718 0.752 0.600
change% 3.282 -0.745 1.837 0.772 9.402 11.468 9.568 3.769
Table 6.17: Comparison of two baseline models
RCV1 R8
Top-20 BP MAP F1 Top-20 BP MAP F1
LdaWord 0.500 0.427 0.448 0.441 0.788 0.660 0.694 0.576
PDM 0.473 0.417 0.438 0.436 0.656 0.499 0.551 0.516
change% 5.708 2.398 2.283 1.147 20.122 32.265 25.953 11.628
Overall, this research proposes an effective framework of personalised ontology for
interpreting discovered knowledge, and a novel method for conceptual annotation of co-
occurring term sets. In addition, it proposes a contextual structure to explore contextual
effects to improve the effectiveness of personalised ontology by assigning relatively im-
portant terms with higher weight for context-dependent concepts. This research makes
a significant theoretical contribution to the conceptual annotation methods, which can
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be useful for a variety of practical real-world applications. The annotation method is
technically sound and it is underpinned by random sets. A theoretical analysis of the
annotation method is given, followed by an empirical test of the effectiveness of the
proposed framework based on three large-scale benchmark datasets namely, RCV1, R8
and LCSH. The experimental results confirm the merits of the proposed personalised
ontology framework for interpreting discovered knowledge.
6.9 Chapter Summary
This chapter reported the extensive experiments conducted to evaluate the proposed frame-
work of personalised ontology, and the two models based on it, to interpret discov-
ered knowledge. The experiments were conducted on three benchmark datasets, namely
RCV1, R8 and LCSH. A qualitative case study and major standard quantitative eval-
uation measures were used to evaluate the performance of the framework, and results
were compared with the state-of-the art baseline models. It also reported the results of
ten analysis scenarios designed for each model to show the importance of using all the
relevant information levels in contextual structure, and to analyse the performance of
the two models proposed—PAPO and TAPO—based on the framework. In addition, it
provided analysis and experimental evaluation to show the importance of using master
patterns in PAPO model. Overall, the analysis and both the qualitative and quantitative
experimental results proved that the proposed framework, and the two models, constructs
personalised ontologies that can represent discovered knowledge effectively. In the next
chapter, we will discuss the limitations and future work direction of this thesis.
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Chapter 7
Limitations and Future Work Direction
In this chapter, we discuss the limitations of the research and some of the potential for
future research.
7.1 Limitations
Even though the personalised ontology constructed through the framework proposed in
this research achieves significant improvements in representing discovered knowledge,
like any other research, it is not free from limitations. The following is a list of limitations
associated with the this research:
a) Term Sequence: the sequence of terms in concepts, patterns or in documents is not
considered in this research. In some applications, the term sequence may be important.
b) Transaction: for mining patterns, this research only used paragraphs in a document as
the transactions. It did not investigate other types of transactions, such as sentences in
a document, a set of documents or paragraphs in a corpus. Investigating these types of
transactions might be useful.
c) Pattern summarisation: we used only the master pattern technique for summarising
patterns, but other types of techniques, such as Microclustering [Mei et al., 2006b,
2007b], might be useful.
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d) Document for Topic Modelling: the underlying assumption for documents in topic
modelling is not the same as the document in practice. In topic modelling, a whole
range of things can be considered as documents, such as usual documents, paragraphs
in a document or sentences in a document. However, in this research we only used
usual documents for topic modelling. Considering other things such as paragraphs,
sentences and so on as the documents might be useful.
e) Standard Ontology: we used only LCSH as our standard ontology, but other types of
ontologies (e.g. WordNet, DBpedia), in combination with LCSH or separately, might
be useful.
f) Semantic Relations of New Concepts: some of the terms discovered from the local
information repository have no corresponding concepts in the standard ontology. We
call these terms new concepts. The semantic relations between the new concepts and
the existing concepts proposed in this research are based on the statistics of the local
information repository, but the quality of statistically defined semantic relations cannot
be as high as those that are human-defined.
g) Human Judgement: the evaluation of the personalised ontology is based on machine
only. Incorporating the human judgement could improve significance of the frame-
work. A human judgement-based evaluation using crowd sourcing (e.g. Amazon
Mechanical Turk 1) is being planned for future work.
7.2 Future Work Direction
In addition to continued working for addressing the mentioned limitations, two future
works have been planned for this research:
1. Document Summarisation
2. Semi Automated Ontology Enrichment
1https://www.mturk.com/mturk
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7.2.1 Document Summarisation
With an increase of documents in huge volume within office intranets and the World
Wide Web, document summarisation has become essential for managing and accessing
information. Multi-document summarisation is the shortened version of details and de-
scriptions contained within a set of documents. Even though there are some promising
techniques for multi-document summarisation, they are not effective. The information
represented by the summary should be significant, novel and useful.
Li and Li [2014], Li et al. [2010a] and Hı´pola et al. [2014] proposed some document
summarisation techniques that are based on ontology. In their work, documents are
broken up into sentences, and each sentence is mapped to the concepts in an ontology.
The overlap of terms between the sentences and the concepts is used to map the sentences
to the concepts. Sentences are ranked based on salience scores that are estimated based
on the mapping of sentences to the concepts. The top ranked sentences are selected as
a summary. These techniques have two potential problems. Firstly, sentences will be
mapped to a huge number of concepts in a large ontology. Many of the mapped concepts
will be partially relevant or irrelevant to the subject matters of the document set. This will
cause the quality of the summarisation to drop significantly. Secondly, these techniques
are directly mapping sentences to ontology, while the sentences can contain redundant
and noisy (not relevant to the subject matter) information.
On the other hand, some researchers use data mining techniques to remove redun-
dant and noisy information. For example, Arora and Ravindran [2008], Wang et al.
[2009], and Celikyilmaz and Hakkani-Tu¨r [2011] use topic modelling-based multi-document
summarisation techniques. They assume that a document consists of a set of topics, and
therefore topic modelling can be used to summarise the documents related to a central
theme. The authors represent the documents as being composed of topics by applying
topic modelling e.g., LDA. They assign weights to the sentences by associating them to
these topics. Again, Gross et al. [2014] propose a document summarisation technique
based on word associations. They assign weights to sentences based on the strength of
containing word associations. In all these works, sentences are ranked according to their
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weights, and top ranked sentences are selected as summaries. These techniques have a
potential problem—the topics and the word associations are discovered statistically, and
therefore they are not semantically as rich as concepts and do not utilise the rich semantic
associations that exist in concepts.
Clearly, there is a gap between these two approaches to document summarisation—
they do not combine the advantages of both ontology-based and data mining-based tech-
niques. The personalised ontology learning proposed in this research may solve this
problem. One methodology for using our proposed personalised ontology for solving
this problem can be as follows:
Firstly, closed patterns or topic models are discovered from the document set using
data mining. Secondly, closed patterns or topic models are annotated with concepts using
the SAATS technique as proposed in this thesis. Terms in the mapped concepts are
assigned weights according to the contextual structure. The concepts in the annotation
set and the weight of terms in the concepts are used to score the sentences. Sentences are
ranked according to their scores, and top ranked sentences are selected as the summary.
The standard summarisation data sets of DUC (Document Understanding Conference
2007) and the metric ROUGE (Recall Oriented Understudy for Gisting Evaluation) will
be used for the evaluation.
7.2.2 Enriching Ontology Semi Automatically
As we observed in section 3.2.1, pattern mining and topic modelling discover some
terms from the corpus that are not available in the ontology. Also, it was experimentally
observed that the new terms represent useful information in the corpus. In section 5.4,
we proposed two alternative ways to find the relationships between these new terms and
the old concepts in the ontology. We will design an interface that will show these new
terms and their possible relationships with the old concepts to human users to verify the
relations. The verified semantic relations and the corresponding terms will be added to the
standard ontology. In this way, we can enrich an existing ontology semi-automatically.
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7.3 Chapter Summary
This chapter discussed the limitations of this research along with some future plan to
address them. In addition, some future research possibilities, such as document sum-
marisation, enriching ontology semi-automatically, have also been discussed. The next
chapter concludes this thesis.
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Chapter 8
Conclusions
This thesis was motivated by a research gap in existing literature: how to interpret the
knowledge discovered by data mining techniques. The analysis and experimental re-
sults demonstrated that the main objectives of this research were achieved successfully.
The research provided an effective framework of constructing personalised ontologies
to interpret the discovered knowledge. The proposed framework of personalised ontol-
ogy is effective in practical scenarios and overcomes many of the limitations in existing
techniques of learning a personalised ontology. The research has three major contri-
butions: (a) proposes a new effective framework of personalised ontology to interpret
discovered knowledge, (b) devises a novel technique for annotating co-occurring term
sets and (c) defines an effective contextual structure and, based on this, estimates the
relative importance of terms in a concept for better representation of the discovered
knowledge. The framework integrates the information of both a knowledge base ontology
and a local information repository into a single conceptual model. To implement the
proposed technique of annotating co-occurring term sets, this research resulted in an
efficient algorithm that has a similar time complexity as the baseline model POM [Shen
et al., 2012].
This research specifically studied the interpretation of the two popular data mining
techniques—pattern mining and topic modelling. They output sets of co-occurring terms.
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One crucial step in the proposed interpretation is annotation. However, existing tech-
niques do not effectively annotate co-occurring term sets. To address this problem, we
proposed a technique called SAATS based on random set theory [Goutsias et al., 2012,
Kruse et al., 1991, 2012, Molchanov, 2006]. In existing personalised ontologies, all terms
of a concept are considered equally relevant, even though they are not. Therefore, we
proposed to estimate the relative importance of terms. However, to weight terms in a
cluster, existing techniques, such as tf × idf , BM25, use only one statistic that is not
effective. Therefore, we define a contextual structure that has a number of relevant
statistics, and based on the contextual structure, we weight the terms as a means for
estimating their relative importance.
Knowledge discovery and data mining techniques have attracted great attention for
discovering useful knowledge from a given dataset. However, they produce a large body
of knowledge without explanatory information. As a result, in most cases, interpreting
the meanings of the discovered knowledge is very difficult, which hinders the utilisation
of the discovered knowledge. In most cases, out of the discovered knowledge, users want
to explore a portion of the knowledge that is relevant to their desired goal. As a pre-stage
of exploring the discovered knowledge, the proposed framework of personalised ontology
will greatly benefit users in their interpretation of the discovered knowledge and to have
an indication of how the knowledge is relevant to their desired goal.
Appendix A
Visualisation of Personalised Ontology
Figure A.1 graphically displays a semantic structure. It represents the knowledge dis-
covered from a user’s local information repository regarding ‘Organ transplants in the
UK’ (TREC-Topic No. 117). It is constructed through the pattern analysis model, i.e.
PAPO. Again, Figure A.2 graphically displays another semantic structure. It represents
the knowledge discovered from a user’s local information repository regarding ‘Effects of
global warming’ (TREC-Topic No. 114). It is constructed through topic model analysis,
i.e. TAPO.
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Physical sciences
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Figure A.1: A semantic structure constructed by PAPO
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Anthropology SociologySocial evolution
Social sciences
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PerceptionLogic
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Learning, Psychology of
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RiskLeast squares CombinationsMathematical statistics
Profit Algebra
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Purchasing powerGross national product
Cost and standard of living
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Supply and demand
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Business
Management
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God
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Metaphysics
Philosophy of mind
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EcologyChange Climatology
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Earth sciences
Physical sciencesEnvironmental sciences
Collectivism Economic policy
Planning
PhysicsMechanics Mechanics, Analytic Engineering
Handicraft
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Occupational therapy
Medical rehabilitation Physical therapyPsychotherapy
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Medicine and psychology
Psychology, Applied
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Historical geology
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Animal industry AgricultureBovidae
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Animals and civilization
Land use, Rural
Land use
Artiodactyla
Mammals
Vertebrates
Chordata
Animals
Organisms
Ornamental horticulture
Horticulture
Herders
Surveys
Mathematical geography
Geography
World history
Cosmography
Hydraulics
Fluid mechanics
Continuum mechanics
WavesElasticity
Matter -- Properties Statics
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Figure A.2: A semantic structure constructed by TAPO
A.1 Browsing Semantic Structure Interactively
A user can interactively browse top-backbone concepts to have a better insight of the
knowledge in patterns. A systematic exploration of the top-backbone concepts up to
second level is shown in Figure A.3. In this figure, the red rectangles are the annotations
(i.e. the concepts that are mapped from the patterns). The black ovals are the top-
backbone concepts (i.e. the concepts semantically related to the annotations). A user
can click a concept to expand it to the related concepts in next level. For instance,
clicking the concept heart will expand it to next level concepts cardiopulmonary system,
cardiovascular system and chest. Again, clicking cardiopulmonary system will expand to
next level concept organs (anatomy) and so on. The complete version of this semantic
structure is shown in Figure A.4.
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AIDS virus HIV (Viruses)
Patient organizations Patients  associations
New Year
Holidays
New Year s Day
New Year s Eve
Enzymes
Biocatalysts
Ferments
Soluble ferments
Proteins
Catalysts
Enzymology
Scientists Professions
Animals in research Laboratory animals
Therapeutics
Animal scientists
Animal specialists
Life scientists
Animism
Hylozoism
Mana
Fetishism
Soul
Research
Patients
Maps
Cartography
Geography
Cartographic materials
Plans
Heart -- Transplantation -- Patients
Heart transplant patients
Heart transplant recipients
Heart transplants
Heart -- Transplantation
Suffering
Pain
Masochism
Affliction
Reporters and reporting
Newspapers
Newspaper reporting
Journalism
Heart transplantation
Drugs
Prescription drugs
Chemotherapy
Medicaments
Medications
Medicine (Drugs)
Medicines (Drugs)
Pharmaceuticals
Medical supplies
Bioactive compounds
Materia medica
Pharmacopoeias
Companies
Business enterprises
Partnership
Blindness -- Patients Blind
Humans Human beings
Organization
Kei
Musical instruments -- Japan
Percussion instruments
AIDS patients AIDS (Disease) -- Patients
Maps for the blind nne -- Blind, Maps for the
New companies New business enterprises
HER-2 protein
Human epidermal growth factor-like receptor-2
HER2 protein
Human EGF-like receptor-2
C-erbB-2 protein
ErbB-2 protein
Tumor proteins
Herps
Amphibians
Reptiles
Pigs Swine
Organization -- Research nne -- Organizational research
Proteases Proteolytic enzymes
Animals and humans
Human-animal relationships
Heart -- Diseases -- Research Heart research
Animals -- Diseases
Animal diseases
Diseases of animals
Veterinary diseases
Agricultural estimating and reporting
Insurance, Agricultural -- Livestock
Veterinary medicine
Diseases
Transplants, Organ Transplantation of organs, tissues, etc.
Number study
Number theory
Arithmetic -- Study and teaching (Primary)
ME (Disease) Myalgic encephalomyelitis
Affection
Kindness
Friendship
Love
Sprang
Netting, Knotless
Knotless netting
Meshwork
Handicraft
Textile crafts
Heart diseases Heart -- Diseases
Whole numbers Numbers, Natural
Cardiology -- Research
Heart
Cardiopulmonary system
Chest
Cardiovascular system
Drugs -- Research
nne -- Pharmaceutical research
Pharmacology -- Research
Heart -- Diseases -- Patients
Heart patients
Sick
Cardiac patients
nne -- Cardiacs
nne -- Cardiovascular patient
Proteins -- Research nne -- Protein research
Blinds
Window shades
Interior decoration accessories
Window shutters
Venetian blinds
HTLV (Viruses)
Voluntary health agencies
Manners and customs
Days
Hours of labor
Memorials
Working animals
Animals and civilization
Naturalists
Specialists
Panpsychism
Magic
Witchcraft
Worship
Rites and ceremonies
Map projection
Earth sciences
Cosmography
World history
Heart -- Surgery
Sadomasochism
Literature
Pharmacy
People with visual disabilities
Musical instruments
HIV-positive persons
Tumor markers
Amniotes
Suidae
Livestock
Hydrolases
Agriculture -- Forecasting
Agriculture -- Authorship
Domestic animals -- Diseases
Livestock -- Losses
Livestock -- Diseases
Animal health
Organs (Anatomy)
Surgery
Tissues
Algebra
Neuromuscular diseases
Virus diseases
Encephalomyelitis
Myalgia
Charity
Conduct of life
Interpersonal relations
Numbers, Rational
Viscera
Thorax (Zoology)
Figure A.3: Interactive browsing of the semantic structure of an interpretation. The
patterns are discovered from the documents in TREC-Topic No. 117. Red rectangles
represent mapped concepts and black circles represent top backbone concepts. Arrow
headed edge means ‘IS-a’ relations, dotted edge means ‘Part-of’ relation, and solid edge
means ‘Related-to’ relation.
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Biochemical markers
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Chemistry, Technical
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Animal industryDomestic animals
Agricultural industries Zoology, Economic
Agriculture -- Economic aspects
Land use, Rural
Land use
Animals and civilization
Naturalists Specialists
WorshipRites and ceremonies
Theology, Practical
Earth sciences CosmographyWorld history
SymptomsPleasure
Sadomasochism
Pharmacy
People with visual disabilities
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HIV-positive persons
Tumor markers
Amniotes
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Artiodactyla
Agriculture
Hydrolases
Organs (Anatomy)
Surgery
Anatomy
Algebra
Neuromuscular diseases Virus diseasesEncephalomyelitis Myalgia
Communicable diseasesMuscles -- Diseases
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Charity
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Theological virtues
Social psychology
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Figure A.4: The complete semantic structure of an interpretation. The patterns are
discovered from the documents in TREC-Topic No. 117. Red rectangles represent
mapped concepts and black circles represent top backbone concepts. Arrow headed
edge means ‘IS-a’ relations, dotted edge means ‘Part-of’ relation, and solid edge means
‘Related-to’ relation.
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Table B.1: Pattern Analysis based Personalised Ontology (Dataset: RCV1)
11-point
TREC-topic T20 BP MAP F1 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1
101 1.000 0.798 0.875 0.638 1.000 0.985 0.985 0.970 0.921 0.886 0.853 0.823 0.799 0.733 0.576
102 0.950 0.792 0.845 0.631 1.000 0.952 0.889 0.888 0.888 0.882 0.851 0.810 0.791 0.754 0.530
103 0.750 0.705 0.658 0.574 0.806 0.806 0.806 0.806 0.806 0.738 0.719 0.712 0.662 0.491 0.159
104 0.850 0.606 0.689 0.583 1.000 0.909 0.875 0.816 0.758 0.758 0.622 0.609 0.513 0.427 0.347
105 0.700 0.520 0.607 0.554 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.667 0.548 0.538 0.500 0.474 0.400 0.398 0.342
106 0.050 0.032 0.121 0.196 0.150 0.150 0.150 0.150 0.150 0.150 0.150 0.140 0.131 0.130 0.124
107 0.300 0.297 0.236 0.324 1.000 0.400 0.357 0.255 0.200 0.139 0.103 0.090 0.086 0.086 0.068
108 0.500 0.400 0.351 0.423 0.500 0.500 0.500 0.500 0.500 0.500 0.500 0.462 0.462 0.077 0.072
109 0.750 0.432 0.530 0.518 1.000 1.000 0.882 0.469 0.449 0.411 0.408 0.408 0.408 0.345 0.341
110 0.750 0.774 0.657 0.578 1.000 0.781 0.781 0.781 0.781 0.781 0.781 0.781 0.781 0.156 0.064
111 0.100 0.133 0.196 0.287 1.000 1.000 0.138 0.096 0.094 0.074 0.074 0.052 0.039 0.039 0.039
112 0.650 0.650 0.569 0.546 0.714 0.714 0.714 0.714 0.714 0.714 0.706 0.538 0.439 0.439 0.308
113 0.450 0.471 0.396 0.445 0.667 0.508 0.508 0.508 0.508 0.455 0.437 0.419 0.311 0.197 0.146
114 0.450 0.355 0.385 0.438 1.000 0.700 0.556 0.488 0.368 0.278 0.278 0.233 0.233 0.233 0.233
115 0.700 0.476 0.494 0.501 1.000 1.000 0.760 0.760 0.553 0.440 0.352 0.325 0.295 0.211 0.180
116 0.650 0.713 0.696 0.586 1.000 0.743 0.743 0.743 0.743 0.743 0.743 0.735 0.649 0.599 0.446
117 0.950 0.594 0.721 0.601 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.950 0.950 0.571 0.404 0.333 0.269 0.165
118 0.100 0.143 0.100 0.169 0.200 0.154 0.120 0.120 0.120 0.094 0.094 0.094 0.094 0.074 0.074
119 0.350 0.350 0.372 0.431 1.000 0.571 0.372 0.372 0.372 0.352 0.352 0.326 0.315 0.274 0.205
120 0.800 0.658 0.707 0.588 1.000 0.838 0.837 0.824 0.783 0.760 0.725 0.649 0.602 0.532 0.409
121 0.900 0.762 0.780 0.614 1.000 0.923 0.900 0.829 0.829 0.803 0.779 0.762 0.731 0.647 0.223
122 0.850 0.686 0.629 0.563 0.857 0.857 0.857 0.857 0.829 0.829 0.821 0.692 0.174 0.174 0.166
123 0.250 0.294 0.399 0.455 1.000 1.000 0.714 0.308 0.308 0.290 0.282 0.182 0.097 0.089 0.083
124 0.150 0.091 0.122 0.197 0.250 0.143 0.143 0.143 0.143 0.143 0.143 0.143 0.143 0.143 0.142
125 0.750 0.538 0.588 0.543 1.000 0.833 0.745 0.732 0.654 0.555 0.506 0.431 0.417 0.400 0.295
126 0.950 0.855 0.903 0.646 1.000 0.977 0.977 0.949 0.949 0.926 0.888 0.887 0.858 0.847 0.738
127 0.200 0.357 0.371 0.430 1.000 0.391 0.391 0.391 0.391 0.391 0.388 0.385 0.385 0.349 0.290
128 0.300 0.273 0.273 0.357 0.333 0.333 0.333 0.333 0.333 0.333 0.324 0.284 0.284 0.252 0.182
129 0.700 0.474 0.431 0.467 0.750 0.733 0.714 0.525 0.510 0.382 0.297 0.297 0.295 0.211 0.158
130 0.350 0.375 0.367 0.434 1.000 0.667 0.667 0.462 0.389 0.381 0.185 0.185 0.185 0.185 0.180
131 0.900 0.689 0.741 0.602 1.000 1.000 0.900 0.892 0.892 0.884 0.729 0.658 0.439 0.437 0.365
132 0.200 0.227 0.119 0.194 0.400 0.400 0.238 0.159 0.067 0.067 0.067 0.067 0.067 0.067 0.067
133 0.500 0.393 0.433 0.472 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.556 0.375 0.188 0.188 0.188 0.188 0.108 0.099
134 0.150 0.403 0.334 0.403 0.451 0.451 0.451 0.451 0.451 0.451 0.441 0.367 0.329 0.290 0.196
135 0.300 0.807 0.729 0.594 0.815 0.815 0.815 0.815 0.815 0.815 0.815 0.815 0.809 0.791 0.709
136 0.250 0.254 0.231 0.317 0.500 0.317 0.308 0.281 0.281 0.209 0.209 0.209 0.209 0.201 0.174
137 0.250 0.222 0.402 0.467 1.000 1.000 0.667 0.333 0.333 0.313 0.292 0.292 0.286 0.196 0.196
138 0.600 0.477 0.404 0.451 0.654 0.654 0.654 0.654 0.600 0.449 0.429 0.333 0.324 0.173 0.155
139 0.550 0.529 0.541 0.535 1.000 1.000 0.750 0.750 0.750 0.750 0.579 0.333 0.226 0.176 0.121
140 0.450 0.493 0.409 0.453 1.000 0.571 0.516 0.509 0.509 0.493 0.387 0.348 0.187 0.187 0.182
141 0.550 0.512 0.516 0.511 1.000 0.609 0.560 0.560 0.548 0.515 0.515 0.492 0.452 0.394 0.350
142 0.250 0.250 0.212 0.301 1.000 0.308 0.308 0.308 0.156 0.146 0.138 0.131 0.131 0.131 0.124
143 0.150 0.130 0.091 0.156 0.188 0.188 0.128 0.106 0.087 0.073 0.073 0.073 0.073 0.071 0.071
144 0.800 0.618 0.702 0.590 1.000 0.917 0.917 0.818 0.733 0.667 0.625 0.625 0.620 0.575 0.231
145 0.200 0.148 0.106 0.177 0.200 0.200 0.171 0.167 0.151 0.075 0.074 0.072 0.072 0.072 0.069
146 0.600 0.523 0.586 0.542 1.000 0.750 0.634 0.591 0.565 0.554 0.531 0.531 0.520 0.480 0.448
147 0.650 0.412 0.517 0.516 1.000 1.000 0.733 0.733 0.636 0.362 0.321 0.321 0.321 0.321 0.321
148 1.000 0.864 0.907 0.646 1.000 1.000 0.948 0.937 0.923 0.904 0.880 0.868 0.868 0.860 0.632
149 0.100 0.175 0.166 0.250 1.000 0.200 0.176 0.161 0.161 0.161 0.155 0.140 0.140 0.140 0.135
150 0.250 0.111 0.169 0.254 0.400 0.196 0.196 0.196 0.196 0.196 0.196 0.196 0.196 0.182 0.152
Aaverage 0.518 0.457 0.468 0.455 0.817 0.683 0.610 0.549 0.515 0.479 0.441 0.408 0.367 0.312 0.242
Table B.2: Pattern Analysis based Personalised Ontology (Dataset: R8)
11-point
TREC-topic T20 BP MAP F1 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1
1 0.950 0.655 0.705 0.586 1.000 0.908 0.840 0.786 0.780 0.763 0.701 0.559 0.550 0.491 0.363
2 0.900 0.816 0.880 0.642 1.000 0.969 0.969 0.969 0.969 0.969 0.969 0.945 0.840 0.664 0.116
3 0.800 0.632 0.667 0.572 0.905 0.712 0.693 0.693 0.693 0.693 0.693 0.693 0.693 0.693 0.569
4 0.350 0.857 0.962 0.717 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.875 0.875 0.875
5 0.800 0.649 0.630 0.563 1.000 0.800 0.800 0.783 0.765 0.714 0.650 0.606 0.548 0.423 0.087
6 0.550 0.333 0.328 0.398 1.000 0.615 0.583 0.393 0.323 0.206 0.206 0.206 0.198 0.182 0.122
7 0.750 0.514 0.589 0.549 1.000 0.900 0.900 0.824 0.824 0.643 0.512 0.473 0.389 0.139 0.077
8 0.750 0.699 0.730 0.598 1.000 0.900 0.805 0.805 0.805 0.770 0.770 0.703 0.677 0.617 0.171
Average 0.731 0.644 0.686 0.578 0.988 0.851 0.824 0.781 0.770 0.720 0.688 0.648 0.596 0.510 0.297
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Table B.3: Topic Model Analysis based Personalised Ontology (Dataset: RCV1)
11-point
TREC-topic T20 BP MAP F1 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1
101 1.000 0.762 0.847 0.630 1.000 1.000 0.917 0.917 0.916 0.891 0.858 0.783 0.739 0.719 0.633
102 0.850 0.805 0.832 0.627 1.000 0.926 0.926 0.926 0.877 0.845 0.817 0.811 0.805 0.727 0.564
103 0.750 0.574 0.612 0.555 1.000 1.000 0.783 0.774 0.676 0.604 0.557 0.484 0.366 0.288 0.156
104 0.800 0.574 0.669 0.576 1.000 0.857 0.850 0.850 0.792 0.644 0.586 0.579 0.531 0.463 0.363
105 0.700 0.520 0.646 0.570 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.739 0.690 0.536 0.536 0.486 0.430 0.417 0.400
106 0.100 0.161 0.148 0.230 0.181 0.181 0.181 0.181 0.181 0.181 0.181 0.153 0.153 0.137 0.132
107 0.500 0.270 0.345 0.413 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.169 0.133 0.119 0.104 0.097 0.084 0.081 0.067
108 0.200 0.267 0.381 0.444 1.000 1.000 0.375 0.375 0.375 0.375 0.375 0.375 0.375 0.233 0.075
109 0.950 0.730 0.822 0.627 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.970 0.970 0.949 0.778 0.754 0.681 0.620 0.316
110 0.700 0.484 0.507 0.511 1.000 0.786 0.786 0.786 0.737 0.442 0.442 0.315 0.299 0.074 0.065
111 0.100 0.133 0.152 0.237 1.000 0.286 0.152 0.152 0.098 0.081 0.075 0.048 0.039 0.039 0.039
112 0.550 0.550 0.449 0.484 0.647 0.647 0.647 0.647 0.647 0.647 0.571 0.321 0.321 0.238 0.227
113 0.400 0.400 0.371 0.428 0.667 0.486 0.486 0.450 0.450 0.450 0.426 0.323 0.290 0.185 0.157
114 0.450 0.371 0.334 0.403 0.545 0.538 0.538 0.452 0.351 0.292 0.270 0.270 0.237 0.237 0.237
115 0.950 0.635 0.692 0.586 1.000 1.000 0.950 0.950 0.844 0.837 0.639 0.413 0.370 0.312 0.199
116 0.750 0.736 0.749 0.604 1.000 0.818 0.775 0.775 0.775 0.775 0.775 0.775 0.710 0.658 0.565
117 0.900 0.625 0.762 0.615 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.944 0.800 0.600 0.388 0.315 0.157
118 0.100 0.143 0.097 0.165 0.333 0.143 0.106 0.106 0.106 0.106 0.106 0.106 0.106 0.088 0.084
119 0.500 0.450 0.458 0.484 1.000 0.625 0.600 0.522 0.472 0.435 0.414 0.378 0.356 0.336 0.237
120 0.900 0.595 0.659 0.570 0.944 0.944 0.854 0.742 0.644 0.628 0.605 0.584 0.573 0.528 0.392
121 0.900 0.667 0.713 0.592 1.000 1.000 0.900 0.811 0.795 0.716 0.689 0.639 0.567 0.439 0.221
122 0.800 0.804 0.769 0.613 1.000 0.861 0.861 0.861 0.861 0.861 0.861 0.851 0.820 0.708 0.543
123 0.400 0.412 0.280 0.366 0.667 0.667 0.444 0.444 0.444 0.385 0.167 0.125 0.081 0.080 0.076
124 0.200 0.212 0.164 0.249 0.238 0.238 0.212 0.164 0.158 0.158 0.158 0.158 0.158 0.158 0.149
125 0.800 0.523 0.541 0.522 1.000 0.833 0.705 0.554 0.533 0.532 0.452 0.409 0.387 0.380 0.296
126 0.950 0.866 0.906 0.647 0.978 0.978 0.978 0.939 0.939 0.939 0.939 0.898 0.897 0.856 0.741
127 0.300 0.405 0.400 0.449 1.000 0.432 0.432 0.432 0.432 0.393 0.393 0.393 0.385 0.336 0.300
128 0.250 0.212 0.258 0.344 0.302 0.302 0.302 0.302 0.300 0.290 0.288 0.275 0.271 0.227 0.177
129 0.850 0.421 0.508 0.508 1.000 1.000 0.864 0.864 0.622 0.330 0.260 0.258 0.249 0.217 0.151
130 0.100 0.063 0.202 0.292 1.000 0.214 0.214 0.214 0.170 0.170 0.144 0.144 0.144 0.127 0.120
131 0.900 0.649 0.785 0.616 1.000 0.944 0.944 0.917 0.917 0.867 0.723 0.663 0.652 0.583 0.376
132 0.250 0.227 0.154 0.238 1.000 0.364 0.313 0.132 0.070 0.070 0.070 0.070 0.070 0.070 0.070
133 0.700 0.571 0.702 0.596 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.824 0.548 0.457 0.403 0.236 0.182
134 0.250 0.433 0.351 0.415 0.448 0.448 0.448 0.448 0.444 0.442 0.442 0.385 0.318 0.292 0.194
135 0.550 0.792 0.748 0.600 0.808 0.808 0.808 0.808 0.808 0.808 0.808 0.799 0.795 0.788 0.717
136 0.400 0.284 0.335 0.404 1.000 0.421 0.329 0.329 0.329 0.329 0.329 0.329 0.320 0.262 0.174
137 0.300 0.222 0.427 0.483 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.333 0.333 0.333 0.333 0.258 0.258 0.225 0.225
138 0.200 0.205 0.205 0.293 0.500 0.258 0.243 0.200 0.200 0.200 0.200 0.200 0.191 0.183 0.153
139 0.400 0.471 0.461 0.493 1.000 1.000 0.714 0.538 0.538 0.455 0.407 0.261 0.187 0.113 0.099
140 0.500 0.418 0.392 0.442 1.000 0.636 0.458 0.458 0.425 0.395 0.285 0.273 0.218 0.203 0.177
141 0.800 0.537 0.563 0.533 1.000 0.842 0.750 0.625 0.545 0.545 0.491 0.437 0.385 0.356 0.346
142 0.300 0.292 0.237 0.326 1.000 0.375 0.375 0.250 0.169 0.152 0.143 0.143 0.143 0.143 0.124
143 0.150 0.130 0.127 0.204 0.429 0.429 0.192 0.106 0.092 0.079 0.079 0.079 0.079 0.079 0.079
144 0.700 0.618 0.627 0.562 1.000 0.857 0.737 0.733 0.733 0.660 0.660 0.562 0.479 0.365 0.228
145 0.250 0.185 0.120 0.195 0.313 0.313 0.150 0.148 0.111 0.092 0.092 0.089 0.077 0.069 0.066
146 0.600 0.568 0.573 0.537 1.000 0.653 0.653 0.648 0.576 0.576 0.558 0.548 0.548 0.480 0.420
147 0.550 0.529 0.503 0.509 1.000 0.750 0.727 0.571 0.529 0.529 0.488 0.381 0.298 0.258 0.211
148 0.950 0.868 0.911 0.648 1.000 0.976 0.963 0.940 0.940 0.910 0.910 0.903 0.890 0.858 0.655
149 0.050 0.158 0.146 0.226 0.183 0.183 0.183 0.183 0.183 0.173 0.159 0.159 0.141 0.141 0.140
150 0.250 0.148 0.177 0.263 0.294 0.286 0.198 0.198 0.198 0.198 0.198 0.198 0.188 0.188 0.183
Aaverage 0.535 0.453 0.476 0.458 0.830 0.686 0.620 0.553 0.523 0.484 0.444 0.400 0.369 0.322 0.253
Table B.4: Topic Model Analysis based Personalised Ontology (Dataset: R8)
11-point
TREC-topic T20 BP MAP F1 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1
1 1.000 0.676 0.730 0.594 1.000 0.945 0.934 0.870 0.765 0.739 0.714 0.649 0.561 0.515 0.333
2 0.950 0.806 0.885 0.643 1.000 0.980 0.980 0.980 0.980 0.980 0.969 0.958 0.832 0.618 0.073
3 1.000 0.903 0.969 0.660 1.000 1.000 0.987 0.985 0.984 0.983 0.983 0.983 0.970 0.912 0.589
4 0.350 0.857 0.982 0.722 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.875 0.875
5 0.700 0.632 0.613 0.556 0.771 0.771 0.771 0.771 0.771 0.738 0.700 0.597 0.597 0.430 0.206
6 0.700 0.377 0.350 0.414 1.000 0.700 0.700 0.512 0.330 0.310 0.188 0.130 0.130 0.125 0.047
7 0.850 0.743 0.695 0.591 1.000 1.000 0.889 0.882 0.882 0.864 0.757 0.757 0.757 0.076 0.036
8 0.850 0.753 0.792 0.618 1.000 0.909 0.903 0.903 0.886 0.864 0.786 0.763 0.747 0.635 0.160
Average 0.800 0.718 0.752 0.600 0.971 0.913 0.896 0.863 0.825 0.810 0.762 0.730 0.699 0.523 0.290
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